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The combination of heterogeneous catalysis and supercritical fluids as reactants 

and/or solvents holds great potential for optimizing chemical processes, and 

currently attracts growing interest in chemical technology. Yet, the fundamen- 

tals in this relatively new field are far from being fully developed. Although the 

non-ideal nature of fluid mixtures at high-pressures is generally accepted in 

present literature, the complexity and role of phase behavior is often not suffi- 

ciently considered in the interpretation of reactions under “supercritical” con- 

ditions. 

The work presented here highlights the importance of phase behavior in 

heterogeneously catalyzed reactions in “supercritical” fluids. It ~mfolds that a 

detailed consideration of changes in phase behavior - including number, 

nature, and composition of possibly coexisting phases - is indispensable in a 

sound interpretation of reaction characteristics in high-pressure systems. Fur- 

thermore, properties of fluids close to a critical point have to be clearly dis- 

cerned from those arising from the intermediate molecular density well beyond 

the critical point. 

The results establish that the common practice, of modelling multi-com- 

ponent phase behavior by the simple phase diagram topology of a pure fluid, 

leads to over-simplification of the system. On the other hand, a detailed con- 

sideration of the real, multi-componetIt phase behavior is of questionable value 

in a discussion of high-pressure reactions when weighed against the complexity 

thus introduced. Therefore, we propose that the phase behavior of a high-pres- 

sure reaction mixture be discussed on the basis of a binary mixture model, serv- 

ing as a guide for undsrscanding the crucial characteristics of the systetn. 

‘Taking a binary mixture model for such an approximation of the real phase 

behavior proved to be an effective approach, Binary mixture models f%ilitate 
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the qualitative understanding of ~nulti-component phase phenomena observed 

in the system. Furthermore, the models provide a practical basis for extrapola- 

tion of the observed phase behavior to other reaction conditions - a prerequi- 

site for the rational design of further experiments. 

A single section of this thesis is devoted ro a cohesive presentation of theo- 

retical aspects for careful analysis and consideration of high-pressure phase 

behavior. The nature of the critical point and the fluid state beyond it are dis- 

cussed for a pure fluid. Using a novel approach to the field of phase equilibria, 

characteristics of fluid multi-component phase behavior are outlined in gen- 

eral, subsequently focusing on fluid phase diagrams of binary mixtures. In a 

subsequent section, the opportunities provided by the application of supercriti- 

cal fluids in heterogeneous catalysis are discussed. 

A combination of two novel, computer controlled high-pressure systems 

for the exploration of heterogeneously catalyzed reactions in “super-critical” Au- 

ids is presented: a high-pressure autoclave system allows for in situ monitoring 

of heterogeneously catalyzed reactions under “supercritical” conditions; a high- 

pressure view-cell of variable volume facilitates the study of multi-component 

phase behavior in the range of chosen reaction conditions. The systems employ 

on-line video imaging and digital recording as a valuable tool for the study of 

phase behavior. 

The importance of phase behavior in heterogeneously catalyzed reactions 

in “supercritical” fluids is exemplified by three model reactions, namely: the 

platinum-catalyzed continuous enantioselective hydrogenation of ethyl pyru- 

vate in “supercritical” ethane; the palladium-catalyzed continuous partial oxi- 

dation of 2-octanol in “supercritical” carbon dioxide; and the continuous 

semihydrogenation of phenylacetylene over amorphous Pds,Si, 9 in “supercriti- 

cal” carbon dioxide. In all model reactions, unambiguous interpretation of the 

sometimes striking changes in rate and selectivity required careful analysis of 

the phase behavior under reaction conditions, The phase behavior of these 

high-pressure reactions has been successfully modelled by binary mixtures. The 

use of “supercritical” fluids enabled intensification of the chemical processes 

involved, including facile and complete product separation from the solvent. 

Enantioselective hydrogenation of ethyl pyruvate in “supercritical” ethane 

is characterized by very high rates and good enantioselectivity, although opti- 
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mization of the reaction conditions was not attempted. Remarkably, a one 

phase system did not afford faster reaction than an equilibrium of a liquid 

phase, rich in the reactant, and a “supercritical” or even a gaseous/liquid 

ethane-rich phase. However, high yields in @$ethyl lactate were achieved at 

much lower hydrogen concentration in a single-phase, rendering the one-phase 

region preferable from an economic point of view. 

Partial oxidation of 2-octanol in “supercritical” carbon dioxide afforded 

2-octanone in excellent selectivity (>39.S %). Application of the non-flamma- 

ble carbon dioxide as solvent rendered the process safer compared to liquid 

phase oxidations in organic solvents. Based on the phase behavior studies and 

the observed effects in the oxidation reaction, it seems worthwhile to conduct 

further studies in the single-phase region of this system at lower oxygen con- 

centrations. This change in phase equilibrium would facilitate an optimal con- 

trol of conditions in the tubular reactor. 

Semihydrogenation of phenylacetylene, with a ninefold excess of styrene, 

in “supercritical” carbon dioxide gave high conversion and selectivity, in partic- 

ular at low hydrogen concentrations near the transition to a single-phase sys- 

tem. Detailed consideration of phase behavior in preliminary studies was 

successfully employed to design these economically attractive reaction condi- 

t1ons. 

In summary, the model reactions evince that detailed consideration of 

phase behavior is imperative in interpretation of high-pressure reactions. Com- 

bination of phase behavior insights and catalytic studies represents a key step 

towards rational design of “supercritical” high-pressure reactions. In this pro- 

cess, modelling the phase behavior of reaction mixtures with binary phase dia- 

grams proves to be a practical and effective tool, excellently suitable when 

weighing model accuracy against complexity. 





Die Verwendung tiberkritischer Fluide in der heterogenen Katalyse, als Reak- 

tant und/oder LiSsungsmictel, birgt betr~chtliches Potential ftir die Optimie- 

rung chemischer Prozesse und erfreut sich zur Zeit wachsenden Interesses in 

der chemischen ?rechnologie. Die Grundlagen dieses relativ neuen Gebietes 

sind jedoch bei weitem noch nicht vollstiindig erforscht. Obwohl dies in 

Zusammenhang mit dem nicht-idealen Verhalten van Fluiden unter hohen 

Drucken in der heutigen Literatur immer wieder betont wird, werden Komple- 

xitgt und Stellenwert des Phasenverhaltens oft unterschZtzt und in der Interpre- 

tation von Reaktionen unter “tiberkritischen” Hedingungen nicht gentigend 

beachtet. 

Diese Arbeit hebt die Wichtigkeit des Phasenverhaltens in heterogen kata- 

lysierten Reaktionen in “iiberltritischetl” Fluiden hervor. Se zeigt, dass ein 

sor&ltiges Einbeziehen van fncferungen im Phasenverhalten von Hochdrucl- 

Systemen in einer sorgfiiltigen Interpretation von Reaktionsdaten unum- 

g+.$ich ist, wobei bei diesen Anderuugen sowohl Anzahl und Art, als au& 

Zusammensetzung der Phasen beriicksichtigt werden mtissen. Weiter sind die 

Eigenschaften eines Fluides nahe eines kritischen Punktes klar von jenen zu 

unterscheiden, die das Fluid jenseits des kritischen Punktes aufgrund seiner 

mittleren molekularen Dichte auf;veist. 

Die Resultate dieser Arbeit zeigen, class die @ngige Praxis, das Phasenver- 

halten von Mehrkomponenten-Gemischen durch jenes eines puren Fluids 

anzunghern, zu groben Fehlern f&t, Andererseits sprengt eine detaillierte 

Hehandlung des realen Mehrkomponenten-Phasenverhaltens den Rahmen 

einer Diskussion von Hochdruck-Reril<tiollen und ist van fi-agwiirdigem Wert, 

wenn Ertrag und Au&and gegeneinander abgewogen werden. Aufgrund dieser 

Tatsache schlagen wir vor, das l>hasenverhalten in Hochdruck-Reaktionen auf 
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der Basis eines bingrer Gemisches zu diskutieren. Bingre Gemische erwiesen 

sich als gusserst ntitzlich in der Annsherung realen Phasenverhaltens. Die 

Modellvorstellung eines binsren Fluids erleichtert das qualitative Verstehen von 

Phsnomenen im realen Phasenverhalten. Weiter bietet das Model1 eine solide 

Basis ftir die Extrapolation von beobachtetem Phasenverhalten auf andere 

Reaktionsbedingurlgen - eine Voraussetzung ftir das “rationale Design” weite- 

rer Experimente. 

Ein Teil der vorlicgenden Arbeit umf&st die Diskussion der theoretischen 

Grundlagen einer sorgfYtigen Analyse von Hochdruck-Phasenverhalten. Dab& 

werden die Eigenheiten kritischer Punkte und des Phasenzustandes jenseits 

davon am Beispiel eines puren Fluids diskutierr. Die Eigenschaften fluiden 

Mehrkomponenten-Phasenvcrhaltens werden zuerst allgemein beleuchtet und 

dann mit Fokus auf Phasendiagramme b&ret: Gemische vertieft, wobei ein 

neuartiger Zugang zum Gebiet der Phasengleichgewichte gewzhlt wurde. In 

einem anschliessenden Teii werden die M~glichkeiten diskutiert, die die Ver- 

wendung iiberkritischer Fluide in der heterogenen Katalyse birgt. 

In einem weiteren Teil wird die Kombination zweier neuartiger, Compu- 

ter-gesteuerter Hochdruck-Systeme ftir die Erforschung heterogen ltatalysierter 

Reaktionen in “tiberkritischell” Fluiden vorgestellt: ein Hochdruck-Autokla- 

vensystem erlaubt die in sita Beobachtung heterogen katalysierter Reaktionen 

miter “tiberkritischen” Bedingungen; eine Hochdruck-Sichtzelle variablen 

Volumens ermiiglicht das Studium von Mel~rl~omponenten-Phasenverhalten 

im Bereich der gewshlten Reaktionsbedingungen. Beide Systeme wenden on- 

line Video Imaging und digitale Aufilahme der Bilder als wertvolles Werlizeug 

in der Untersuchung des Verhaltens von Phasengleichgewichten an. 

Die Bedeutsamkeit des Phasenverhaltens fiir heterogen katalysierte Reakti- 

onen in “tiberkritischen” Fluiden wird anhand dreier Modellreaktionen veran- 

schaulicht, nsmlich: der Platin-katalysierren, kontinuierlichen, enantio- 

selektiven Hydrierung von Ethylpyruvat in “tiberkritischem” Ethan; der 

Palladium-katalysierten, kontinuierlichen partiellen Oxidation van 2-Octanol 

in “iiberkritischem” Kohlendioxid; unci der kontinuierlichen partiellen Hydrie- 

rung von Phenylethin tiber amorphem Pd,,Si,, in “tiberkritischetn” Kohlendi- 

oxid. In allen Modellreaktionen war eine detaillierte Beachtung dcs Phasenver- 

haltens unter Reaktionsbedir~guugcn niitig, urn die zum Teil bemerkenswerten 



Anderungen in Umsatz und Selektivitgt wissenschaftlich fundiert erkliiren zu 

kiinnen. Bingre Gemische wurden erfolgreich als Model1 ftir das Phasenverhal- 

ten dieser Hochdruck-Reaktionen angewandt. Die Verwendung “tiberkriti- 

scher” Fluide in den Modellreaictionen ftihrte zu einer verbesserten Prozessftih- 

rung mit einfacher und vollstzndiger ‘Irennung von Produkten und 

L6sungsmitte1, 

Die enantioselektive Hydrierung von Ethylpyruvat in “tiberkritischem” 

E&an ist durch sehr hohe Umsiitze und gute Enantioselektivitst gekennzeich- 

net, obwohl die Reaktion nicht optimiert wurde. Ein Einphasen-System hat 

dabei bemerkenswerterweise nicht zu schnelleren Reaktionen geftihrt als ein 

Cleichgewicht aus einer Ethylpyruvat-reichen Fltissigphase und einer “iiberkri- 

tischen” oder gar gasf6rmigenlfltissigen Ethan-reichen Phase. Im Einphasen- 

System wurden die hohen Ausbeuten an (R)-Ethyllactat jedoch bei bedeutend 

tieferer Wasserstoff-Konzentration im System erreicht, was dem Einphasen- 

Gebiet zu Vorteilen in der Wirtschaftlichkeit gereicht. 

Die partielle Oxidation von 2-Octanol zu 2-Octanon in “tibcrkritischem” 

Kohlendioxid ergab ausgezeichnete Selektivitgten (rY>.S%). Die Verwendung 

des unbrennbaren Kohlendioxids ma& den Prozess sichcrer im V&gleich zu 

Fltissigphasen-Oxidationen in organischen Liisungsmitteln. Basierend auf den 

Studien zum Phasenverhalcen und dessen Einfluss auf die Oxidation scheint 

die Reaktionsfiihrullg bei tieferer Sauerstoff-Kc~nzetltratiorl im Einphasen- 

Gebiet vielversprechend. Dieser Wechsel vom Mehrphasen- in das Einphasen- 

Gebiet der Reaktion wtirde ausserdem eine optimale Kontrolie der Bedingun- 

gen im kontinuierlichen Reaktor ermSglichen. 

Die partielle Hydrierung von Phenylethin in einer neunfiachen Menge Sty- 

rol und “tiberkritischem” Kohlendioxid ftihrte zu hohen Umsztzen und Selekti- 

vi&en, vorallem bei Re~~ktionsfiihrung mit geringen W&serstoff-Konzentratio- 

nen in der Nghe des Ubergangs zum Einphasen-(l;ebiet. Eine sorgf%ltige 

Analyse des Phasenverhaltens vorgiingiger Versuche wurde erfolgreich dazu ver- 

wendet, diese wirtschaftlich interessanten Reaktionsbedingungen einzugren- 

ZCfSl, 

Zrrsarrrmerl~~ssend zeigen die ltlociell-Reaktiorren, dass deraillierte Beach- 

tung des Phaser~verhaltens notwendig ist ftir eine f&ndierte Interpretation von 

Hochdruck-Reaktionen. Die Kombination van Erkenntnissen zu Phasenver- 



halten und katalytischen Experimenter1 stellt einen wichtigen Schritt auf dem 

Weg zu einem “rationalen Design” von “tiberkritischen” Hochdruck-Reaktio- 

nen dar. Dabei erweist sich die Modellierung des Phasenverhaltens des Reakti- 

onsgemisches mit Hilfe binsrer Phasendiagramme als niitzliches und effektives 

Werkzeug, vorallem wenn Nutzen und KomplexitZt des Modells gegeneinander 

abgewogen werden. 



Chapter 

The use of supercritical fluids (SCFs) in technology and research has been trig- 

gered by several unique features of these media. No doubt, fluids reveal a num- 

ber of fascinating properties within the vicinity of a critical point, such as 

critical opalescence or divergence of properties, giving this molecular state an 

almost “magic” touch. But at temperatures above the critical value, supercritical 

fluids (SCFs) lose these distinctive properties; nonetheless, they reveal a unique 

combination of gas-like and liquid-like qualities due to their intermediate 

molecular density. These properties, together with their remarkable tunability, 

render SCFs interesting media for chemical processes. 

Opportunities provided by the use of supercritical media in high-pressure 

chemical reaction design have been the focus of several reviews. ‘-Is Yet, the 
f-imdamentals in this relatively new field are still f& from being fully devel- 

oped.’ Although the non-ideal nature of fluid mixtures at high pressures is gen- 

erally accepted, and corresponding statements are included in most 
publications in the field, the complexity of phase behavior is often not suffi- 

ciently contemplated in the interpretation of reactions under “supercritical” 

conditions. Dazzled by the striking performance of new “supercritical” pro- 

cesses, pronounced effects on rate or selectivity of a reaction with changes in 

remperature and pressure have been readily attributed to a shift in phase behav- 

ior from a subcritical to a supercritical state. Such argumentation was often 
“based” on critical parameters of the solvent or a major reactant, i.e., the multi- 

component system was modelled wit-h a pure fluid, However, most of the reac- 

tions reported in the past can be expected to have been conducted filr from a 

critical point. l7 Thus 2 sic6ficant share of presumptions in the interpretation . L ~ h 

of reactions under “supercritical” conditions may be flawed. 



1 .I Aim of this Thesis 

This thesis aims at elucidating the importance of phase behavior in heteroge- 

neously catalyzed reactions in “supercritical” fluids. Scientific discussion of 

high-pressure reaction data requires a detailed consideration of phase behavior: 

which comprises changes in number, nature, and composition of possibly coex- 

isting phases. For a firm interpretation of effects on rate and selectivity in high- 

pressure systems, a detailed study of the phase behavior under reaction condi- 

tions is indispensable. Furthermore, properties of fluids within the range of a 

critical point have to be clearly discerned from those arising from the interme- 

diate molecular density well beyond the critical point. 

The basis for careful analysis of high-pressure reactions is laid in an 

extended theoretical part, The nature of the critical point and the fluid state 

beyond it are discussed for a pure fluid (Chapter 2). Using a novel approach to 

the field of phase equilibria, characteristics of fluid multi-component phase 

behavior are outlined in general, before focusing on fluid phase diagrams of 

binary mixtures. On this basis, it is manifested that multi-componelIt fluid 

phase behavior can be very well modelled with binary fluid mixtures, when 

model accuracy is weighed against the complexity thus introduced. In contrast, 

pure fluids fail to explain most of the phenomena found in such systems, ren- 

dering them a very poor model for multi-component mixtures (Chapter 3). 

The effects of SCF properties on chemical reactions in general, both within the 

vicinity of a critical point and beyond the critical temperature, are discussed; 

and application of SC13 in heterogeneous catalysis is focused on (Chapter 4). 

The work for this thesis comprised the design, development, and imple- 

mentation of two novel, computer-based high-pressure systems for the explora- 

tion of heterogeneously catalyzed reactions in “supercritical” fluids: (i) A high- 

pressure autoclave system allows is2 s%tr~ monitoring of heterogeneously cata- 

lyzed reactions under “supercritical” conditions by on-line video imaging and 

recording, as well as on-line sampling for GC analysis (Chapter 5). (ii) A high- 

pressure view-cell of variable volume, equipped with on-line video imaging and 

recording, facilitates the exploration of multi-component phase behavior in the 

range of chosen reaction conditions (Chapter 6). 
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The importance of phase behavior in heterogeneously catalyzed reactions 

in “supercritical” fluids is exemplified by three model reactions, namely: the 

platinum-catalpzcd continuous enantioselective hydrogenation of ethyl pyru- 

vate in “supercritical” ethane (Chapter 7); the palladium-catalyzed partial oxi- 

dation of 2-octanol in “supercritical” carbon dioxide (Chapter 8); and the 

continuous semihydrogenation of phenylacetylene over amorphous I’d,, Si, 9 in 

“supercritical” carbon dioxide (Chapter 9). The model reactions clearly demon- 

strate the suitability of the novel high-pressure systems for exploration of heter- 

ogeneous catalysis in “supercritical” fluids. They furthermore evince that 

unambiguous interpretation of the striking effects in the high-pressure reac- 

tions requires a detailed consideration of the phase behavior under reaction 

conditions. The binary fluid model embeds the experimentally observed phase 

behavior into a broader context. It fkilitates the qualitative understanding of 

the multi-component phenomena observed, Furthermore, it provides a practi- 

cal basis for extrapolation of the observed phase behavior to other temperatures 

and pressures - a prerequisite for the rational design of further experiments. 

N’ote that in the context of this thesis, the term “model” is used to relate to a 

qualitative guide, in accordance with a statement made by Samuel Karlin dur- 

ing the 1 I th R.A. Fisher Memorial Lecture, Royal Society, 20 April 1983: “The 

purpose of models is not to fit the data but to sharpen the questions.” 

Detailed conclusions of the work in this thesis are compiled in the Sum- 

mary section. 

1.2 Abbreviations and Symbols Used in this Thesis 

.Abbreviations and physico-chemical symbols used in this thesis are collected in 

Table 1-l. A list of graphical symbols used in phase diagrams is given in 

Eble l-2, 

Physico-chemical symbols have been used in accordance with the recom- 

mendations provided by IUPAC,” with exception of states of aggregation 

(noted in capital letters instead of small letters) and Celsius temperature 

(denoted as T instead of t). All quantities are expressed in SI base units, apart 
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from temperature and pressure, which are measured in the more generally used 

SI units “C and bar, as likewise recommended by IUPAP and by IS0.19 The 

term “isopleth” is used in this thesis to refer to a section or a curve of constant 

composition x in p,‘l;x-space, 

Table 1-l : List of symbols and abbreviations used in this thesis. 

Ar 

ca 

CD 
c; 

cm 
cl? 
II 
e 
EB 
ee 
EP 

5, ,j 
g 
GG 
GL 
HCSP 

Kc 
k, 
16 

1% 

1% 
1 
L 

La 

Lii 
LL 

wq 

LV 

Archimedes number 
pure fluid gas-liquid critical point of the more volatile component cx (in a 
binary mixture) 
pure fluid gas-liquid critical point of the less volatile component ,!3 (in a 
binary mixture) 
cinchonidine 
molar concentration of species i 
limiting uppa critical solution point (in a binary mixture) 
critical point 
diffusion coefficient 
Euler number 

ethyl benzene 
enantiomeric excess, ee (96) = R (96) - S (96) 
ethyl pyruvate 
molar flow of species i at locationj 
local acceleration of grwity 
gas-gas equilibrium 
gas-liquid equilibrium 
hypercritical solution point 
coticentrntion-based equilibrium consrant 
coticerrtratiotl-bussed rate consrant 
kilo sample 
mole fractiowbased equilibrium constant 
mole fraction-based rate constant 
characteristic length (for calculation of dimensionless numbers) 
liquid phase 
liquid phase rich in component a (in a binary mixture) 
liquid phase rich in component /I (in a binary mixture) 
liquid-liquid equilibrium 
liquid-liquid two-phase region (coexistence of I,, and LB in a binary mix- 
ture) 
liquid-vapor equilibrium 



Table l-1 : (Continued) List of symbols and abbreviations used in this thesis. 

LV 

LI;v’ 
LLV 
L,L,,V 

LCEI’ 
ICS’I 

111 

W 
11 
Nl 

17 
PA 

PC 
I)‘l’FE 

R 
RESS 
SAS 
s 

s/3 
SL 
SpL 
SV 

v 
SLL 

SpLL/3 

SpLLp~ 

SIN 

s/42 

sfiL/Iv 

s&v 

SC 
SCF 

gas-liquid two-phase region (coexistence of L, and V in a binary tnix- 

ture) 
gas-liquid two-phase region (coexistence of Lb L ,md V in a binary mixture) 

liquid-liquid-vapc7r equilibrium; three-phase plane in p,T,x-space 
liquid-liciuici-vapor three-phase plane (coexistence of L,, L, and ?' in a 
binary mixture); three-phase plane in p,?k-space 

lower critical endpoint 
lower critical solution remperature 

natural logarithm 
molecular weight of species i 
molecularity of a reaction 
normliter 
pressure 
phenylacetylene 
critical pressure 
~~olyterrafluoroetl~yler~e 
universal gas constant 
rapid expansion of supercritical solution (technique) 
supercritical anti-solvent (technique) 
solid phase 
solid phase of pure component p (in a binary mixture) 
solid-liquid equilibrium 
liquid-solid two-phase region (coexistence of SD and 1.. in a binary mixture) 

solid-vapor equilibrium 
gas-solid two-phase region (coexistence of SIR and V in a binary mixture) 
solid-liquid-liquid equilibrium; three-phase plane in p,T,x-space 
liquid-liquid-solid three-phase region (coexistence of Sp, I,,, and Lp in a 
binary mixture); three-phase plane in p,?;x-space 
gas-liquid-liquid-solid four-phase region (coexistence ofS,+ I.,,, and Lp in a 
binary mixture); quadruple line in p,T,x-space 
solid-liquid-vapor equilibrium; three-phase plane in p,T,x-space 
gas-liquid-solid three-phase region (coexistence of Sp, I~,, and V in a binary 
mixture); three-phase plane in p,‘l;x-space 
gas-liquid-solid three-phase region (coexistence of SP LLj, and V in a binary 
mixture); three-phase plane in p,T,x-space 
gas-liquid-solid three-phase region (coexistence of SP I,, and V in a binary 
mixture); three-phase plane in p,‘l;s-space 
supercritical (with compound) 
supercritical fluid 



Table 1-l : (C ontinued) List of symbols and abbreviations used in this thesis. 

supercritical water oxidation 
styrene 
temperature 
critical temperature 
triple point tcmperarure 
turnover frequency 
triple point 
upper critical endpoint 
upper critical solution temperature 
gaseous (vapor) phase 
volume 
molar volume 
modified space time (W, catalyst weight; F, molar flow rate entering the 
reactor) 
mole fraction of species i 
enthalpy of salvation 
enthalpy of vaporization 
reaction volume 
activation volume 
component with higher volatility (in a binary mixture) 
critical exponent 

component with lower volatility (in a binary mixture) 
critical exponent 
critical exponent 
critical exponent 
dielectric constant 
tlon-dimensional parameter for global phase diagrams 
critical exponent 
dynamic viscosity 
isothermal compressibiliry 
non-dimensionnl parameter fi,r global phase diagrams 
critical exponelit 
kinematic viscosirv 
stochiometric corfficient 
density 
critical density 
non-ditnetlsiotlril parameter for global phase dingrams 
constant (in equations) 
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Table l-2: List of symbols used in phase diagrams in this thesis. 

A 
0 

w 
A\\\\\\\‘ 
,!//;//: / 
'llillll: .p:,;-:-;;< ';A,;. ': , .-.-__ 

I I I i 
.-*.-I 

I II 

‘-I-“-i- 
/ i 

‘is- 
- ‘XI 

- 

triple point of a I)LIK fluid (TP) 
critical point of ;I pure fluid (Cl?) 
mixture critical point 
critical endpoint 
lower critical endpoint (LCEI’) 
upper critical cndpoinc (LJCEI?) 
hypercritical solution point (HCSI’) 
maxcondenbar point 
maxcondentherm point 
state of phases in a LLV equilibrium (in p,x-sections) 
quadruple point 
vapor pressure of a pure fluid 
critical line (LCST or UCST) 
lower critical solution temperature (LCST) 
upper critical solution temperature (UCST) 
dew-point line (in p,x-sections) 
bubble-point line (in p,x-sections) 
intersection of multi-phase regions with planes of the coordinate systetn 
envelope of two-phase regions 
gaseous phase (in p,x-sections) 
dense phase (liquid, “SC”) rich in a (in p,x-sections) 
dense phz~ (liquid) rich in p (in p,x-sections) 
gas-gas equilibrium (GG) 
liquid-liquid equilibrium (LL/L,I.,& 
liquid-vapor equilibrium (in p,x- and p,‘T-sections, LV) 
liquid-vapor equilibrium (in p,x- and p,T-sections, L,V) 
liquid-vapor equilibrium (in p,x- atld p,T-sections, L,i;l’) 
liquid-liquid-vapor equilibrium; three-phase planr: in p,T,x-space (LLV) 
solid-liquid-vapor equilibrium; three-phase plane in p,T,x-space (SLV) 

solid-liquid-liquid equilibrium; three-phase plane in p,‘I:x-space (SLL,) 
figure reprinted in color in the appendix of this thesis (in figure captions) 





The Sup 

The classification of fluid states as “liquid” and “gaseous” is in general more or 

less artificial and only well defined in or at the border of a pure fluid’s two- 

phase region. “’ Still, when dealing with a pure fluid, there is a way to clearly 

(and in our perception, meaningfully) classi+ fluid states: a liquid phase will 

eventually coexist with a fluid phase of lower density upon isothermal decom- 

pression; a gaseous phase will, at a point, coexist with a fluid phase of higher 

density upon isothermal compression. However, a pure fluid can also be in a 

state where it will never coexist with another fluid phase upon isothermal 

decompression or compression. Since this state is limited to temperatures 

exceeding the temperature at: the gas-liquid critical point, it is generally labelled 

“supercritical”. 

Fluids reveal striking phenomena in the vicinity of their gas-liquid critical 

point: some physical properties exhibit major tunability with possible disconti- 

nuity or divergence, and f!luctuations in densiry or concentrations lead to criti- 

cal opalescence. 2* But at temperatures above the critical value, supercritical 
fluids (SCFs) lose these almost magic “critical” properties; yer, they reveal a 

unique combination of gas-like and liquid-like qualities due to their intermedi- 

ate molecular densiry, which renders them interesting media for chemical pro- 

cesses. 18 

Here we will briefly summarize the general properties of a pure fluid in the 

vicinity of its gas-liquid critical point as well as at temperatures well exceeding 

the critical value, Furthermore, some individual properties of four SCFs fi-e- 

quently used in chemical reactions are listed, namely: CO,, ethane, ethene, and 

water. 
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Fig. 2-l: Isochoric transition of: CO, from the two phase region ro the supercritical state. 
All pictures have Ixen taken with the computer-cotltrolled high-pressure batch system, de- 
scribed in detail in Chapter 5. The snnpshots show the reactor content, and the shaft of the 
(suspended) mechanical stirrer. Since the covered window area of the two CCD-cameras used 
to record the images overlap to 3 certain degree, the phase border is shown twice, i.e., fi+om 
the side by the lower camera and sli&lp from the top by the upper camera. (to be continued) 

2.1 What is a SCF? 

In 1822 Baron Charles Cagniard de la Tour conducted experiments that 

showed there is a critical temperature above which a substance can only be in 



Fig. 2-l : (Continued) As the retnperature of the system is increased, the density of the gas- 
phase increases while the liquid brconm less dense. This cm be directly observed when the 
phase border becomes more and more blurred and turbulent as the system approaches its crit- 
ical point. At the critical point the densities of gaseous md liquid CO, become equal and the 
phase border disappears. ‘l‘he critical pxmeters of the system are slightly higher that1 that of 

pure CO2 due to traces of nir in the system. 

one fluid state instead of either gaseous or liquid.‘” As a fluid in gas-liquid 

equilibrium is heated and appmaches irs critical temperature, the density of the 

gas-phase increases while the liquid beconxs loss dense. If the two densities 

become equal, the liquid and gaseous phases converge into a single phase with 

no change in local symmetry. This rransition from a gas-liquid equilibrium to 
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the supercritical state is shown in Figure 2-1 using the example of CO,. At the 

condition where a liquid- and gas-phase in equilibrium converge into a single 

phase the coexistence line of the liquid and gas has a critical point, defined by, 
. . 

e.g., a crmcal temperature and pressure as shown in Figure 2-2. 

As follows from the expression “supercritical fluid”, this term refers to a 

fluid at conditions beyond its critical point. Although this seems to clearly 

assign the supercritical state, a problem arises in laying down the term 

“beyond” in that definition: while some definitions demand for the tcmpera- 

ture and pressure of a fluid to exceed their critical values to be supercritical, 

others omit all restrictions on pressure and only require that the temperature be 

greater than ‘1-c.23 

In this thesis the latter definition of the supercritical state is used for rea- 

sons of convenience: a pure fluid is called supercritical if the temperature 

exceeds its critical value (and the pressure is below that required to condense it 

into a solid); or, in other words, a pure fluid is called supercritical if it cannot 

be transformed into two non-solid phases by isothermally expanding or com- 

pressing it. With this definition a supercritical fluid reveals the unique property 

of being tunable in density from gas-like values to liquid-like ones without a 

phase transition. 

2.2 Properties of SCFs 

Th +* e properties of: SCFs are often said to be between those of a liquid and a gas. 

Although this is generally true, it is important to note that some of the proper- 

ties of a SCF are more liquid-like, whereas others are more gas-like. Further- 

more, most properties of SCFs can significantly change with relatively small 

changes in pressure and temperature, rendering SCFs easily tunable in respect 

to their qualities as a solvent and/or reactant. It is this mixture of more liquid- 

and more gas-like propertics together with their easy tunability that render 

SCFs such promising media for chemical reactions and extractions, 
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Fig. 2-2: Phase diagram of a pure compound in p,V,T-space and its projections on the 
p,V- and p,T-planes, showing solid, liquid , gaseous (vapor) and supercritical domains as well 
as corresponding phase borders and phase coexistence areas. TP and Cl? indicate the triple 
point and critical point of the con~pound, respectively; corresponding isotherms are traced 
with thick lines. For a list of abbreviations and synMs cf. Tables 1-l and l-2, respectively. 

2.2.1 Density and Related Properties 

As stated above, the densities of a liquid and a gas in equilibrium become equal 

at their critical point. Consequently, the density of a SCF at its critical point 

lies between values typical for the liquid and gaseous state. However, regarding 

the order of magnitude a SCF reveals densities typical of a liquid (between 100 

and I 150 kg m-j, see Figure z-:3) and hence its characteristic dissolving power. 

The density of a fluid in the suyercritical region can be continuously 

adjusted from liquid-like to gas-like values, as shown in Figure 2-4. In the vicin- 

ity of the critical point a small change in pressure can result in a sharp change 

in the fluid’s density. ‘With increasing distance from the critical point, the effect 

of pressure on density becomes less dramatic. Thus, as to tunability of density- 

related properties of a SCF, the zone immediately above the critical point is 

most effective for changes with minimal variations in pressure and/or tempera- 

ture. The density of a SCF increases with increasing pressure and decreases with 

increasing temperature. 
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Fig. 2-3: Comparison of physical properties of liquids, supercritical fluids (SCFs) and gas- 
es in the near critical region, a) at mbient conditions; b) kinematic viscosity was estimated 
from dynnmic viscosity and density, \’ = q / p. (L3ata taken from fief-: 24, with the exception 
of the density range of SCFs which includes p,(Xe) = 1110 kg I~I-.~ ” in this figure.) 
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Fig. 2-4: Effect of pressure 011 density at subcritical (‘I’, c: ‘r,) and supercritical (T, > T,, 
‘I’, >> T,> conditions. Isotherm Tl illustrates the discomimity in the density vs. pressure 
function at subcritical conditions due to the phase change, Isotherms T, ad I’, typify- the 
continuous change from gas-like ro liquid-like densities with increasing pressure, Note that 
the effect of pmsure on density for a SCF, in term ofclmlge in density with a small variation 
in pressure, is more pronounced near the critical point. 

The dissolving power of a given fluid depends on its density’).“‘; Hence, 

while a liquid reveals great dissolving power and a gas is a poor solvent, the dis- 

solving power of a SCF can be altered over a wide range by changing the pres- 

sure and/or temperature. Generally, the solukility of a given solute increases 

with both increasing density of the solvent and increasing vapor pressure of the 

solute. Consequently, the solubility of a solute in a SCF increases with increas- 

ing pressure, whereas it decreases, remains constant or increases with increasing 

temperature, depending on the predominant factor, i.e. solvent density or sol- 

ute vapor pressure. Furthermore, it is to be noted that solubilities in liquids 
usually surpass those found in SCFs and the dissolving power of a SCF only 

approaches that of a liquid solvent at high enough densities. However, it is the 

unique combination of relatively high solubilities and other, rather gas-like fea- 

tures that render SCFs a medium occasionally referred to as “supersolvent)‘, 
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The dielectric constant E also shows a behavior parallel to that of density to 

some extent. It increases sharply with pressure in the region near the critical 

point, but the magnitude of this increase depends on the nature of the SCE 

2.2.2 Viscosity, Diffusivity and Surface Tension 

The hydrodynamic properties of a SCF also lie between those of a liquid and a 

gas (see Figure 2-4), imparting Llvorable qualities for reactions and extractions 

to the SCF in that respect, 

The dynamic viscosity 71 of a SCF is rather comparable to that of a gas at 

the same temperature than to a liquid. Vet, the density of a SCF near its critical 

point is at least two orders of magnitude higher than that of a gas, resulting in a 

very low kinematic viscosity v = 11 / p. This is very advantageous for mass trans- 

fer, since natural convection effects are inversely proportional to the square of 

the kinematic viscosity,“’ as reflected in the Archimedes number, relating gravi- 

tational force and viscous force in a fluid system: 

*r-d3./, 
v2 p 

> (1) 

where 1 denotes a characteristic length of the system, pthe fluid density, and ~,p 

the density difference accounting for the natural convection. 28 

Diffusivities of SCFs can also be considered as being gas-like in respect to 

their order of magnitude. Consequently, diffusion coefficients of solutes in 

SCFs are gas-like too, adding to the attractiveness of SCFs in regard to pro- 

cesses where diffusion of a component constitutes a limiting step. 

Viscosity and diffusivity of a SCF are dependent on temperature and pres- 

sure, as is the case with densicy. In a SCF, viscosity increases and diff&ivity 

decreases as pressure is increased, approaching values of a liquid. An increase in 

temperature leads to a decrease in viscosity of the SCF (note that the opposite 

is true in the case of a gas); whereas diffusiviry will increase with an increase in 

temperature, 

The surface tension o of a liquid in equilibrium with its vapor decreases 

with increasing temperature and becomes zero at its critical point. Therefore a 



SCF acts like a gas in uniformly filling up the space available, allowing SCFs to 

penetrate readily porous solids and packed beds. 

2.2.3 Tunability of Properties 

In addition to the very special combination of gas-like and liquid-like proper- 

ties, the easy tunability of these properties with relatively small changes in pres- 

sure and/or temperature render SCFs very promising media for chemical 

purposes. 

The hydrodynamic properties of a SCF can be tuned over a wide range by 

changing temperature and/or pressure of the fluid. In addition, the density of a 

SCF can be continuously adjusred from liquid-like to gas-like and so can all its 

density related properties such as solvent power. Particularly in the region 

about the critical point large changes in fluid density and related properties are 

observed with small changes in pressure. Accordingly, in regard to tunability of 

the SCF’s properties, the region around the critical point, the so-called “near 

critical” region of the fluid, holds the greatest interest for research and process 

engineering. 

2.2.4 Properties at or near the Critical Point 

The behavior of SCFs discussed so far relates to the supercritical region in gen- 

eral. However, systems near their critical point exhibit distinctive properties, 

basically due to the nature of the critical point being the endpoint in the coex- 

istence line of gas and liquid and corresponding phase transitions being of sec- 

ond order. 

The region where a liquid- and gas-phase can coexist becomes smaller with 

increasing temperature and is reduced to a single point at the critical tempera- 

ture: the critical point of the fluid, With that unique nature of the critical point 

where the two phases critically merge, comes a number of peculiarities. These 

peculiarities just give a hint: that the region around the critical point possesses 

some very special properties in comparison ro the supercritical region in gen- 

eral, which might be of particular interest in researching chemical processes in 

SCFS. 



Divergence or Diminution of Physical Properties 

.A number of physical properties become zero (e.g., enthalpy of vaporization 

AH& whereas others diverge theoretically (e.g., isothermal compressibility 

K~). Some of these anomalies can be directly perceived in the p,YTdiagram 

(see Figure 2-2) where the T,-isotherm in the p,V-plane reveals a point of infkc- 

tion with a horizontal tangent at the critical point. Consequently, the first and 

second partial derivatives of temperature at this point are both zero, unequivo- 

cally defining the critical point. 

However, since the isothermal compressibility xl- becomes infinite in a sec- 

ond-order phase transition, as is the case at the critical point, density fluctua- 

tions and resulting effects have to be considered, as for example in the 

fluctuation-dissipation theorem in statistical mechanics, It is supposed that the 

behavior of various measurable quantities near the critical point can be decom- 

posed into a “regular” part remaining finite and a “singular” part that may be 

divergent; the divergent part is found to be proportional to I(T - T,) T,^“j” 

where Z, one of the so called critical exponents (a, 0, x 6, 11~ v), detines the 

nature of the singularity (note that in experiments even widely different sys- 

tems approximately share the same critical exponents) .2c),30 This superposition 

of a regular and a singular term describes the real behavior of SCFs quite well. 

It is a model of the “deviation” of properties in the near-critical region (includ- 

ing the liquid region near the critical point) whereby properties may deviate 

strongly or weakly dependin g on the corresponding path on the p,V,T-sur- 
face.“0 

Critical Opalescence 

Within the vicinity of the critical point, the fluid shows the phenomenon of 

critical opalescence, a characteristic signature of the critical merging of two 

phases. 

As published by Lord 1% <my erg 1 1 * 1 in 1871, electromagnetic radiation is scat- 
tered by particles that have a radius less than approximately I /IO the wave- 

length of the radiation.-i ’ The angle through which light is scattered by 
molecules in a gas varies inversely as the fourth power of the wavelength; hence, 

blue light will be scattered much more than will the long wavelength red 

1ight.j’ However, the scattering cross section in a gas is so small, that noticeable 
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effects only occur at long pathways of the light, When sunlight crosses the 

atmosphere at sunset, blue light is scattered to a far greater extent than red 

light, resulting in the yellow-red color of the sun at sunset (direct, i.e. not scat- 

tered light) and blue color of the sky (indirect, i.e., scattered light). 

In the vicinity of a critical point, the large isothertnal compressibility 
allows for density fluctuations at low cost of free energy. Agglomerations of 

molecules in an environment of low molecular density will necessarily scatter in 

phase and will have a coherent interference which produces an increase in the 

scattering. 32 As the size of the agglomeration is increased, the scattering of light 

becomes stronger until the agglomeration gets about the size of the wavelength 

of liglit..32 Since the range of density fluctuations in the vicinity of a critical 

point can become comparable to the wavelength of visible light, this optically 

inhomogeneous system may scatter visible light very strongly and looks opales- 

cent:” Strong scattering of visible light passing through a SCF near the critical 

point will lead to long pathways of the light, wherein the light may be: (i) 

partly absorbed, leading to a red-shift in light passing through the fluid, and a 

blue-shift for light reflected off the fluid (Figure 2-5); or (ii) fully absorbed, 

which results in observation of a so-called “cloud”. 

2.2.5 Other Properties of SCFs 

In addition to their promising physico-chemical properties, SCFs may also 

provide favorable qualities to ecology and economy. The ideal XX for indus- 

trial applications is non- toxic, environmerltally benign, nonflammable and 
available in high purity at low cost. It is gaseous under ambient conditions and 

has moderate critical conciitions to facilitate process design. Besides their very 

interesting “supercritical” features, it is propitious that there are SCFs that meet 

all or most of these aspects. 



RED 

Fig. 2-5: Stlapshots of an ethanc : ethyl pyruvate : M, mixture with a molar ratio of 
200 : 1 : 2 at around 40 “C and 55 bar, taken in the high-pressure view-cell described in 
Chapter 6. ‘The normally colorless single-phase sysrem exhibits critical opalescence near the 
critical point before separating into rwo phases. The upper emerging phase turns bright red 
during this process when illuminated from the opposite side, as illustrated by the decreasing 
share of blue light passing through this phase. Histograms of color depth were deducted from 
digitally recorded 24&t RGB pictures with help of the histogram function in Adobe Photo- 
shop 5.5. A, 

2.3 SCFs Most Commonly Used in Chemistry 
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Table 2-1: Critical data (temperature, pressure, and density) of SCFs tnost frequently used 
in chemical reactions. (Data taken from Ref. 34) 

.-l--“-..^-__ -_ .---.---_. 

Solvent T, I “C ” pc I bar a pc / kg rrl-3 ‘> 
_-..” . -- -- ..l”“^ll-...- .~- .._.. -.- 

Sulfur hexafluoride SF, 45.5 37.7 735 
Nitrous oxide N,O 36.4 72.55 452 
Water H,O 373.9 220.6 322 
Ammonia NH.3 132.3 113.5 235 
Carbon dioxide CO, 30.3 73.75 468 
Methanol CH:,OH 231.4 80.92 272 
Ethanc q-I, 32.2 48.84 203 
Ethene C,H, ‘I, 1 so.41 214 

Ethanol CH&H,OH 240.7 61.37 276 
Propane C,H, 96.6 

CjH, 

42.50 217 

Propene 91.6 46.01 233 
1-Propanol CH&H,CH,OH 26.1.6 51.70 275 
2-Propad CH,cH,(c3H)CH--r, 235.1 47.62 273 
xc11 on XC 16.5 58.4 1110 

l--.l..“..“..--l.l-~-~..-.--~-~- ..-l--l-- -- - ..-._.. l.-..-^.-.- 
a The number of digits given indicates the rstimatcd accuracy of this quantity ” Although values br the 
critical density are given to three decinxil piaccs, they cdnnot be assumed accurate to better than :t few percent, 
considering that measurements of densities and molar ~lumcs at the critical point arc impired by the large 
compressibility of the hid. 

ethanc, and water,‘5 which all exhibit very interesting qualities with regard to 

their physico-chemical properties as well as ecology and economy. 

Carbon dioxide (T, = 31 .O “C, pc = 73.8 bar) is by kr the most widely 

used SCF in chemistry and extraction processes. It is used in high purity or 

with organic modifiers to increase fluid polarity, C02-based fluids are nonflam- 

mable, nontoxic, etlvironr~lelltlilly benign and can be vented to the atmosphere 

or recycled without harm. Furthermore, CO, is available in a high state of 

purity at comparably low cost. It is a moderatel) 7 good solvent fbr lipophilic 

organics of low-to-medium molecular weight and not very reactive, which is an 

advantage when using CO2 as a solvent but demanding on the catalyst when 

using it as 3 reactant. 

Supercritical ethane (‘I“: = 32.3 “C, pc = 48.8 bar) and ethene (T, = 9.2 “C, 

pc= SO.5 1, ) h 3)dr s ow marginally higher solvation power than CO,. In contrast 
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to CO, both are flammable and ethene can even polymerize, requiring corre- 

sponding precautions when working with said hydrocarbons. 

Water, too, is cheap, nontoxic, nonflammable and ecologically benign. 
However, while CO,, ethane and ethene all have moderate critical parameters, 

supercritical water requires relatively high temperatures and pressures in the 

near-critical region (‘I’, = 374.0 “C, pc = 220.6 bar). Furthermore, sc’H,O is 

highly corrosive and demands special alloys for all contacting parts. Nonethe- 

less, the exceptional properties of water in the supercritical region make it an 

ideal solvent for the oxidation of organic wastes (supercritical water oxidation, 

SCW0).‘” Supercritical water behaves like a moderately polar organic liquid in 

the vicinity of the critical point. The high miscibility of scH,O with organics 

and oxygen leads to the formation of simple and nontoxic compounds such as 

CO, and H,O. ‘I’1 lis renders scH,O a valuable medium for the decomposition 

of substances that are rather difficult to process otherwise, despite the high cost 

of reactors. 







C ter 

The phase diagram of a pure fluid is fiiirly simple from the topological point of 

view; provided that no chemical reactions take place in the temperature and 

pressure range discussed, the different fluid states of the compound are 

arranged in an unequivocal way, separated by two-phase areas with the appear- 

ance of a triple point and a critical point, 

Phase diagrams become significantly more complex when dealing with 

more than just one component. Phase diagram topologies of multi-component 

systems are rendered rather intricate by the f&t that coexisting phases are gen- 

erally of different composition, together with possible fluid-fluid immiscibili- 

ties and related discontinuities of critical lines. All these phenomena - inherent 

in the presence of more than one component in the system - do not: occur with 

pure fluids. Thus, multi-compolrctlt phase behavior can not be sat&ctorily 

approximated by the (simple) topology of a pure fluid phase diagram, and deal- 

ing with multidimensional phase equilibria is mandatory. 

Phase equilibrium behavior of rnulti-coll7l,onent mixtures has been dealt 

with extensively in the fields of thermodyrlarnics and statistical mechanics from 

a theoretical point of view, as is evident from the vast amount of specialized lit- 

erature therein, The focus has changed with time from binary mixtures and 

one-fluid equations of state in rhe 1960s to ternary or even quaternary mixtures 

and further refined equations of state or computer simulations at present, gain- 

ing a deeper understanding of phase equilibrium phenomena with time. 

In synthetic chemistry and caralysis, however, this knowledge of phase 
behavior is ~lsually not applied. Whereas such negligence may be justified in 

most reactions at ambient conditions, it rn~lst: be questioned in high-pressure 



chemical reactions. Although the importance of phase behavior in such reac- 

tion systems is generally accepted, it seems as though a part of the correspond- 

ing scientific community is not fully aware of the nature (and complexity) of 

fluid high-pressure multi-component systems. Frequently, phase behavior of 

reaction mixtures is still compared to that of a pure fluid by merely dealing 

with the simple terms “liquid”, “gaseous”, and “supercritical” and blindly 

implying a phase behavior similar to that of the (pure) solvent. 

Obviously, the phase behavior insights in thermodynamics and statistical 

mechanics have not been satisfactorily transferred to high-pressure chemistry. 

‘This may be due to the f&t that literature on phase equilibria is quite special- 

ized and textbooks generally do not deal with multi-component phase equilib- 

ria in depth. In this chapter, an attempt is made to overcome this hurdle: the 

important characteristics of multi-component fluid-fluid equilibria are col- 

lected, described, and discussed for binary mixtures. A new approach is chosen 

by extensively using the toolset of descriptive geometry to Facilitate understand- 

ing of binary phase equilibrium diagrams. rIYliis review of the theories of multi- 
component fluid phase behavior is meant to help the novice in the field of 

high-pressure chemistry in grasping the nature (and complexity) of multi-com- 

ponent phase behavior and assist the experienced high-pressure chemist in the 

modelling of multi-component phase behavior with binary mixtures. 

3.1 Phase Behavior in Chemical Reactions 

In chemical reactions we are unavoidably dealing with multi-component sys- 

tems - and therefore with potentially complex phase equilibria. Nonetheless, in 

applied chemical literature these reaction systems are often compared to pure 

fluids when describing the phase behavior. In doing so, crucial multi-compo- 

nent phase behavior characteristics, sucl~ as coexistence of phases of different 

composition, fluid-f-luid immiscibilities with related multi-phase equilibria, 
and discontinuities of critical lines are not taken account of. ‘T’his ovet-simplifi- 

cation of phase behavior is not only a lack in being precise but may lead to 



flaws or even mistakes in the conclusions drawn from experiments in “super- 

critical” fluids. 

3.1 .l The Model Case of Binary Fluid Mixtures 

In contrast to pure fluids, binary fluid phase equilibria exhibit most of the phe- 

nomena found in multi-componerIt mixrures. The limiting case of binary 

Auid-fluid h p ase equilibria thus provides a basis for generalization of phase 

equilibrium principles’” and is suitable to get an idea of phase behavior related 

phenomena in (multi-component) reaction systems. 

Even for binary fluid mixtures, phase diagrams reveal a great variety. Still, 

these diagrams can be quantitatively described by three dimensions and corre- 

spondingly be depicted in, e.g., p,T,x-diagrams (pressure, temperature, compo- 

sition), Since our mind is ~rsed to handle three dimensions, binary mixture 

phase diagrams can be full\ ,r grasped, requiring only the visualization of lines 
and surfaces in three dimensions. 

When it comes to more than two components, phase diagrams can not 

longer be fully visualized in three dimensions and a true perception of the 

phase diagram topology is not trivial anymore. The approach of comparing the 

phase behavior of a reaction system with that of the limiting case of binary sys- 

tems will thus be appropriate for most cases of chemical reactions when weigh- 

ing accuracy of phase behavior description against model complexity. In 

limited concentration ranges, multi-compotrent systems may even quantita- 
tively be approximated by binary fluid phase equilibria when working with two 

I-‘seLldo-components (this can be compared to the approximation of multi- 

component distillations by two key-components, as often done in chemical 
simulation programs). In accordance with Sam~rel Karlin, the term “model” is 

thus used in the context of this thesis in terms of a qualitative guide to “sharpen 

the questions” and facilitate an understanding of the phase behavior and not 
just to “fit data” (cf. end of Chapter I. 1). 

Binary fluid-fluid phase equilibria can therefore be a valuable tool for 

quantitative or qualitative description of reaction systems in terms of phase 

behavior and interpretation of experimen tal findings. 



3.1.2 Binary Phase Diagrams in p,T,x-Space 

The phase behavior study of a fluid binary system designates what state the sys- 

tem is in at given conditions, 3s well as where and how state-transitions take 

place. Binary phase behavior equilibria are best expressed in p,T,x-space; the 

difficulty of measuring fluid densities at elevared pressures renders p,V,x-space a 

less ideal medium for the work with binary fluid mixtures. ” Phase equilibrium 

behavior can be described either by numerical tabulation or by geometric rep- 

resentation. Both are a record of the effects of pressure, temperature and com- 

position on the kinds and numbers of phases that can exist in mutual 

equilibrium, but the use of phase diagrams has the advantages that interrela- 

tionships between all of the variables can readily be grasped and inter-/extrapo- 

lation easily be made. 

Since the visualization of a diagram in p,‘I:x-space is largely an exercise in 

descriptive geometry, the toolset of descriptive geometry has been chosen as a 

main basis to represent these diagrams in this thesis - a novel approach to t-illly 

describe binary fluid phase behavior, In descriptive geometry space is repre- 

sented in two dirnensions using either central perspective, axonometry, 

Monge’s projection (orthogonal parallel projection on two perpendicular 

planes), or parallel projection on a single plane with numeral indication of a 

point’s distance from the ~IuxY:~ The corresponding representations become 

easier to work with on a quantitative basis along this series, although on cost of 

three-dimensionality. This accounts for the fact that there is not a “best” way to 

represent tllree-dimensional space on two-dimensions: different applications of 

descriptive geometry are optimally served by different projections. For the 

binary fluid phase equilibrium diagrams in this thesis, a combination of 

axonometry (quite three-dimensional and still not too difficult to grasp quanti- 

tatively) and Monge’s projection (quite easy to grasp quantitatively and still not 

too difficult in picturing the spatial aspect of the diagram) has been chosen. 
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In order to understand binary fluid phase behavior, a thorough study of phase 

equilibrium phenomena in multi-component mixtures is indispensable. The 

basic characteristics of binary fluid-fluid phase equilibria are shortly described 

in the following. 

3.2.1 Types of Fluid Phases in Binary Systems 

As mentioned in Chaprer 2, the classification of a fluid in liquid, gaseous and 

supercritical states is in general more or less artificial and only well defined in or 

at the border of a fluid’s two-phase region.‘” Still, ,when dealing with a pure 

fluid, there is a way to clearly (and in our perception, meaningfully) classify 

fluid states: a liquid phase will upon isothermal decompression eventually coex- 

ist with a fluid phase of lower density; a gaseous phase will upon isothermal 

compression at a point coexist with a fluid phase of higher density; and a super- 

critical phase, i.e., a phase at a temperature exceeding its critical temperature, 

will upon isothermal decompression or compression never coexist with another 

fluid phase. 

However, when dealing with multi-comyonent mixtures, a straightforward 

categorization of fluid phases is not feasible anymore: The limits between liq- 

uid-liquid, gas-liquid and so-called gas-gas equilibria are flowing at high tem- 

peratures and pressures for some types of phase behavior, so that even in two- 

phase regions an unambiguous categorization of fluid states is not possible any- 

more. Nonetheless, the terms liquid and gas will be used freely in this thesis, 

parallel to the suggestion of Kowlinson and Swinton, ” filr fluids of high or low 

density, respectively, in contexts where the meaning is clear. ‘) Where an assign- 

ment of the tags “liquid” and “gas” to the phase is not intuitive anymore, the 
phase is referred to as “fluid” without further classification. 

Even more problems arise when trying to define a “supercritical” state par- 

allel to that of a pure fluid, For binarv mixtures in general, coexistence of two 



fluid phases is possible even for temperatures and pressures both exceeding the 

values of the critical points of the pure components (gas-gas immiscibility. cf. 

Chapter 3.2.2) or the value of their mixture gas-liquid critical point (retrograde 

condensation, cf. Chaprer 3.2.3) - a behavior which, of course, is not “super- 

critical” in our understanding. 

One may choose to use the label ‘isupercritical” again for fluids at tempera- 

tures where isothermal compression or decompression would never lead to 

coexistence with another fluid phase, i.e., at temperatures exceeding the maxi- 
mum temperature of the mixture’s liquid-gas or gas-gas coexistence region 

(m~xcondentherm point, cf. Chapter 3.2.3). Such a definition would, however, 

not be connected to a critical point anymore and thus would deprive the term 

“supercritical” of its literal meaning. 

3.2.2 Types of Fluid Phase Equilibria in Binary Systems 

According to the phase rule of Gibbs, a binary system can exist as a trivariant 

(F = 3) single phase, a bivariant (F = 2) equilibrium of two phases, an univari- 
ant (F= 1) equilibrium of three phases, or an invariant (F= 0) equilibrium of 

four phases, represented by volumes, pairs of surfaces, three lines or four points 

in p,‘l;x-space, respectively. For any point I) in p,‘I:x-space lying in between 

corresponding loci of 7~ coexisting phases, the system will split into n phases 

characterized by the inrersection of the tie-line (a line of constant field vari- 

ables”), * i.e., p = @, ‘I’ = G in p,T;x-space) going through the point I$ and the loci 

of the coexisting phases. ‘The quantities of the coexisting phases are related to 
the overall composition relative to the compositions of the various phases and 

may be found by material balances, leading to the so-called “lever rule”.‘s~‘3 

Since the number of coexisting dense fluid phases in binary systems is con- 

fined to two - both rich in one of the component5 and saturated with the other 

one - and immiscibility of non-dense fluid phases does not exist, binary sys- 

tems can either reveal fluid equilibria of two dense fluid phases (“liquid-liquid” 



and “gas-ga~“‘~)), a dense fluid phase with a non-dense fluid phase (‘%quid- 

gas”), and two dense fluid phases with a non-dense fluid phase (“liquid-liquid- 

vapor”). Some possible combinations of these equilibria are illustrated in terms 

of axonometries and isothermal p,x-diagrams in Figures 3-l to 3-5, from which 

the spatial arrangement of the various multi-phase regions can be deducted. 

Liquid-Liquid Equilibrium 

The possibility of only partial miscibility of two liquid phases in a binary sys- 

tem can lead to regions of liquid-liquid immiscibility, where two mutually satu- 

rated liquid phases rich in the more or less volatile component a or p, 

respectively, will coexist in equilibrium. 

Regions of liquid-liquid immiscibility are depicted by closed volumes in 

p,T,x-space, delimited in respect to pressure and composition by two surf&es 

representing the mutually saturated liquid phases I,, and LP (see Figure 3-1) 
and, contingently, projective planes of three-phase XV- or LLS-equilibria and/ 

or the isothermal plane at ‘I’ = 0 K. 

Liquid-liquid immiscibility at high temperatures is usually found if the 

critical properties of the two components differ significantly. The critical prop- 

erties of a given substance depend on its molecular weight, structure and the 

intermolecular forces between the molecules. Liquid-liquid immiscibility can 

then occur either entropically driven, when the components are of similar 

chemical structure but vary in size (as, e.g., in the case of a mixture of normal 

hydrocarbons of different size, where the enthalpic interactions berwecn two 

different molecules should be very similar to those between two molecules of 

the same hydrocarbon), or enthalpically driven, when the species in the mix- 

ture differ considerably in the strength of their intermolecular potential (as, 

e.g., in mixtures of alkanols with al&es).“” 

Gas-Gas Equilibrium 

In 1906 Kamerling Tonnes and Keesom predicted, based on the van der Waals 

equation of state, that immiscibility of two fluid phases will still occur at tem- 

peratures exceeding the critical temperatures of the pure componenrs, i.e., in a 



Fig. 3-I : Axonometry and selcctrd p,x-sectiow of a regim of liquid-liquid immiscibil- 
ity in p,T,x-space. For a list ofabbre~iatiotls and syrnl~ols cf. ‘l~&les l-l and l-2, respectively. 

state where the two pure components would be in a supercritical state. They 

named this phenomenon “gas-gas immiscibiliry” , a terminology subsequently 
criticized by various authors in that non-dense fluid phases, i.e., “typical” glS- 

COLE phases, cannor exhibit immiscibility phenomena. ” Indeed, the densities 
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Fig. 3-2: p,T-projections and srlectcd p,x-sections of phase equilibria exhibiting gas-gas 
itnmiscibility of (a) first kind, (I ) ) second kind, and (c) third kind in the cross-hatcld rc- 
gion of the p,T projections. For a list of abbrwiations md syrnlmls cf. Tables 1-l and 1-2, 

resyecitvely. 



of the coexisting phases at these conditions are usually comparable to those of 

two partially-miscible liquid phases. Although this discussion is merely a 

semantic one, it is evidence for the problems that arise when trying to clearly 

identify liquid and gaseous stares in binary mixtures (cf. Chapter 3.2. I). 

Regions of gas-gas immiscibility are depicted by closed volumes in p,T:x- 

space, delimited in respect to pressure and composition by two surfaces repre- 

senting the mutually saturated fluid phases. Gas-gas immiscibility transforms 

into liquid-liquid immiscibility or a liquid-gas equilibrium for temperatures 

beneath the critical value of the less volatile component. 

Three kinds of gas-gas immiscibilities are distinguished, depending on the 

progression of the corresponding critical line in p,T,x-space, as displayed in 

Figure 3-2. Gas-gas immiscibilities of the first and second kind are character- 

ized by a UCST critical line (cf. Chapter 3.2.4) diverging both in pressure and 

temperature, with a continuous transition from phase behavior of second kind 

gas-gas immiscibility to that of first kind gas-gas immiscibility with increasing 

mutual weakness of the unlike intermolecular inreractions, These kinds of gas- 

gas immiscibility are possible in mixtures conforming to type III behavior (cf. 

Chapter 3.4.3). The rerm “gas-gas immiscibility of the third kind” has been 
introduced by Scott in 1973 for immiscibiliry phenomena in a limited region 

with the corresponding critical line exceeding the critical temperature of the 

less volatile component, eventually exhibiting a temperature maximum and 

curving back to temperatures beneath the critical point of the less volatile com- 

ponent.“” 

Liquid-Gas Equilibrium 

The region of liquid-gas equilibrium is delimited in p,?:x-space in respect to 

pressure and composition by two surf&es representing the locus of condensa- 

tion (dew-point surtilce) and evaporation (bubble-point surf&e), respectively. 

The two surfaces intersect at the liquid vapor pressure curves of the pure com- 

ponents and merge at the liquid-gas critical line of the mixture, respectively, 

forming a tongue-shaped closed volume in p,?I:x-space, provided that no liquid 

immiscibility phenomena occur (see Figure 3-3). The shape of this liquid-gas 

coexistence “tongue” depends on the nature of the components. It is found that 



Fig. 3-3: Axonometry and selected p,x-sections of the tongue-shaped region of (equi- 
librium) liquid-,c L TC coexistence of a binarv mixture with wholly miscible liquid phases in 
p,T,x-space. The dew point-pianr <separating two-phase and gaseous region) and bubble 

point-plane (seprzting two-phase and liquid region) inrersect at the pure component vapor 
pressure line at xp = 0, 1 and mergt ” dong the gas-liquid critical line f’or sp E 10, I[. For a 

list of abbreviations d symbols cf. ‘Tables 1 -I and 1-2, respectively. 
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Fig. 3-4: p,V,T-diagram and p,T-projection of a binary mixture of given composition xb 
and completely miscible fluid phases. For a list of abbreviations and symbols cf. l’ables 1 -I 
and l-2, respectively. 

the p,T-cross section of the liquid-gas phase boundary envelope (see 

Figure 3-4) becomes “fatter” as the components become more dissimilar, 

Note that other than in the case of a pure fluid, condensation and evapora- 

tion of mixtures rake place over a finite range of pressures at a given tempera- 

ture, or over a finite range of rempcratures at a given pressure. Tbis is consistent 

with the phase rule and illustrated by the isobars and isotherms of such a sys- 

rem no longer necessarily running parallel to the volume axis in a p,V,T-dia- 

gram as displayed in Figure 3-4. 

Three-Phase Liquid-Liquid-Vapor (LLV) Equilibrium 

The region of liquid-liquid immiscibility will end at high pressures with the 

appearance of solid phases and at low pressures with the appearance of a gas 

phase. In terms of fluid-fluid equilibria, only the latter has to be considered. 

The inrcrsection of the region of liquid-liquid immiscibility with the gas- 

liquid coexistence region will result in a plane of liquid-liquid-vapor (LLV) 

equilibriunl in p,T,x-space, where the two liquids richer in components cx and 

p, respectively, are in equilibrium with a common gas-phase. Since peg JejGzi- 

tionern all field variables are the same in this L,,,I,;1:-ecluilibriurn, the LLV-plane 



in p,T,x-space is projective on the p,T-plane, i.e., occurring as a line in the cor- 

responding orthogonal parallel projection, 

In direction of the composition axis in p,T,x-space, the LLV-plane stretches 

from the vapor coexistence curve to that of the liquid richer in the less volatile 

component ,!3, with the coexistence curve of the liquid richer in the more vola- 

tile component a lying in between the two. 

Figure 3-5 sketches the intersection of a region of low-temperature liquid- 

liquid immiscibility and the gas-liquid coexistence “tongue”, as found in binary 

mixtures conforming to type 11 behavior (Chapter 3.4.2). 

Fluid Equilibria with a Solid Phase 

The appearance of solid phases further complicates the phase behavior found 

with binary mixtures. The possibility of different conformations of immiscible, 

partially miscible or completely miscible solid phases leads to a broad variety of 

phase diagrams in the region, where solid phases are formed. 

Although this discussion of binary phase behavior properties focusses on 

fluid phases, the case of formation of a pure solid phase SB of the less volatile 

component /? shall briefly be mentioned. Appearance of this phase at lower 

temperatures may lead to regions of solid-vapor SPV and solid-liquid S& equi- 

libria with the boundary case of a solid-liquid-vapor SB’LV three-phase equilib- 

rium depicted by a p,T-projective plane in p,T,x-space. In the case of low- 

temperature immiscibility of liquid phases in the binary system, the phase 

behavior gets even more complex with a total of four three-phase equilibria, 

i.e., solid-liquid-liquid (S&~CXL,i3)r solid-licluid--vapor (SBL,V, SPLPV), and liq- 
uid-liquid-vapor (L,l,PV), intersecting in a p,T-projective solid-liquid-liquid- 
vapor (S$,,LiV) quadruple line in p,T,x-space. Interference of a pure solid 

phase with the fluid equilibrium phase diagram of a binary mixture will be dis- 

cussed for the example of a binary mixture conforming to type V (cf. 

Chapter 3.4.5). 

The Interrelation of Fluid Equilibria in Binary Mixtures 

The phase behavior of a binary mixture is characterized by the interrelation of 

the different fluid-fluid phase equilibria it exhibits. In order to f~dly grasp 

binary mixture phase behavior, the phenomena related to the intersection of 



Fig. 3-5: p,‘l’,x-diagram and selected p,s-sections of 3 binary mixture showing liquid- 
liquid immiscibility at low temperarures. The intersection of the region of liquid-liquid co- 

existence with the gas-liquid i‘tongue“ results in a ~>lme of Iiq”id-liq~lid-vapor equilibrium, 
perpendicular to the p,T-plane, For a list of abbreviations ad symbols cf. Tables l-l and l-2, 
respectively. 

different equilibria as well as critical merging of phases will be discussed in the 

following. 



3.2.3 Critical Points 

A critical state of a mixture, like that of a pure substance, is identified as the 

condition at which two coexisting phases become indistinguishable. The corre- 

sponding conditions in p,T,x-space are referred to as the critical point of those 

two coexisting phases. 

Location of a Critical Point on Phase Boundary Surfaces in p,T,x-Space 

A critical point must be a point of maximum or minimum pressure on an iso- 

thermal cross section of the phase coexistence boundary (p,x-curve) and of 

maximum or minimum temperature on an isobaric cross section of the phase 

coexistence boundary (7:x-curve), respectively.4) It thereupon follows for a crit- 
ical point in a binary mixture that 

whereby these conditions are required for the critical point, but do not suffi- 

ciently define it. However, they imply that in a p,T-diagram, a critical point is 

either the maximum or minimum in temperature and pressure at a given pres- 

sure or temperature, respectively. Connecting the critical points of two phases 

at different compositions thus leads to an envelope to all the p,T-boundaries at 

given composition of the phase coexistence region in a p,T-diagram. 

On a isoplethic cross section of the boundary of the phase coexistence 

region (p,T-curve), however, a critical point is in general neither the maximum 

nor minimum poinr in relation to both pressure and temperature, as displayed 

in Figure 3-6. For gas-liquid equilibria, the points of maximum pressure and 

temperature on the phase boundary curve in a p,IXagram at a given composi- 

tion are most frequently labeled ilzrixco~~~~~rzhc~~ and Ilzfl?cconde~2t~)~~~~ point, 

respectively.-?” Connecting the maxcondenbar points of a gas-liquid equilib- 
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Fig. 3-6: Possible locations of the critical point on a p,T’-isopleth of a region of gas-liquid 
coexistence, relative to the maxin~um pressure (niaxcondethr point) and maximum tem- 
perature (maxcondentherm point) of the phase bowdaly. For a list of abbreviations and 
symbols cf. Tables I-l and 1-2, respectively. 

rium at different compositions leads to an envelope to all the p,x-boundaries at 

given composition of the phase coexistence region in a p,x-diagram; doing the 

same for the maxcondentherm points will lead to an envelope to all the T.x- 

boundaries in a ‘I;x-diagram of the phase equilibrium. For a pure fluid, the 

maxcondenbar and maxcondentherm point coincide with the critical point. 

Retrograde Condensation 

The fact that a critical point does in general not coincide with the maxconden- 

bar or maxcondentherm point for a binary mixture of given composition leads 

to an interesting phenomenon known as ~et~oC~r&e condensatz’on. For tempera- 

tures and pressures beyond the values of the mixture critical point, a homoge- 

neous system may separate into two phases upon isothermal decompression or 

isobaric heating, respectively. The exact nature of this phenomenon depends on 

the location of the critical point relative to the maxcondenbar and maxconden- 

therm point, as displayed in Figure 3-7, and is due to a crossing of the region of 

phase coexistence by twice passing the dew-line or bubble-line, respectively. 

There are four phenomena bearing the name retrograde condensation, 
namely?” 
* retrograde dew formation ar constant temperature, 
. retrograde dew formation at constant pressure, 
‘ retrograde bubble formation ar constant: pressure, and 
b retrograde bubble formation at constant temperature, 



Retrograde condensation is important, e.g., in connection with the drawing of 

natural gas from certain underground formations, where the temperature 

sometimes happens to be a little higher than that of the mixture critical point. 

Drawing of the natural gas will result in a drop of pressure, eventually leading 

to retrograde dew formation. ‘IO lrevent this very undesired phase separation 
from happening, it is practice to maintain the pressure in the underground for- 

mation above the corresponding dew-point value by pumping waste gas back 
is into the undergromld reservoir.. 

Critical Opalescence 

Parallel to the critical behavior of a pure fluid (see Chapter 2.2.4), the critical 

merging of two phases of a binary mixture comes along with the phenomenon 

of critical opalescence. Note that this behavior is independent of the nature of 

the merging phases and thus occurs at all liquid-liquid, gas-gas, and gas-liquid 

critical points. 

3.2.4 Critical Lines 

Critical lines are the geometric loci of liquid-liquid, gas-liquid or gas-gas criti- 

cal points in a binary fluid-fluid mixture in p,T,x-space-‘); they describe the 

conditions under which two phases in equilibrium become identical. A critical 

line can thus be essentiallv 

* liquid-liquid (LL, V,,, = b(x); b(x): close-packed volume of molecules, as 
chosen by van der Waals as a parameter in his equation of state, cf. 

Chapter 3.3. I), 
0 gas-liquid (GL, V,, = 3b(x)), or 
0 “gas-gas” (GG, similar to GI.,), 

depending on the state of the two phases becoming identical at the correspond- 

ing conditions, or it may change from one type to anotl~er.“0e-4L A critical line 

may end in various wavs: 40 
, 



Fig. 3-7: Retrograde condensation at temperarures and pressures exceeding the mixture 

GLL critical point (shaded area). Retrograde bubble (-a) nnd dew (*L=) formation at 
constant temperature and pressure, respectively, depending on the possible locations of the 

critical point on a p,T-isopletlr of a GL phase boundary relative to the n~~ximum pressure 
(maxcondmbar point.) and nmxitnum temperature (rrrasco17denthertul~rI~l point) of the phase 
boundary. For a list oEabbreviations and symbols cf. ‘I’al>les I- 1 and l-2. 

* at the one-component gas-liquid critical poinr C, (‘r, Cx, pC,rx, x/j = 0) of 

the more volatile component 12 
0 at the one-component gas-liquid critical point CB (‘I’,,P, p,,ii, xp =I 1) of the 

less volatile component [3 
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Fig. 3-7: (Continued) Retrograde condematio~~ at teqeratures and pressures exceeding 

the tnixrure gas-liquid critical point (shaded area) (see shove fbr detailed caption). 

. at the limiting upper critical solution point C,,, (T,,, p --+ 00, x,,,) in a close- 

packed (V,XJ = b(x)) system 
* at the end of a three-phase plane (L,L,V) with an upper critical endpoint 

(UCEE cf. Chapter 32.6) 
0 at the end of a three-phase plane (LaLPV) with a lower critical endpoint 

(LCEI< cf. Chapter 32.6) 

As discussed in Chapter 3.2.3, a critical line forms an envelope to the p,‘I’-phase 

boundaries at varying composition and accordingly directly denotes the borda 

of the phase coexistence region in p,T-diagrans in the critical region, Note, 

however, that this is not the case for p,x- and T,x-diagrams, where curves con- 

necting the maxcondenbar- and m3xcondcl7therm-points, respectively, are 

envelops to the p,x- and ‘T:x-bounciaries of the phase coexistence region at vary- 

ing temperature or pressure, 

3.2.5 Critical Solution Temperatures (UCST, LCST) 

The critical solution temperature denotes the temperature at which two coex- 

isting fluid phases critically merge to fbrm a single fluid phase. It: provides 3 



basis for classification of critical points (and critical lines) according to the loca- 

tion of the corresponding two-phase region in respect to temperature. 

An upper critical solution temperature (UCST) occurs if this critical 

change from a heterogeneous (two-phase) system to a homogeneous (one- 

phase) system occurs when remperarure is raised. The UCST at a given pres- 

sure thus is the maximum temperature of the fluid-fluid T,x-coexistence curve 

at that pressure. 

A lower critical solution temperature (LCST) occurs if the critical change 
from a heterogeneous (two-phase) system to a homogeneous (one-phase) sys- 

tem occurs when the temperature is lowered, The LCST at a given pressure 

thus is the minimum temperature of the fluid-fluid T,x-coexistence curve ac 

that pressure. 

UCST and LCST’ f orm critical lines in p,l’;x-space in the case of binary 
mixtures, indicating the locus of the liquid-liquid, liquid-gas, or gas-gas critical 

points. Since they mark the maximum or minimum temperature for fluid-fluid 

phase coexistence for a given pressure, ‘UCST and LCST indicate the border of 

the two-phase region in the p,T-projection of p,‘l;x-space towards higher and 

lower temperatures, respectively. A critical line may change from UCST- to 

LCST-character by passing througk a hypercritical solution point (HCSP), 

characterized by a tangent to the critical line perpendicular to the p-axis in 

p,T,x-space (i.e., (dTidl>) liriiical locus -3 +m), in connection with a ma.ximum or 
minimum of the critical line in respect to the p-axis. An example of I_JCS’I’ and 

LCST of a region of liquid-liquid immiscibility is shown in Figure 3-8. 

Note that although the terms UCST and LCS7 can be applied to critical 
lines in general (i.e., liquid-liquid, liquid-gas, and gas-ga~)~” some authors tend 

to use them solely for liquid-liquid immiscibilitieP. 

3.2.6 Critical Endpoints (UCEP, LCEP) 

An upper critical endpoint (UCEP) or lower critical endpoint (LCEP) denotes 

the conditions where an UCST or LCST line, respectively, intersects with a 

solid or gaseous phase. Again, in term of fluid phase equilibria, only the latter 

has to be considered, In binary systems, critical endpoints are connected with 

the change from a three-phase I.,Llr system to a two-phase system by critical 
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Fig, 3-8: Axotlometry of a p,T,s-diagram and s&cd p,s-sections of a bin;wy mixture 
exhibiting low-temperature closed loop liquid-liquid immiscibility. Ttie liquid-liquid crit- 
ical litle is fiirtlier classified iIlto lower (LCS?‘) rind upper (UCST) critical solution temper- 
atures, separated by an HCSP and ending on the LLV-plane with a LCEP and UCEP, 
respectively. For a list of abbreviations arid symbols cf, ‘Tables I- 1 ad l-2, respectively. 

rrlergillg of TWO phases, as shown in Figure 3-Y: critical merging of a liquid and 

a gaseous phase in presence of 3 second liquid phase can only occur at an 

UCEI’ (cf. LLV g re ion in type 111, IV (higher temperature immiscibility), and 
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b) 

Fig. 3-9: In binary mixtures, critical merging of 3 liquid and gaseous phase in presence 
of a secotld liquid (a) phase may occur at an UCEP, i.e., with an increase in temperature 
along the three-phase LLV-plane; critical merging of two liquid phases in presence of a 
common gaseous phase tnay occur both at an LJCEP and a LCEP, i.e., with an increase or 

decrease in temperature along the LL,V.-plane, respectively, 

V); critical merging of the two liquid phases in presence of a common gas- 

phase can occur at both UCEP (cf. LLV region in type II, IV (lower tempera- 

ture immiscibility), and VI) and LCEP (cf, LLV region in type IV, V, and VI). 

The UCST of a gas-liquid coexistence region will end in an UCEI” on the 
LLV-plane in p,T,x-space when intersection with the region of liquid-liquid 

immiscibility occurs. The ‘UCEP correspondingly indicates the UCS’I’ at which 

the coexisting gas and liquid phase critically merge into a single phase in cqui- 

librium with a second liquid phase with an increase in temperature, and thus 

marks both the end of the UCST line to lower pressures and the end of the 

LLV-plane to higher temperatures, 

The ‘IJCST of a region of liquid-liquid immiscibility will end in all ‘CJCEP 
on the .LLV-plane in 13,X:x-space when intersection with the gaseous phase 

occurs. The UCEP correspondingly indicates the 1JCST at which the two liq- 

uids critically merge into a single phase in equilibrium with a gas-phase when 

increasing temperature, c XK~ thus marks both the end of the UCST line to 

lower pressures and the end of the LLV-plane to higher temperatures, 

The LCST f * o ‘1 region of liquid-liquid immiscibility will end in a LCEP on 

the LLV-plane in p,7ls-space when intersection with the gaseous phase occurs. 
The LCEP correspondingly indicates the UCS’I’ ar which the two liquids criti- 

cally merge into a single phase in equilibrium with 3 gas-phase with a decrease 

in temperature, and thus marks both the end of the UCST line to lower prcs- 



sures and the end of the LLV-plane to higher temperatures. An example of 

UCEP and LCEP of a region of liquid-liquid immiscibility in p,T,x-space is 

shown in Figure 3-8, 

Note that the LLV-plane can either be limited to higher or lower tempera- 

ture at the temperature of the corresponding .UCEP and LCEP or may stretch 

from the UCEP temperature to the 0 K limit. 

3.3 Classification of Binary Fluid Phase Equilibria 

Binary fluid phase diagrams come in a great variety. In order to comprehen- 

sively discuss the phenomena encounrered in such sysrems, it is of advantage to 

class@ the various types of topologies. The classification used here was intro- 

duced by Scott and van Konynenburg.44 Th ey predicted qualitatively five types 
of binary fluid phase diagrams by applying the empirical van der Waals equa- 

tion of stare to binary mixtures and recognized a sixth type empirically found 

in binary systems, but not described by the van der Waals equation of state. 

3.3.1 The van der Waals Equation of State 

The van der Waals equation of state aims at describing the behavior of a real 

fluid by widening the equation of an ideal gas to take account of the attractive 

forces present in a real fluid and the intrinsic volume of it: 

V,,, is the fluid’s molar volume, the paramerers a and b are a measure of the 

intermolecular attractive fi>rces and the intrinsic volunle of the molecules, 

respectively. Applying the conditions for a gas-liquid critical point in a one- 

component system, 



obtains the critical temperature, pressure and molar volume as functions of the 

parameters a and b, 

V&l der Waals attempted to explain the thermodynamic properties of liquid 

mixtures by applying the empirical concept of corresponding states to mixtures 

in assuming, that a mixture behaves like a single fluid. For the parameters a and 

b in his equation he used the following mixing rules: 

;l(x)=(l-x)z”i, +2x(1-x)a,, +?;‘a,? 

+)=jl-s)‘h,, +2x(1-x)b,, +x’b,, 

(9 

where x and (1 - x) are the mole fractions of the two components; the parame- 

ters “ij are measures of the attractive forces between pairs of molecules of the 

same kind (al I, a2J, and between molecules 1 and 2 (a,,), respectively; the 
parameters bij are size parameters proportional to the intrinsic volume of the 

pure components and the mixed pairs, Van der W:~als originally chose 1~,2 as 

the arithmetic mean of b, , and b ?,, leading to the expression 

“(x) = (I - x) b,, + x bLL, 

(7) 

(8) 

for the intrinsic volume of the mixture. This means that the volumes are addi- 

tive at the low temperature limit. Note that while this assumption is reasonable 

for chain molecules, the Lorentz expression, 

l,,, = ‘g$y;]-+;~~:_ 
i 

3 
) (9 

would be a theoretically sounder approximation for spherical molecules. how- 

ever, both expressions for b 1 2 will lead to qualitatively similar conclusions, and 



for simplicity reasons, van Konynenburg and Scott chose van der Waals’ origi- 

nal assumption (Equation (8)) for their work.‘* 

Van Konynenburg and Scort selected the van der Waals equation of state as 

basis for their work because of its simpliciry, the physical reasonableness of its 

parameters a and b, and its stabiliry and rationalness over the entire tempera- 

ture and pressure range, However, the van dcr Wials equation is only an 

approximation and can therefore not be expected to yield more than qualitative 

agreement with experiment, even for f:Crly simple systems. 43 

3.3.2 Classes of Binary Fluid Phase Behavior 

The great variety of real binary fluid phase behavior can be classified into three 

main groups: 43 

e Class I: Binary mixtures of components with similar gas-liquid critical 

temperatures and thus a continuous critical line joining the pure compo- 

nent critical points. 
0 Class 2: Binary mixtures of componenrs with very different gas-liquid crit- 

ical points and thus no continuous critical line joining the pure compo- 

nent critical points. 

* Class 3: Very complex binary mixtures of components with strong specific 

interactions between the two components at low temperatures and thus 

exhibiting such phenomena as low-temperature LCSTs. 

Van Konynenburg and Scort showed that phase behavior of class I and 2 can 

qualitatively be described by the van der Waals equation of state. Van der 

W:&’ “single fluid” approach, however, f%ls to describe binary mixtures of 

class 3: the strong specific interactions present at low temperatures lead to a 

high degree of order in the liquid mixture and description of such systems is 

only possible with more complex equations of srate. 

Van Konynenburg and Scott further classified the possible phase diagrams 

predicted for van dcr Weals mixrures according to the nature of their p,‘Gpro- 

jections, They recognized nine variations of phase diagrams that could be 

traced to five main types with possible appearance of azcotropy. Co types - I 

and II - show class I behavior, i.e., a continuous critical line connecting the 



pure component critical points, three types - III, IV and V - show class 2 

behavior.43 

3.3.3 Types of Binary Fluid Phase Behavior 

In addition to the five types of binary fluid-fluid phase equilibria, designated 

with roman numerals I to ‘\i, Scott and van Konynenburg recognized a sixth 

type of class 3, evidently not predicted by the van der VVaals equation. These six 

types of phase diagrams have been verified in experiments by now and cover 

most of the phase diagram topologies encoun tercd. 

The classification of binary fluid-fluid phase equilibrium diagratns f6r tnix- 

tures of two components can be done in particular by the presence or absence 

of three phase lines (L,,I.,PV) in these projections and by the way critical lines 

connect with these, whereby cx and /3 label the lower and higher volatile corn-- 

ponent, respectively. 

According to the system of Scott and van Konynenburg, the six main 

classes of binary mixtures can be characterized based on their p,T-projections 

by the characteristics summarized in Table 3-1. , (7) 

Table 3-l: The six classes of binary hid-fluid phase equilibria according to Scott and ‘im 
Konynenburg. For a list of abbreviations and symbols cf. ‘Tables l-l and l-2, respectively. 
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Table 3-1: (C ontinued) The six classes of binary fluid-fluid phase equilibria according to 
Scott and van Konynenburg. For a list of abbreviations and symbols cf. Tables l-l and l-2, 
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Fluid Phase Behavior of Type II: 
b presence of liquid-liquid immiscibility at 

relatively low remperatures 

k an uninterrupted critical line connecting 

C, and Ci3; another critical line going 

from C,,, co the end of a three-phase line 

at an UCEP 

Fluid Phase Behwior ofType 11T: 
F+ presence of liquid-liquid immiscibility 

over’ the whole temperat-ure range of liquid 

existence and thus interference with the 

gas-liquid critical line 

F a critical line going from C, to the end of 

a three-phase line at an IJCEP; another 

critical line connecting C,,, and C/j 

Fluid T’hase Behavior of’l!!~pe TV: 
b presence of LL immiscibility at relatively 

low temperatures; complete miscibility of 

liqllid phases at intermediate tetnpera- 

tut’es; presence of another I,L> imrniscibil- 

ity up fo higher temperatures and thus 

inrerference with the GI, critical line 

b a critical line going from C, to the end of 

a three-phase line at an UCEP; a second 

critical line going from Cp to the end of 

the same three-phase line at a LXXP; a 

third critical line going from C,, to the 

end of another three-phase line at lower 

temperature ar an UCEP 
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Table 3-I : (Continued) The six classes of binary fluid-fluid phase equilibria according to 
Scott and van Konynenburg, For a list of abbreviations and symbols cf. Tables l-l and I-2, 

I-’ .-. --.- --~-, 
P 

Fluid Phase Behavior of’Type V: 
b complete miscibility of liquid phases at 

lower temperatures; presence of liquid-liq- 

uid immiscibility- at higher temperatures, 

interfering with the gas-liquid airical line 

b a critical line going from C, to the end of 

a three-phase line at an UCEP; another 

critical line going from C/j to the end of 

the same three-phase line at a LCEP 

Fluid Phase Behavior of’Type VI: 
b complete miscibility of liquid phases at 

lower and higher temperatures; presence 

of liquid-liquid immiscibility at intermc- 

diare temp. 

b an uninterrupted critical line connecting 

c, and Cp; another critical line going 

from a LCH’ to an UCEP of a three- 

phase line, with some possible variations iu 

the topology of the latter critical line 

---- - ..__ “...ll-._- .-.- _......_...... -..---____ 

3.3.4 Global Phase Diagrams 

Which type the phase behwior of a binary fluid-fluid mixture belongs to, 

depends on the molecular properties of the two componenrs and their interre- 

lation. For the Van dcr B%ais equation of stare, these properties arc reflected in 

the parameters “ij and b;j Of the binary mixture. DLle to the symmetry in these 

parameters, i.e., the components 1 and 2 being interchatlgeable, the number of 
independent parameters is reduced: if the arithmetic mean for bIz is assumed 

Equation (7), any van der VZals mixture can be specified by three new non- 

dimensional parameters, 5, c, and /1, defined ;IS~‘),“-~ 
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Fig. 3-10: Global ylmse diagram for eqt~ally sized molecules (5 = 0), based on calculations 
with the van der Waais equation of state. The diagram is similar to that first published by 
van Konynenburg and Scott, with addition of the “shield region“ at I</ c 0.08 and ;1=: 0.4. 
Roman figures denote the type of phase behavior (black nwnerals: class 1 behavior-; white 
numerals: class 2 behavior); dotred lines indicate the border to azeotropy in the phase be- 
havior, with “A” or “HA” marking the appexance of azeotropy and hetero-azeotropy, re- 
spectively.“O The dashed line indicates the locus of the geometric mean for the 
intcrmolccular parameter, ;1,7 = (a,, . ;~-,l)O.‘; in its vicinity, most real binary mixtures can be 

found.“” 

Comparison with Equatio11 (4) shows thar, within the limitations of the vm 

der Ykals equation of state, 4 is the difference of the components critical molar 

volumes divided by the sum, j is the difference of the components critical 

pressures divided by the sum, and A cats be related to the low-temperature limit 
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of the molar heat of mixing (excess enthalpy) Ht (T = 0) of the binary mix- 

ture.43 While 5 and c only rely properties of the pure components, 1 includes 

the parameter a12, which depends on the interaction of molecules I and 2. The 

non-dimensionality of the parameters 5, <, and /1 will only take account of the 

relative KJUCS of the parameters aij and bii, respectively; moreover, the scaling of 

the parameters is chosen in a way, that even extreme differences in the parame- 

ters a;j and bii, respectively, CXI be accomtllod~ltetl in one graph.*” 

Van Konynenburg and Scott calculated binary van der W;tals phase dia- 

grams as a function of the molecular parameters 5, i; and ;2. The results are dis- 

played in so-called global phase diagrams, where regions of the various types of 

phase behavior are identified on a &&plane for a given size ratio 5 of the two 

molecules. The lines separating the different phase behavior regions on such 

diagrams correspond to transition states between the various types of phase dia- 

grams: 45 

* the locus of tricritical states (i.e., a “three-phase plane in p,T,x-space 

reduced to a point”) denotes the transition state between types I and V, as 

well as types II and IV); 
0 the locus of double critical endpoints (i.e., two three-phase planes in p,‘I,x- 

space joined at the UCEI’ and LCEP of the critical lines connected to 

them) marks the transition from type 111 to IV, 
63 the locus of zero-temperature endpoints (i.e., appearance of liquid-liquid 

immiscibility limited to a temperature of 0 K) d enotes the transition state 
between types I and II as well as types IV and V. 

Note that these special cases of transition stares have negative degrees of free- 

dom in binary systems according to the phase rule of Gibbs, meaning that their 

appearance is merely coincidental. 

A global phase diagram for the case of equally-sized molecules (b, , = b,,, 

i.e., < = 0) is given in Figure 3-10. It is a revision of the original diagram of van 

Konynenburg and Scott4”‘*“ and includes the “shield region” first found theo- 
retically by G-if6 ths and coworltersLi”‘47 bur never observed experimentally.@ 
The “shield-region” comprises the complicated transition from type II to 
type III for values I{1 < 0.08, involving a series of minor variants of types II 

and III interpolated between the rwo main rypes.20 As follows from the defini- 

tion of the parameter {, the global phase diagram is symmetrical in respect to 
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Fig, 3-I 1: Central section of 3 glolx~l phase diagratn based on the Carna~lan-Starlitle-vat1 
der Waals equation of state (left), ‘l‘he close-up section shows the closed-loop intersection 
of the global phase diagram with binary phase behavior of type VI and type VII (right). 

Roman letters denote the type of phase behavior found in the corresponding region; com- 
binations with “A” or “F-T” n-mk the appearance of azcotropy and hetero-azeotrop)l, respec- 
tively. Graphs adapted from Ref. 48. 

the k-axis ({ = 0). F or tn~re derails regarding global phase diagrams of the van 

der Weals equation of state - such as the transition from type II to type III, 

involving a special kind IV* of a type IV diagram, be referred ro Ref. 20 and 

references therein. 

Note that phase behavior exhibiting low-temperature closed-loop liquid- 

liquid immiscibilities, such as type VI of fluid phase behavior according to 

Scott and van Konynenburg, cannot be explained with van der Waals’ “one- 

fluid” approach. However, type VI behavior, as well as a fttrther class VII,7’ can 

be predicted b y using more complex equations of state, as, e.g., by combining 

the Carnahan and Starling hard sphere equation of state with the original van 

der Waals attraction, 40 as shown in the corresponding global phase diagram in 

Figure 3-1 I, or by polynomial equations of state derived from a fit to computer 

simulation data on Lennard-Jones mixtures. 4s 
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3.4 Topologies of Binary Fluid Phase Equilibria 

To fully grasp the basic properties of binary fluid-fluid phase equilibria, an 

understanding of the possible topologies of these equilibria is mandatory. In 

this chapter the topologies of the six types of binary fluid phase behavior 

according to Scott and van Konynenburg4” are qualitatively” described. ‘) The 

various classes of binary fluid phase equilibria may be further divided into sub- 

classes according to the shape of critical loci and the appearance of positive 01 

negative azeotropes, L i 2s well as heteroazeotropes. 10,40,45 

3.4.1 Binary Fluid Phase Behavior of Type I 

Binary fluid phase behavior of type I is the simplest phase behavior possible for 

binary mixtures. It is characterized by complete miscibility of the liquid phases 

at all compositions and ten~peratures, i.e., the absence of liquid-liquid i mmisci- 

bility. Binary mixtures conforming to type I thus show a continuous gas-liquid 

critical line. The general topology of type I phase equilibrium in p,T,x-space is 

illustrated in Figure 3-I 2 by both orthogonal parallel projections of critical 

lines and loci of multi-phase equilibria on the three coordinate planes and. a 

corresponding axonornetric representation. 

Phase behavior of type I is usually found if the mw components are ofsim- 

ilar chemical types, molecular diameter/size, and interaction streq$l and/or 

their critical properties are comparable in nlagnitude.“O’?” Since the molecular 

structures of the components are similar, the difference in whether a certain 

molecule is surrounded by like or unlike species is liruited. 

Mixtures belonging ro a particular homologous series, as, e.g., the mixture 

of n-alkanes, will ~rsually only deviate from rype I behavior when the size differ- 

‘) The corrcspondin g diagrCttns were Jtxi~eil htn rvpicnl p,‘l-proicctioris nnd suitable p,x-~pojectiotis by 
mews of descriptive gcotnetry, in 3 wa!’ that clic ropology of phase behavior is ill~tscratetl 2s clear 2s possible. 

‘) As to phase behavior of type VU (CC i,orttote h on page jO), it shows ‘1 phase diagram similar to tht of 
type VI with the only difference, that rllc critic,4 lines etnergin g frotn the pure cotnpotxxt criticai points do 
not meet but are connected by a three-pli,w litic. In tlxtt respect, phnse behvior of type VlI :md VI show the 
same relation&p ns type I and ?, or typ 11 ,ulti 11: However, the connection of the ~LIR cotnponetx critical 
points is of little practical itnportancc in cCtsc ot’ pll,w belidvior of tpc \‘I and VII, siticc tnost real systems 
esliibititig that behavior would decotiipo~c lwx~isc of the high retnprr~iturrs nssocinted with the corresponding 

critical litb2(s).‘ii 
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Table 3-2: Possible shapes of the critical locus in binary fluid phase behavior of type I and 
corresponding examples. “2’ For a list of abbreviations and symbols cf. Tables I- 1 and l-2, re- 

specitvely. 

l-l..^_.^.-l” I ...” . . - ..--.._- -- .^... “.--._ 

e-mm--j Fluid Pl ~ B -1 use c savior oftType I, Subtype (a) 

b 

D 

D 

D 

D 

critical locus everywhere convex (in 

upward direction, i.e., in respecr to the 

p-axis); may even pass through a maxi- 

mum in pressure 

found in case of moderately large differ- 

ences in T, or V, of the pure components 

(when the difference in TC and V, exceeds 

a certain limit, the critical locus becomes 

discontinuous and transition to type V or 

type IV behavior occurs) 

very common among type I mistures 

n-hexane + n-heptane . . . n-tetradecane“ 
5.3,54 

_ 
argon + krypton ” 

argon + methane ” 

krypton + methane 57 

Fluid Phase Behavior of’rype I, Subtype (b) 
b critical locus almost linear in y,T,x-space 

b usually fi)und with substances of very sim- 

ilar critical properties and only small 

departure from Iiaoult’s Law at lower 

pressures 

D carbon dioxide + nitrous oxide” ” 

D benzene -t toluene 2 

ence between the components exceeds a certain value: with methane 3s one 

component partial liquid-liquid immiscibility and thus transition from type I 

to type V phase behavior occurs first with n-hoxme;“’ with ethane as one tom- 

ponent this transition occurs with n-nonadecane; 50-s:! and with propane as one 



Table 3-2: (C ontinued) Possible shapes of the critical locus in binary fluid phase behavior 
of type I and corresponding examples. ‘a’ For a list of abbreviations and symbols cf. 
Tables I - 1 and 1-2, respecitvely. 

~ ~ ~ ~. .--.._ -~ 
I’ 
1 I Fluid Phase Behavior ofType I, Subrype (c) 

b critical locus everywhere concave (in 
.- .’ ,,.” 

upward direction, i.e., in respect to t-he 

i __________.. _./ ~A,.“” 

,/’ ., 

_ 
p-axis); may even pass through a mini- 

,.T .: 

L- -----.--..- ~--~--~---~~-~-~-~-~-~-~- 

fn~iin in pressure 
_~~...._ . . . . . . . ------,_’ 

- .._____ --- --~. -_. .-., b usually found with large positive devia- 
‘,,,I 1 

tions from Raoult’s Law, i.e., in t-he case of’ 

weak, ~rnlike intermolecular interactions as 

in the case of polar with non-polar sub- 

stances, aromatics with aliphatic or alicy- 

clic hydrocarbons 

D ethane + hvdrogen chloride :‘.” 

D propane + hydrogen sulfide ” 

D methanol t benzene 6oA’ 

o n-hexane + benzene 54 

D II-hexane + toluene 62 

[> cyclohexane + benzene ‘3 

Fluid Phase Behavior ofType I, Subtype (d) 
b critical locus passing through a tempera- 

ture maximum (thus showing gas-gas 

immiscibility of the third kind) 

b can occ~ir with a negative azeotrope 

estcnding up to the critical line f 

b extremely rare 

D hydrogen chloride + dicthylethcr h/i,65 

D cycloheprane + tetraethylsilane 66 



:; ,,*’ 
\, /’ 
;/’ 

,/;, 
./’ : 

,_,’ 
,,..*’ 

,.’ ;, 

_.A’ i, j 

-_-_-- .^_. i ......I.” _____c 

n / 

-..,,, 
/L,P _T_ 

‘._, 
‘..( 
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Table 3-2: (C ontinued) Possible shapes of the critical locus in binary fluid phase behavior 
of type I and corresponding examples.“‘b For a list of abbreviations and symbols cf. 

Tables 1.-l and 1-2, respecitvely. 

--- 1 I) ! 
I 

Fluid Phase Behavior ofType 1, Subtype (e) 
b critical locus passing through a tempera- 

ture minimum 

B+ usually associated wit-h a positive azeo- 

trope extending lip to the critical line’ 

[> acetone + n-pentane . . . n-hcptaric h7 

D water + 1 -propan01~~ 

D carbon dioxide t- ethane SSJh9 

- -- -“.-“-l”l-..l---.~--“--“--.-..-.~----~----- -ll-~-.---lllll*_lllll.l_._l_l~--. --.. ~-- 
i’ Now rhat the nomencl;lturc “type 1 - (A)” to “type I - (c)” has been chosen for intemnl reference within this 
thesis and is not genernlly founded. References according to ref. 20. ” Note that conrinuous crit id loci arc 
not corii~rlcd to the five simple types showi~ . As an example, the critical line of 
nmmonia + 2,2,4-trirnet~~~lpcncanc passes through a minimum in temperature, another minimrm~ in prcwirc 
and finnlly through a maximum in prcssurc; “’ mediurie -+ n-pctitawz even reveals a JUOL'C complicated behavior 
in respect to the critical 10~~~s. 

-o.- I “ CurK1ture of the critical locus increases in this series from Ii-heptnnc to 
n-tctradecnnc. ” N,O. ’ cti rrferrnce no. 39 in chnpter 6 therein. ’ Note that azeotropic lines are rnngcib 
tial to critical lines. 44 

Binary mixtures conforming to type I can be fLirther subdivided by considering 

the shape of the continuous gas-liquid critical line and connected azeotropic 

phenomena as shown in Table 3-2. 

3.4.2 Binary Fluid Phase Behavior of Type II 

Binary fluid phase behavior ofrypc II is characterized by the presence ofliquid- 

liquid immiscibility at low rcmperatures, complete miscibility of liquid phases 

at inrermediate temperacures and a continuous gas-liquid critical line. The 

phase diagram of type II is thus similar to that of type I behavior with the 

exception of the additional low-temperature liquid-liquid immiscibility. The 

general topology of type 11 phase equilibrium in p,rllx-space is illustrated in 

Figure 3-13 by both orthogonal parallel projections of critical lines and loci of 

multi-phase equilibria on the three coordinate planes and a corresponding 

axonometric representation, 
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Table 3-3: Possible subtypes of binary fluid phase behavior of type II depending on the oc- 
currence of azeotropy and corresponding examples. a For a list of abbreviations and symbols 
cf. Tables I -I and I-2, respectively. 

- -.-.---- __.” .._... “-^-I- -.-- -~~- 
1 

i’ ,_,’ I _.” i Fluid Phase Behavior ofType IT, Subtype (a) 
: _/ 

,.....-,-’ __/ B+ no azeotroyy in the I.LV-region 
__.... ‘_’ ___/ 

. . . .._.. ..‘_ b occurs for partially miscible liquids with 
_,. .A 

~ 
_,.,.,_._ .,- .‘- .” 

j .._.._..__ _.__......____............. --.--._---.--.i pure components having very different 
-.--_. ._ -. volatilities. T 

D n-pentane + nitrobenzene 74~75 

D carbon dioxide + n-octane 76,77 

D carbon dioxide + n-decane, n-t~t~lecane 
;s,79 

D carbon dioxide + 2-occanol *’ 

Fluid Phase Behavior of ‘Type II, Subtype (1~) 
k positive zeotropy in the LW-region” 

b less common; occurs for a few aqueous 

mixtures 
r> lv‘lter + l)llet,o[ 7LL75,~l>~?. 

---.-.- . .._ D carbon dioxide + ctbaneC s3 

D senon + hydrogen chloride 84 

“..._)^ ..,___ _ j ma,,’ 
1 

3 Fluid Pl ; \ 13 1 1 ix e savior of TJrpc 11, Subtype (c) 
/ , ‘,/’ _.. ” 

i 
,,_ .,_ . .I,. .‘- *\ ; b heteroazeotropy in the LLV-region 

1 --L. _ _ ,_ _._ ,_ -....... -,” 
. . /.___..-~--- j b most common; occurs for partially misci- 

I I ble liquids with similar vapor pressure .~ / .____.___...._ .__.._.... -...-..----.--.--- ---- 
l-.^^~ -. ^.I_I L ._.. ..--_.- .._. II c 8, !- .-~ ..-L b generally reverts to subtype (b), i.e., posi- 

j 
I tive azeotropy, i tl the immediate neigh- 
i -‘- . .._ .,.~‘:.~ . ..- -_‘. 
+ ~- borhood of the UCST 

“> ‘j., 
‘.. 
.? D methane + terraftuororriethatir P5,86 

i-c-.::-I -. ::. S’.SS 
ii” ..- --- 

3 cvclohexanc + p~rA~~oroc~~cloliexnue ’ 
-. -___.. 

D methanol t- cyclohexane S1,87.89 

> water i- naphtalerie ‘I0 
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Table 3-3: (C ontinued) Possible subtypes of binary fluid phase behavior of type II depend- 
ing on the occurrence of azeotropy and corresponding examples.” For a list of abbreviations 
and symbols cf. Tables l-l and 1-2, respectively. 

Fluid Phase Behavior of Type II, Subtype (d) 
b negative azeotropy in the L,LV-region 

b extremely rare 

D acetic acid + rriethylaminc ‘)‘.Q 

,’ Note that the nomenchturs “type II -- (a)” ro “t),pe II- (cl)” 1 1 IX ; : 1 3een chos~~1 for internal reference within 
this thesis and is not generally founded. References according to reE 20. ’ Note that this does not neccssnrily 
imply critical nzeotropy.2” ’ The UCS’I’ (ad thus the IL,\/-region) of this mixture occurs at temperat-tires 
below the melt-ing point of carbon diosiclr and is thus not nccessihle in a stnble equilibrium. 

The region of liquid-liquid immiscibility in type II behavior extends up to high 

pressures, with the UCS’I’ eventually having a critical endpoint with the occur- 

rence of a solid phase. The UCS?’ is relatively insensitive to ?A pressure,. mean- 
ing that it is very steep in respect ro the ‘I;x-plane, exhibiting either a positive or 

negative slope on the p,T-projections, in some cases even running through a 

temperature minimum.~ At lower pressures, the LI.. equilibrium region ends 

with the occurrence of a gas-phase, i.e., in a L,,l,gC:-plane in p,T,x-space. 

In phase diagrams for binary mixtures conforming to type II the gas-liquid 

and liquid-liquid critical lines are continuous and corresponding phenomena 

remain quite distinct. However, the phase diagrams may be complicated by the 

occurrence of azeo tropy phenomena as described in ‘Ikble 3-j). 

The occurrence of the low-remperature Ll, immiscibility in type II systems 

may be suppressed by the formation of a solid phase, In fact it is likely that 

many systems attributed to type I behavior would in fact show type II behavior 

if the formation of solid wo~~ld not interfere with the low-temperature LL 

in~miscibility;“D the binary system carbon dioxide + n-pentane, for instance, is 

most probably of type II althougl~ no stable LL equilibria can be fi~md.~~ 



Fig. 3-14: Binary fluid phse behavior oftp III: orthogonal parallel projections of critical 
lines and loci ofrnulti-phase cqttilibria in p,T.s-space on the three coordinate planes, and coc- 
tap. axotlometric representation, qualirativtzl~ illustrating the mpological proptics of 
type III Lxhwior. For a list of&htx~intions md symbols cf. Tables l-1 nnd l-2. \xmhs 



The extent of the region of liquid-liquid immiscibility depends on the 

mutual immiscibility of the two components. :If this immiscibility is increased, 

the UCST of the liquid-liquid region moves to higher temperatures and, even- 

tually, interacts with the gas-liquid critical curve. This will result in a disconti- 

nuity of the gas-liquid critical curve and the phase behavior of type IT is 

transformed to such of type III. 

3.4.3 Binary Fluid Phase Behavior of Type III 

Binary fluid phase behavior of type III is characterized by liquid-liquid immis- 

cibility ranging from low temperatures LX~ to the gas-liquid critical region. The 

region of liquid-liquid immiscibility intersects with the gas-liquid critical line 

and causes discontinuity of the latter: the gas-liquid critical line commencing at 

the critical point of the more volatile compound ends at an UCEP of the 

I.,,LFV-plane in p,l:;x-space, where the liquid phase richer in the more volatile 

component critically merges with the vapor phase; the gas-liquid critical line 

extending from the critical poinr of the less volatile compound transitions 

smoothly into the LA., critical line (UCST). Tl le general topology of type III 

phase equilibrium in p,T,x-space is illustrated in Figure 3-14 by both orthogo- 

nal parallel projections of critical lines and loci of multi-phase equilibria on the 

three coordinate planes and a corresponding axonometric representation. 

Phase behavior of type III is usually found if the mutual immiscibility of 

the two components leads to stable liquid-liquid equilibria at low tempcra- 

tures, Ike in type II, but in this type the liquid-liquid immiscibility extends up 

to the critical region, where interaction with the gas-liquid critical line occurs. 

In the corresponding phase diagram the pure fluid critical points are thus not 

connected by a continuous critical line. 

The interaction of the liquid-liquid immiscibility with the gas-liquid criti- 
cal locus can lead to very different courses of the critical line commencing at 

the pure fluid critical point of the less volatile component, depending on the 

degree of mutual immiscibilitv of the two components: The “less volatile” hC : * “?\- 
liquid or gas-gas critical line extends up to pressures, where solid phases are 

formed, ending there in a critical endpoint-. Thereby, it smoothly transforms 
into either a liquid-liquid critical ~OCL~S, possibly curving through a combina- 
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Table 3-4: Possible shapes of the critical locus emerging from the pure critical point of the 
less volatile compound in binary fluid phase behavior of type III and corresponding 
examples. a For a list of abbreviations and symbols cf. Tables 1-I and 1-2, respectively. 

.- ____-.-__~--.-..--.--.-~ 

T< II ,. > T 

-.-, 
ir /x : T 

Fluid Phase Behavior of Type 111, Subtype (a) 
k the critical line commencing at the critical 

point of the less volatile componcm exhib- 

its a pressure maximum, followed by a 

pressure minimum at lower -temperature 

k very common for binary mixtures 

D ethane + methanol 93-95 

D carbon dioxide + n-tridecaneh 
7G,:~,sl.S2,96,37 

D carbon dioxide + squalaneC ‘)’ 

D methane f hydrogen sulfide 41 

D methane c 11-rethylcycloper7tnne ‘)“J~~” 

D methane + I-hcptcne 99”oo 

Fluid Phase Behavior of Type III, Subtype (1~) 
k the critical line commencing at the critical 

point of the less volatile component goes 

to lower temp. as the pressure is increased, 

without exhibition of minima or maxima 

D carbon dioxide + squalene”’ 

D ethane + Z\i,i’V-dir~~etl~ylforr~~at~iide, 

nit.rornethane, 2,5-hcxanediol, 

n’-nictli~laceratuide” So 

D methane + toluene ‘W~loO 

D methane + squalaneC “” 

D neon + argon” lo2 

D hydrogen -F methane ii 103 

> hydrogen t carbon dioxide” ‘M 

tion of pressure minimum and tn;lSimwn, or IZ gas-gas critical locus, perchance 

bending through a rninimrrrn in temperarure, c j ‘1’; shown in Table 3-4. Corre- 
spondingly, the two envelopes of the region of liquid-liquid immiscibility at a 
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Table 3-4: (c .ontinued) Possible shapes of the critical locus emerging from the pure critical 
point of the less volatile compound in binary fluid phase behavior of type III and correspond- 
ing examples.” For a list of abbreviations and symbols cf. Tables l-l and 1-2, respectively. 

Fluid Phase Behavior ofType 111, Subtype (c): 
b the critical line commencing at the critical 

point of the less volatile component passes 

through a temperature minimum and 

then develops a positive slope, finally 

exhibiting gas-gas immiscibility of the 

second kind” 

b low mutual miscibility of the components 

D nitrogen + ammonia 105-1’0 

D helium + nitrogen ‘13’ 

D methane + ammonia ‘I1 

D ethane + Water i’L”‘3 

c> carbon dioxide + water 114 

D neon + krypton “’ 

D water + methane . . w n-heptane’ 1 I6 

given temperature below ‘T tICEP can either form a closed loop (with possible 

appearance of another area of liquid-liquid immiscibility at higher pressures), 

or slowly converge or diverge with pressure until intersection with the liquid- 

solid boundary occurs, depending on the mutual immiscibility of the two corn- 

ponents. ‘The gas-liquid critical line commencing at the pure fluid critical point 

of the more volatile compound is often rather short and always ends by inter- 

secting the region of liquid-liquid immiscibility, i.e., in the UCEP of the mix- 

ture’s L,LV-plane in p,T,x-space. Note that this UCEP can be at higher or lower 

temperature than the critical temperature of the more volatile component. 

In addition to the possible types of critical loci shown in Table 3-4, hinary 

mixtures conforming ro type III may be further subdivided by the occurrence 

of azeotropy, parallel to the subtypes that have been lisred for type II behavior 

(see Table 3-3). 
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Table 3-4: (Continued) Possible shapes of the critical locus emerging from the pure critical 
point of the less volatile compound in binary fluid phase behavior of type 111 and correspond- 
ing examplcs.A For a list of abbreviations and symbols cf. Tables l-l and 1-2, respectively. ----_-.--..-... _ _-. 

Fluid Phase Behavior of’$pc IlI, Subtype (d): 
b the critical line commencing at the critical 

point of the less volatile component 

extends directly with a positive slope to 

higher temperatures, exhibiting gas-gas 

immiscibility of the first kind” 

b mutual miscibility of the components 

evtm lower than in subtype (c) 

b most mixtures known so fLr contain 

helium as one component 20 
D helium + xenon I” 

D helium i- methane 102 

D argon + water I” 

~ _~..--_I--.I-- ---- ----..l”..-“--.-^.l -~ ..---.-.- ^... -.ll...l-l- l..ll. .-.. l-^.-lll ._.. 1--1 
a Note tlur the IlOIlleI1C13tLll.e “t,qx 111 - (a)” to =tc’pe 111 .I” (ci)” 1 us II I wen chosen for internal refcrcnce within 
this thesis and is not generally hunticci. Rekrrnces according to ref. 20 with exception of ref. 41. ” For mix- 
twes of carbon dioxide and longer n-alkancs the minimum in the high-pressure critical locus moves to higher 
pressures and temperatures, until the curvanire disappears, i.e., a tr;msirion to subtype (11) OCCLI~S. c C,,,H,, , 
I&6,10,1 5,19,23-hex;tlnethyltetr:lcosaric ” C,,,H5,, 2,6,10,15,19,23-l ~es:imethyl-2,6,10,14,i S,Z-tctracosa- 
hexnene, all double bonds (E) ’ Note thar no tenipernture m;1simum has Tet been fo~incl on similar gas-s;ts 
critical lincs.2o ’ unpublished nieasurement-s by Z. Alwani, accordirig to ret-. 20. g ‘The high pressure crit i- 
cd line is moving to higher wmpwmlr~s ad prmllres along this series. ” The high pressure critical line is 
everywhere COI~C~VC (relative to the p-axis), similnr to subtype (c), but renches a critical endpoint with the 
appearance of a solid pli:lse heforc ;I tcniperatwe minimuni could be reached. ’ At least for the aqueous mix~- 
tures of ethanc, propane, n-buranc, 11-ptmr. and n-hexane occurrence of lleteronzeotropy -cvith the UCEP of 
the LLV-region at temperatures lower th.m the critical remperaturc of rhe more I-ol,ltile compound have been 
reportccl.“” 

3.4.4 Binary Fluid Phase Behavior of Type IV 

Binary fluid phase behavior of rvpe IV is characwized by two separate regions 

of LL inm~iscibility, one at low reinperatures, similar to that in type II behavior, 

and another one at higher renpmures where intersection with the GL, critical 

locus occurs; at inrerrnediarc temperatures the system exhibits complete misci- 

bility of the liquid phases. The GL critical line commencing at the pure Auid 
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Fig. 3-16: Bhary hid phse bdiavior of type V: orthogonal parallel ptx)jections of critical 
liim and loci ofrnulti-phase equilibria itI p.T,x-space on the three coorditme planes, and cor- 
responding ;Ixonometric reprcwmtiotl, qmlitativelp illustratinir, the topological properties of 

type V behavior. For a list of abbreviations and symbols cf. ‘I’ables I-1 and l-2. b-k 
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Table 3-5: Examples of binary fluid phase behavior of type IV. For a list of abbreviations 
and symbols cf. Tables l-l and 1-2, respectively. 

-~ -.l.--.l.-.-- --.“_.l _........ -.l--“.-..“.ll..-.~... 

‘\ 
.‘,Y.. ,., 

_/ ,.,- 
_/ : _:’ 

__N’ : ,:’ 
/--- 

.A ; ____. 
G-..“’ 

i 

._.......... -----. -........ -. -.,‘, 

T‘.,, i,, 1 

Fluid Phase Behavior of Type IV: 
D tnethane + I-hexcne 113 

D teethe + 2,3-di171ethyl-I-butetle 43,4-i 

D methane + 2-methyl-1 -pentene “j,44 

D methane t- 13,3-diIl~ethylpentat~c ‘J,~* 

..-.- ~- _.l.-..-..~ ----.._-...-.---.--------.-...------ .____ 

critical point of the more volatile compouncl ends at the UCEP of the high- 

temperature LLV-plane in p,T,x-space; the critical line commencing at the gas- 

liquid critical point of the less volatile component ends at the LCEP of this 

LLV-plane, continuously changing its character from a GL to 2 LL critical 

locus. This smooth transition provides a clear example of the confksion that 

can arise from careless use of the terms “gas” and “liquid” in the critical region 

of a mixture.20 The general topology of type IV phase equilibrium in p,T,x- 

space is illustrated in Figure 3- 15, 

Phase behavior of type IV is usually found if the critical properties of the 

two components of the binary mixture differ substantially. For binary mixtures 

of n-alltanes, type IV behrlvior occurs when the difference in size between the 

two components exceeds a certain limit, 

Some examples for binary mixtures exhibiting phase behavior of type IV 

are listed in Table 3-S. 

3.4.5 Binary Fluid Phase Behavior of Type V 

Binary fluid phase behavior of tyl’e V is very similar to type IV behavior with- 

our the complication of liquid-liquid immiscibility at lower temperatures. The 

general topology of type V phase equilibrium in p,T,x-space is illustrated in 

Figure 3-16 by both orthogonal parallel projections of critical lines and loci of 

multi-phase equilibria on the three coordinate planes and a corresponding 

axonometric representation. 
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TaMe 3-6: Subdivision of binary fluid phase behavior of type V depending on the interfer- 
ence of a solid phase with the fluid equilibrium and corresponding examples. a For a list of 
abbreviations and symbols cf. Tables 1-l and 1-2, respectively. 

- -. .-..l..l.l.- ...” --.-. 
p!:! Fluid Phase Behavior of’l+pc V, Subtype (a) 

b region of LL immiscibility remote from 

regions where solid phases are formed 

/ D cthanc + ethanol, l-propanol, l-butanol 
1 70 ! 

D methane + n-hexane” 45),*2*,122 

i 1, D ethanc + n-nondecane, n-eicosanC “,” 

Fluid Phase Behavior of Type V, Subtype (b): 
b occurrence of a solid phase interferes with 

the 13;t’-equilibri~it~i” 

b the critical line commencing at the critical 

point of the less volatile component 

extends to resions, where solid phases are 

formed, ending at the end of the SL&- 

plant in p,T,x-space; the critical line com- 

mencing at the critical point OF the more 

volatile component finishes in an ‘CJCEl’ at 

the end of the L,Li;\ilplane in p,‘r,,x-space 

I+ four three-phase planes in p,l:x-space 

(lL&;V; SL,,LB, SL,V, and SLjjVI‘) meet- 

ing in 3 quadruple line with four phases in 

ecjuilibrium (SL,LliV) 

b the metastnble LCSl’ and LCEP are 

accessible experimentally if the liquid 

phases can be supercooled sufficiently 

D methane + n-heptane, toluene4” 

D ethane t squalaned 85 

D propane t n-hexacontane I21 
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Table 3-6: (Continued) Subdivision of binary fluid phase behavior of type V depending on 
the interference of a solid phase with the fluid equilibrium and corresponding examples. a For 
a list of abbreviations and symbols cf. Tables 1 -I and .I-2, respectively. 

Fluid Phase Behavior of Type V, Subtype (c): 
b occurrence of the solid phase suppresses 

the appearance of LLV-ecluilibriutnS 

b the critical line commencing at the critical 

point of the less volatile component 

extends to regions, where solid phases are 

formed, ending at the end of the SLIjV- 

plane in p,T,x-space; the critical line com- 

mencing at the critical point of the tnore 

volatile component ends at the end of the 

SL,V-plane in p,T,x-space 

b the metasrable LW-region, as well as 

metastable LCST, UCEE aud LCEI’ 

could be access&k experimentally if the 

liquid phases can be supercooled sufti- 

ciently 

D ethane + n-octacosane 2o 

.-..-_ --.--.- -~--ll. 
” Now that the nomenclature “type \’ -- (al“ to “type V - (c)” has been chosen for internal reference wirhin this 
thesis and is not generally foundeci. Refw2rlces dccording to ref. 20, with esception of reC 123. ’ Mixtures 
of nmhane with lower n-nlknncs are of type 1. ’ ;Clixtures of ethnc with lower n-alkanes are of type I. 
iI c &I,z, 2,6,1O,15,1~,23-hcx~~rneth~ltetr~cos,~rie ’ Phases in order of nppexance when pnssing counter- 
clockwise around the qudruple point in the pl’projcction of the phase diagram, starting at the LLV-line. ’ 
the rem “limited immiscibility” has bwn proposed for this kind of type V behavior, since the systems show 
complete miscibility of the liquid pii~~s ;it louu tcmpcraturcs .( 0 F the term “nbsolutc immiscibility” has 
hem proposed for this kind of type V heiuvior, since there is no temperature between the solid-liquid bound- 
ary and the critical line commencing at th criticA point of th less volatile component where the liquid phases 
nre completely miscible liq 

As with all systems exhibitin g liquid-liquid immiscibility at high tempmtures, 
phase behavior of type V is usually found if the critical properties of the two 

components differ significmtly. 

Note that the region of low-temperature LL immiscibility may lie betwath 

the temperature where a solid phase occurs. The classifkation of fluid phase 
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behavior to type IV or type V may thus not be that certain. Furthermore, for 

some mixtures the region of low-temperature liquid-liquid immiscibility has 

been well established but the gas-liquid critical region has rarely been exam- 

ined, so that a classification of a particular mixture in type II and IV cannot 

always be done with absolute certainty.“’ 

Binary mixtures conforming to type V can be further subdivided by possi- 

ble interference of a solid phase with the fluid equilibria (cf. Chapter 3.2.2) as 

depicted in Table 3-G. Additionally, azeotropy may occur and lead to further 

subtypes, parallel to those listed for type II behavior (see 7Bble 3-3). 

3.4.6 Binary Fluid Phase Behavior of Type VI 

Binary fluid phase behavior of rype VI is characterized by a region of liquid-liq- 

uid immiscibility at intermediate temperatures not interfering with the gas-liq- 

uid critical locus of the binary mixture and thus complete miscibility of the 

liquid phase at both low and higher temperatures. The general topology of 

type VI phase equilibrium in p,?:x-space is illustrated in Figure 3-17 by both 

orthogonal parallel projections of critical lines and loci of multi-phase equilib- 

ria on the three coordinate planes and a corresponding axonometric representa- 

tion. 

Mixtures conforming to phase behavior of type VI are invariably com- 

posed of complex molecules, in the sense that one or both of the pure compo- 

nents exhibit strong intermolecular fcjrces such as hydrogen bonding and, in 

the mixture, there is the added complication of strong inrer-component inter- 

molecular forces, In mixtures showing type VI behavior, water or heavy water 

(D,O) were, almost without exception, one of the components. 20 ‘ri/-ue J,q 

behavior can be seen co be similar to that of type II with the addition of a 

LCST occurring at lower temperatures than the UCST. 

Binary mixtures conforming to type VI can be further subdivided by the 

shape of the region of liquid-liquid immiscibility in respect to pressure at inter- 

mediate temperatures as listed in Table 3-?. Moreover, phase behavior of 

type VI may be complicated by the presence of azeotropic lines, parallel to the 

azeotropic phenomena described in Table 3-3. 
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Table 3-7: Possible shapes of the region of liquid-liquid immiscibility at intermediate tem- 
peratures in binary fluid phase behavior of type Vl and corresponding examples.% For a list 
of abbreviations and symbols cf. Tables l-l and 1-2, respectively. 

-. .- -l_--““-ll -.-.-- I . ..--.... l.l -.-. ll-l._l__ll”l-- -.-..^-------._lll_l__ 

Fluid Phase Ikhavior of ‘1jq7e VI, Subtype (a): 
b closed dome of immiscibility: LCST and 

UCS’I’ meet in a hypercritical solution 

point (HCSP); region of liquid-liquid 

immiscibility is limited to low pressures 

by the L,IY-plane in p,T,x-space 

B- liquid phases cotnplerely miscible at high 

pressures 

D water -t- 2-butanone h 124 

D water + 2-butanol ‘~3 

D wawr + 2-butoxyethano136~’ ” 

Fluid Phase Behavior of Type VI, Subtype (b): 
b “tube” of immiscibility in p,T,x-space: the 

loci of the UCS’L’ and ICST are divergent 

with increasing pressure 

D heavy water f 3-mctllylpyridine” ‘)’ 

D Water + 4-metk);lpipcriclitre 9h 
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Table 3-7: (Continued) Possible shapes of the region of liquid-liquid immiscibility at inter- 
mediate temperatures in binary fluid phase behavior of type VI and corresponding examples. a 
For a list of abbreviations and symbols cf. Tables l-l and 1-2, respectively. 

,, ,’ 

._...- 

- 
1, ,. :.,, T 

- 

Fluid Phase M&or of ‘Type VI, Subtype (c): 
b reversed dome of immiscibili ty at high 

pressures: LCST and UCST meet in a 

hypercritical solution point (FICSP); 

region of liquid-liquid immiscibility nxy 

be limited to high pressures by the appear- 

ance of solid phases 

b sysrtlm wholly miscible at low pressures, 

but fwo liquid phases in equilibrium will 

appear at high pressures in a given remper- 

ature range. 

3 water + 3-methylpyridine’ ” 

D water + 2- d d-Itdlylpyridiilt 97 

D heavy water + it-methylpyridine “’ 

Fluid Phase Behavior of’ljrpe VI, Subtype (d): 
b combination of the immiscibility-domes 

from subtype (a) and (c) 

b system wholly miscible at intermediate 

pressures with immiscibility of liquid 

ph:ws occurring at low and high pressures 

TV extremely non-ideal solutions 

D heavy water + 2-methylpyridine 97 





eteroge~eous 
in N ercritic 

The con&nation of heterogeneous catalysis and supercritical fluids (as reactant 

and/or solvent) holds great potential for optimizing chemical processes. It 

affords opportunities to eliminate limitations in tnass or heat transport, tune 

the reaction environnlent, integrate reaction and product separation, and 

intensi+ chemical processes. Non-toxic and environmentally benign SCFs may 

furthermore he used to replace ecologically critical solvents in chemical reac- 

tions or to act directly its building blocks in chemical reactions.l 

In this chapter, we will first discuss the general effects the unique properties 

of “supercritical” fluids nmy hzve on chemical reactions - both within the 

vicinity and well beyond a critical point - and then focus ou the application of 

SCFs in heterogeneous catalysis. 

4.1 Chemical Reactions under “Supercritical” Conditions 

The unique properties of SCFs and the high pressures ~rsually applied in chem- 

ical reactions under supercritical conditions can lead to a change in the key 

parameters of chemical reactions in SCFs as compared to processes conducted 

at ambient pressure. A number of effects not playin g a significant role in “clas- 
sical” chemistry have to be considered in SCF processes, as, e.g., effect ofpres- 

sure on reaction thermod\/tlamics and kinetics, clustering due to local density 

enhancement, phase Lxhavior of the system and enhanced nx~ss and heat rrans- 

fer. 
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4.1 .I Effect of Pressure on Thermodynamics and Kinetics 

Chemical reactions under supercritical conditions usually require relatively 

high pressures due to the nature of the supercritical state and the kind of fluids 

commonly used, Consequently, pressure effects on chemical equilibria and 

chemical reaction rates “’ have to he accounted for. 
The effect of pressure on the mole fraction-based equilibrium constant KX 

of a chemical reaction depends on the reaction volume AV,. of a reaction, i.e., 

the difference between the partial molar volumes of the product(s) and those of 

the reactant(s): 

AV. = - -.A- + q 
RT 

(2) 

Note that 1% is a mole fkction-based equilibrium constant, whereas KC is the 

concentration-based equilibrium constant for which Equation (I) has to be 

modified to include the isothermal compressibility ( XY~) of the reaction mixture 

and the stochiometric coefficients vi (Equation (2)). L1ue to solvation effects 

and the high isothermal compressibiliry in SCFs, partial molar vol~mcs in 

SCFs may be of dramatic values near the critical point’27 and the resulting 

reaction volume AV~ may strongly alter the effect of pressure on equilibrium 

with regard to the reaction carried out in a liquid or gaseous phase. 

The effect of pressure on kinetics is mostly described in the context of tran- 

sition state tlieory’“s and a supposed reaction pathway. According to this the- 
ory, the mole fraction-based rate constant 1% of an elementary reaction depends 

on the activation volume ,\IV’ of the elementary reaction, i.e., the difference 

between the partial molar volume of the activated complex and the sum of the 

partial molar volumes of the reactant(s): 

If the rare constant is r&red to a Press”fe-dcl-“rldetlt measure of concentra- 

tion, Equation (3) has to be modified to include the isothermal compressibility 



(I+) of the reaction 

concentration-based 
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mixture and the molecularity n of the reaction. For the 

rate constant k, we can thus write: 

2 In k$ 

aP T,c J 

Again, solvation 

lead to dramatic 

(4 

effects and the high isothermal compressibility in SCFs may 

values of partial molar volumes in SCFs and consequently to 

activation volumes AV* in the order of liters per mole. Consequently, the effect 

of pressure on the rate constant in SCFs can be dramatic as compared to reac- 

tions in a liquid or gaseous phase, where activation volumes are typically in the 

range of -0.03 to 0.03 1 mol-’ or are even restricted to the intrinsic activation 

volume.‘“” However, this effect is to a significant part due to the high com- 

pressibility of SCFs and therefore mainly reflects the change from a reaction 

rate in a gas-like fluid to one in a liquid-like fluid. Consequently, activation 

volumes A\v’ in SCFs are generally not useful to extract mechanistic informa- 

tion about the reaction, in contrast to gas or liquid reactions, where the activa- 

tion volume more or less reflects the size change from the reactants to the 

activated complex. 

4.1.2 Local Enhancement of Density - Clustering 

The high compressibility in SCFs and the gas-like behavior in regard to surface 

tension allows attractive f%rces to move molecules into energetically favorable 

locations. The resulting non-uniform spatial distribution of solvent and cosol- 

vent molecules about solute molecules, as schematically illustrated in 

Figure 4-1, gives rise to interesting solvent effects not ordinarily found in liquid 

mixtures. This phenomenon, which has been termed local density enhance- 
ment, 1%‘) clustering, 130 or molecular charisma, l” can affect the rates and selec- 

tivities of chemical reactions through both physical and chemical 

mechanisms. 1.32 

Local anisotropy phenomena also may OCCUI at supercritical fluid/solid 

inter&es as a consequence of different interaction strength (adsorption 

en thalpy) of solute (reactant), solvent and cosolvent with the solid surface and 

clustering phenomena in the bulk phase near its critical point. Fundamental 



Fig. 4-l : Schematic illustrution of spatial distribution of n~olecules for a liquid, supercrit- 
ical and gaseous system. The upper left part of the circles shows :I pure fluid; the lower rig-lx 
part additionally involves 2 volatile solute. \Vhereas liquid md gaseous systems show a uni- 
form spatial distribution of molecules, the Iqe isothermal compressibility of SCFs allows at- 
tractivc forces to move molecules into energetically l3vorable locations at low cost of free 
energy and thus leads to density fluctuations and clustering phenomena. The range of those 
density fluctuntions is often conpmble to the wavelength of visible light. Note that the ex- 
tent of clusters for the XX is shown in reduced scale for rensons of clearness, 

knowledge of these interactions is important to understand the mechanism of 

solid catalyzed reactions. Unfortunately, there appears to be no fundamental 

work dealing with this aspect crucial for understanding catalytic surf&c reac- 

tions in solute-solvent (reacrant-solvent) systems. 

4.1.3 Phase Behavior and Solubility 

An interesting opportunity of using supercritical conditions for catalytic reac- 

tions is that all reactants can exist in a single homogeneous fluid phase. How- 

ever, catalytic reactions being either hoinogencous or heterogeneous will 

generally involve multi component syscenis for which the location of the phase 
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border curves in pressure-temperature-composition p,T,x-space”“” may not be 

known. Furthermore, the composition of this multi component system will 

change with reaction time (batch reactor, autoclave) or with location (continu- 

ous fixed bed reactor) and so may the phase behavior of the system at given 

reaction conditions. Knowledge of the phase behavior of the reaction system is 

a necessary prerequisite to make beneficial use of the supercritical state and for 

interpreting its effect on the rate and selectivity of a catalytic reaction. Since at 

this point there is no general equation sati&ctorily describing multi compo- 

nent phase diagrams, experimental determination of the phase behavior is 

indispensable. 

In addition to the reaction conditions, solubilities of reactant(s) and/or 

product(s) can be influenced by a cosolvenr which undergoes a strong specific 

interaction (e.g., hydrogen bonding) with a solute. Although rendering the 

reaction system even more complex in regard to the number of molecules 

present in the reaction system, employing one or more co-solvents provides an 

elegant tool for tuning the phase behavior. Unfortunately only very limited 

knowledge is presently available to make proper use of this potential tool. 

.However, progress in understanding the molecular interactions involved will 

undoubtedly lead from empirical trial and error methods to rational design of 

solute-solvent-cosolvent systems. 

4.1.4 Mass and Heat Transfer 

Transport properties in SCFs such as diff&ivity, viscosity, and thermal conduc- 

tivity are very &vorable for chemical reactions as compared to liquid and gas- 

eous media, respectively, ‘&is together with (i) the elimination of possible 
interphases in multi component systems and (ii) the high density of SCFs with 
ensuing very low values of the kinematic viscosity V = 17/p and strong natural 

convection leads to a significantly enhanced mass and heat transfer under 

supercritical conditions. The available data on diffusivity”4-‘36 is very limited, 

but recent research is expanding the data base f6r binary diffirsion coefficients 

and exploring the influence on solute diffAvities, 
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4.2 Application of SCFs in Heterogeneous Catalysis 

Conducting heterogeneously catalyzed reactions in supercritical media looks 

very promising due to the properties of SCFs and their effect on various reac- 

tion parameters, Indeed, proper use of SCFs in heterogeneous catalysis can 

eliminate gas/liquid phase transfer resistance, afford an enhancement of the 

reaction rate, mass- and heat rransfer, a further means for control of selectivity, 

increased catalyst lifetime and regeneration, or fi~cilitate easier product separa- 

tion and process intensification. Moreover, supercritical fluids offer several 

unique opportunities in catalyst preparation. Some of the opportunities dis- 

cussed here are valid for chemical processes in general, whereas those concern- 

ing the solid catalyst are unique for heterogeneously catalyzed chemical 

reactions. 

4.2.1 Elimination of Gas/Liquid Phase Transfer Resistances 

The most obvious opportunity for the use of SCFs in heterogeneous catalysis is 

the elimination of gas/liquid phase transfer resistances in reactions involving 

three phases under subcritical conditions (see Figure 4-2). This together with 

lowered external fluid film diffusion resistances due to lower viscosity of SO’s 

may significantly accelerate the reaction, since diffusion of the gaseous reactant 

to the catalyst surf&e often represents the rate limiting step in three-phase reac- 

tions. 

4.2.2 Enhancement of Reaction Rate 

The effect of pressure on reaction rates in the supercritical region can be 

assigned to the kinetic pressure e&r, enhanced mass- and heat transfer as well 

as sometimes higher reactant solubilities. Since all these influences on the reac- 

tion rate strongly depend on pressure, temperature and the fluid itself, reaction 

rates can be tuned by corresponding adjustments in the reaction conditions. 



Physical and Chemical Steps Relevant 
in a Tree-Phase Reaction 

Magnified Cross Section of Solid Catnyst 

Heterogeneous Catalysis in Supercritical Fluids 

MassTransfer Resistances at 
Subcritical Conditions liquid 

Fig. 4-2: Sequence of physical and chemical steps occurring in a heterogeneously catalyzed 
gas/liquid reaction (e.g., hydrogenation of a liquid compou~~d) and comparison of such a 1-e 
action at subcritical and supercritical conditions. A representative section of the reactor con- 
tent, corresponding mm-trmsfer boundaries and reactant concentration profile are shown 
for both sub- and supercritical conditions. Note that gas/liquid transfer resistance (steps I and 
2) is eliminated and external i-hid film diffusion resistance (step 3) is lowered under super- 
critical conditions due to lowr viscosity of SCFs. 

4.2.3 Control of Selectivity 

The rate and equilibrium of a given reaction can be tuned in SCFs by altering 

pressure and temperature and/or addin g a corresponding cosolvent. For a net- 

work of parallel or competing reactions, the different reactions may be influ- 

enced in a different way and degree by these alterations in the reaction 

conditions, Consequently such rurring of the reaction conditions may &or 



one of the reactions over the others, offering some potential to enhance the 

selectivity to the desired product. However, this method of controlling selectiv- 

ity is rather demanding, because the activation and reaction volumes of the var- 

ious reactions as well as the influence of the components on the phase behavior 

of the system need to be known. 

Further possibilities for the control of selectivity are linked with tuning of 

solure-solvent interactions (change of local density, clustering), and the use of 

cosolvents which through specific interactions (usually hydrogen bonds) with a 
-7 

transition stare or a product can alter rates’.“’ 13s and product distributions . 

4.2.4 Enhanced Mass- and Heat Transfer 

Fluids exhibit high diffusivities and very low kinematic viscosities in the super- 

critical region, resulting in high mass- and heat transfer rates. Consequently, 
working in the supercritical region may accelerate mass transfer controlled liq- 

uid reactions and lead to better heat removal in highly exothermic gas-phase 

reactions, where careful temperature control is essential for selectivity and 

product stability. In either way, transport properties of SCFs are very favorable 

for conducting chemical reactions. 

4.2.5 Catalyst Lifetime and Regeneration 

h problem frequently met with heterogeneously catalyzed gas-phase reactions is 

the formation of heavy organics which may act as catalyst blocking agents and 

thereby deactivate catalysts and promote coking, Since supercritical fluids 
exhibit considerably higher solubilities than corresponding gases for such heavy 

organics, catalyst deactivation may be suppressed by changing working condi- 

tions from gas phase to dense supercritical medium. 1.39,140 Furthermore 
enhanced diffusivity can accelerate the transfer of poisons from the internal and 

external catalyst surf&e. The lifetime of a catalyst can therefore be significantly 

prolonged by working in the dense (“supercritical”) region. 

Regeneration of catalysts deactivated by cokin g can be accomplished by 
extracting the carbonaceous deposits from the catalyst surf&e. L3ue co the high 
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solubilities and favorable transport properties in the supercritical region, SCFs 

provide a valuable instrument for such extraction processes. 

4.2.6 Facilitated Separation 

The easy tunability of a fluid’s solvent properties in the critical region is an efti- 

cient means for the separation of one or more reactant(s) and/or product(s) in a 

reaction system. Furthermore, the release of pressure after the reactor will con- 

dense or precipitate remaining (unused) reactants and/or products, allowing 

their reintroduction into the feed (reactant recycling) and separation as well as 

a recycling of the now gaseous reaction medium. Since most SCFs used in prac- 

tice are small and high volatile compounds, the precipitated product(s) are 

almost free of solvent traces and mostly do not need further cleaning in that 

respect. 

The tunability of a solute’s solubility in a SCF is used to advantage in the 

high-pressure polymerization of ethene: The reaction is conducted in a 
medium and under conditions that polymers will fall out of the supercritical 

solution when they reach a certain molecular weight, corresponding to the sol- 

ubility limit, In an equilibrium limited reaction, this continuous removal of the 

product would enhance conversion. Again, a slight release in pressure after the 

reactor will precipitate unused reactant(s), allowing their reintrod.uction into 

the feed and the recycling of the SCF. 

l’n the case of a solid product, the tunable salvation properties of SCFs 

could be used not only for separation of the product from the solvent hut also 

to tailor the size of the product particles, a prerequisirc feature ofpharmaceuti- 

cals used for inhalation or ready oral resorption. Particle forming techniques 

involving the application of supercritical fluids entail the rapid expansion of 

supercritical solutions (RESS)“~3~‘** and the supercritical anti-solvent 
(SAS) iit%tdd technique. RESS is based on the rapid dcpressurization of a super- 

critical fluid phase in which the solute(s) of interest are dissolved, whereas in 

SAS the solute(s) are dissolved in a liquid organic phase and precipitation is 

achieved by bringing this solution into contact with a supercritical fluid having 

a low affinity for the solutes and a large mutual solubility with the organic 

phase. 
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4.2.7 Process Intensification 

The use of SCFs in heterogeneously catalyzed reactions can lead to significantly 

intensified chemical processes, The high reaction rates, mass- and heat transfer 

in SCFs allow the construction of continuous reactors, considerably smaller 

than required for conventionally operated continuous reactors of equal perfor- 

mance. ‘45,‘46 Th’ IS opportunity provides interesting advantages concerning pro- 
147 14s cess safety and space requirement of chemical plants. ‘1 Furthermore, the 

facile product separation and ecologically beneficial recycle of solvent and/or 

reactant(s) may simplify the design of the reaction process. 

4.2.8 Catalyst Preparation 

Supercritical fluids provide unique opportunities in the preparation of catalytic 

materials and supports. Proper use of SCFs allows to tailor and optimize the 

niorpholo~g)* of a catalyst. 

In the preparation of aerogelQ4” via the solution sol-gel route, supercritical 

drying is imperative. If the liquid (solvent) entrapped in the tenuous sol-gel 

network is directly evaporated (xerogel), the srructure of the gel is severely dam- 

aged due to the actin g capillary pressure when the liquid recedes into the sol- 

gel body. This capillary stress can be circumvenred (i) either by transferring the 

entrapped solvent from the liquid ro the supercritical state (higll-telllper;zture 

aerogel) or (ii) by replacing the solvent typically with supercritical CO, (low- 

temperature aerogel), thus eliminating any liquid-vapor interfke inside the sol- 

gel-product durin g solvent extraction. Figure 4-11 illustrates the differences in 

drying of sol-gel usin g the serogel and the two possible aerogel routes. The sol- 

gel method combined with ensuing supercritical drying provides unique 

opportunities for the preparation of mixed oxides and metal/metal oxide cata- 

lysts as extensively described in reccnr reviews. ‘it’)-b’ ” 

Another interesting opportunity for the use of SC’Fs in catalyst preparation 

is the possible control of the particle size and morphology of catalytic materials 

due to the highly xijusrable properties in the supercritical region with small 

changes in temperature or pressure, Catalysts could also be prepared using 

other particle forming techniques such as the rapid expansion of supercritical 
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Fig. 4-3: Differences in drying of sol-gels using the xerogel roure (XG) and the high-tem- 
perature (HT) and low-ternperaturc (LT) aerogel route. The solvent (ROH) entrapped in the 
pores of the wet sol-gel network (W) is replaced by U&/air (D). The diagram represents a 
qu&rative axonometry of the phase diagram of the binary mixture CO,/ROH or air/ROH, 
respectively, whereby complete miscibility of the two components has been assumed for rea- 
sons of clarity. In the xerogl route, the two-phase region of the mixture is crossed with en- 
suing qillary stress on the pores of the sol-gel network. In the aerogel routes, the two-phase 
region is circumvented, thus replacin g the solvenr in the pore bv COJair without the dam- , 
aging force of capillary stress. For details regarding phase diagrams of binary mixtures cf. 
Chapter 3. 

solutions (RESS) and the supercritical anti-solvent (SAS) technique discussed 

above. Although both techniques have not yet found significant application in 

the preparation of catalytic materials, they promise interesting opportunities 

for the control of particle size and morphology. 





igh-Pressure System 

of Heterogeneousl 

Combining heterogeneous catalysis and supercritical fluids (as reactant and/or 

solvent) holds great potential for optimization of chemical processe~.~ To fur- 

ther develop the fundamentals in this relatively new field in respect to physical 

chemistry and reaction engineering, changes in phase behavior and composi- 
tion during a chemical reaction are of particular interest. 17)~ ro limited pre- 

dictability of theoretical calculations of phase bellavior,15” experimental 

measurements are indispensable. 

Several approaches for monitoring the phase behavior of homogeneous cat- 

alytic reactions have been reported and reviewed in the literature. 1:3,107,15.3-157 

‘These systems are mainly based on a high-pressure cell equipped with a means 

to detect phase boundaries (optically through a g-lass window, by ultrasound, or 

conductometric measurements) and preferably an additional instrumental 

channel for further analysis of the phases (e.g., spectroscopy or on-line sam- 

pling). 

In contrast to homogeneous reactions, monitoring of heterogeneously cat- 

alyzed reactions systems is impaired by the presence of the suspended solid cat- 

alyst particles, necessitating a more complex design of the analytical system. 

Therefore, work on this topic published so &r generally concentrates on either 

optical observation of the phase behavior or analysis of phases present. 

Here, we describe briefly a novel computer-based high-pressure batch sys- 

tem that enables in sitzi monitoring of heterogeneously catalyzed reaction sys- 

tems by both optical observation of the phase behavior and analysis of present 

phases by on-line sampling and gas chromatogrliphy. This system, comprising a 

chemically inert steel autoclave with a glass window covering its entire height as 
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Fig. 5-l: Look at the core of the high-pressure system. 

its core, is suitable for temperatures from -20 “C up to 200 “C and pressures 

up to 200 bar. 

5.1 Experimental Requirements 

In order to explore the phase behavior of heterogeneously catalyzed reactions in 

supercritical media, the system had to meet several basic requirements. The sys- 

tern should incorporate features that kilitate operation over a broad tempera- 

ture range (-20-200 “C) and high pressures (up to 200 bar) while 

simultaneously win g suspended powdered catalysts in a chemically inert cnvi- 

ronment. The autoclave volume should be at a reasonable laboratory scale; stir- 

ring of the reactor contents should be performed mechanically to reduce 

abrasion of eventually ‘1 L ggregated catalyst particles. The svstem should include i 
means to observe and record the phase behavior qualitatively and to analyze the 

composition of phases present without disrurbing the reactions system signifi- 



Fig. 5-2: Close-up view of the two CCD-cameras focused on the glass window of the rc- 
action system. 

cantly. Centralized control, alarm management, error handling, and data log- 

ging, as well as a clear I-Iuman-1Machine Interface (HMI) should render the 

high-pressure system safe and simple to use for an operator. 

5.2 Experimental Setup 

The above requirements could be met through a cornhi nation of comnercially 

available and custom builr elements using a computer-based approach fbr con- 

trol, data logging, and management of the system. Experimental setup and 
computer solution are treated separately in the following sections, although we 

want to mention that these two aspects were to a significant degree interdepen- 

dent in the conception of’ our system. An overview of the system is shown in 
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Figures 5-l and 5-2, respectively. An extended flow chart of the system is given 

in Figure S-3. 

5.2.1 High-Pressure System 

A custom-designed steel autoclave (Rtichi AG Uster, Switzerland) with a totzal 

volume of 0.5 dm’ and a glass window covering its entire height forms the core 

of the system. ‘I’;, allow for work in the required temperature and pressure 
1) range, the glass window (Schotr Maxos) is sealed with asbestos flat sealing . 

Temperature control is achieved through an oil-containing heating jacket with 

help of a combined thermo-kryostat (Julabo F25 HD). Temperature and pres- 

sure measurements are accomplished with a I%100 resistance temperature 

detector (RTD) and a pressure transmitter> respectively. The autoclave is 

equipped with a magnetic stirrer (IKA Eurostar Power Control-vise) for 

mechanical mixing and a system of automated valves (SITEC Sieber Engineer- 

ing AC,, Switzerland); needle-valves (K&mer Ventile, Germany); and mass- 

flow meters (Kheonik Messgerste GmbH, Germany) for adding fluids into the 

system as well as purging the reactor contents after an experiment. The purge 

valve has to be cleaned thorou$ly to prevent damage to its piston or seat from 

solid catalyst particles; nonetheless, both the seat and piston can be easily 

replaced in the purge valve, 

5.2.2 on-line Sampling and Analysis 

Xvo capillaries with integrated sintered filrers (custom made) at the top and the 

bottom of the autoclave, respectively, provide a means f6r on-line sampling of 

present phases. Heated systems of capillaries, automated low-volume switching 

valves (VTCI AG, Switzerland) and zero-volume fittings allow for sample with- 

drawal OIZ a microliter-scale and direct injection into a gas cllrotnatograpk (HP 

6890) For analysis. This combination should minimize the impact of sampling 



Fig. 5-3: Extended Bow chart of the high-pressure system including the orgmization of 
process control and acquisition of data and images, RVx: high-pressure reduction valves; 

MVx magnetic valves; NVx: needle v&s; RMs: mass-flow meter; 15’~: ptmmatic valves; 
IS: stirrer; KS: cryostat; ‘33: thertnostx; SVs: heated sampling valve system; CCDx: S-bit 
monochron~e CC~Lkmeras; hatched knr: steel wall, ‘S+ 
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on the reactor content by keeping the withdrawn amount of fluids at the lowest 

level possible. 

5.2.3 on-line Video Imaging 

Monitoring of the phase behavior is accomplished by on-line video imaging 

with a system developed in cooperation with Videal AC;, Swirzerland, a com- 

pany specialized in video sysrems for industrial, medical, and research applica- 

tions. The reactor can be illuminated with visible light of variable wavelength 

supplied by a cold light source with corresponding filters via optical fibres and a 

sapphire window at the top of the reactor. The analogue video signals transmit- 

ted by two monochrome &bit CCD cameras (Kappa CT 8/4) focused on the 

upper and lower halves of the glass window, respectively, are combined into a 

single signal by an image splitter, allowing for easier handling and storing of the 

optical information obtained. This combined analogue video signal is recorded 

digitally (Panasonic DVCPro AJ-D230). The very sensitive cameras show rur- 

bulences and differences in phase behavior that are hardly visible without opti- 

cal aids, rendering the observation by on-line video imaging not only -very 

convenient, but also very thorough. 

5.3 Computer-Based Approach 

Due to potentially dangerous high pressure on glass, the entire system is moni- 

tored and controlled from an adjoining room, The software for the high-pres- 

sure system was developed using National Instruments (NI) BridgeVlEWT”, 

on a Windows NT T%ased 300 MHz Pentium IX computer. BridgeVIEW 

provides the possibilities to meet the requirements regarding safety, error han- 

dling, data processing and H All1 through its integrated alarm management, 

data logging, historical darabase capabilities and high degree of customizability. 

Furthermore, BridgeVIEW facilitates the integration of the various communi- 

cation channels used (arulope I/O, digital I/O , serial I/C), analogue video) on 

a single platform. 



5.3.1 Hardware Solution 

Organization of data processing is depicted in the extended flow chart 

(Figure 5-3). Annlogue input signals (RTDs, mass-flow meter, pressure trans- 

ducer) and output signals as well as digital I/C1 (relays for valve switching and 

an electronic warchdog) are handled by a I&hit, 20 Its/s data acquisition 

(DAQ) board (NI PCI-MIO- 1 GXE-50) via a connector board (NI SC-2050) 

and a RTL1 signal conditioning board (NI SC-2042-RTD) and a relay board 

(NI ER-8 IWD), respectively. Serial communication with the stirrer, thermo- 

stat, digital video recorder, and the two sampling valve systems by RS-232 is 

managed using a corresponding ISA 4-port board (NI AT-4-RS232). The ana- 

logue monochrome video signal is captured using a monochrome image acqui- 

sition (IMAQ) board (NI IMAQ PCI- 1408). 

5.3.2 Software Design and Human Machine Interface 

The software solution of the high-pressure system was designed using a three- 

part approach: a main panel integrates user management, organization and 

storage of experiments, error handling and report: generation; an initialization 

panel for mandatory hardware control prior to experiments is used to select or 

disable the different features required in the exper-iment; a control panel works 

as the actual Human Machine Interface (HMI), providing information on the 

entire system as a means of process control, dara acquisition and display, event 

logging, and image handling. The main features of the system sofnvare and the 

procedure using the three panels are summarized in Figure S-4; a detailed view 

of’ the control panel is given in Figure 5-5. The software solution is based on: a 

BridgeVIEW Tag Server as a means for comlllurlicntiorl with the independently 

running BridgeVIEW Engine thar acquires and historically logs data from the 

DAQ board; elements of the NI IlMAQ suite for video signal capture and 

image processing; several custom-built sub-programs fbr handling serial com- 

munication, experiment lo gging, and report generation. 



Fig. 5-4: Organization and main fcarures of the system-sofnvare design using a three-part 
qproach: A main panel (main) integrating user and experiment management, an initializa- 
tion panel (init) facilitating system check and setup, and a control panel (control) serving as 
the actual Hunlan-Macl~ine Interface (IHMl), ‘II le main panel serves as a base for the working 
process and activation of the initirrlization panel is mandatory before conducting experirnen- 
ml work. 

5.3.3 Data Handling and Reporting 

Experiment recording is achieved by logging data into a historical database, 

and hierarchical saving of lo g and status messages in ASCII-files and video 

snapshots in GIF-61 =y LX. Essential resulrs of the experiments are filed in PDF- 
reports generated by automated layout of specific BridgeVIEW ASCII and 

GIF-files in a desktop-publisllinS program (Adobe FrameMaker 5.5). ‘The pro- 

cedure involved in the autonmic report generation is depicted in Figure $4. 

This approach combines the easy handling and processing of.ASCII and GIF- 

files by BridgeVIEW with the unique l~~youu features of FrameMaker, resulting 
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Fig. 5-5: Detailed view of the system control panel. The dif!kretlt sections of this control 

PC me1 are schematically represenred in the lower left corner: (A) filling and purging of the au- 
toclave; control of(B) stirrer, (C) pressure, and (II) temperature (reactor and jacket); (E) on- 
line sanq&~g and temperature control of the sampling system; (F) image handling and sys- 
tem status; (G) general control and logs. The snapshots show carbon dioxide in the nutoclave 
shortly before the transitiotl from liquid d gas to one supercritical phase, and the shafL of 
the (suspended) nxchanical stirrer. ‘I’he phase boundary is slightly blurred and turbulent due 
to the almost similar densities of the gas and liquid phass at this point, and the liquid phase 
is cloudy from starting phase transition phenotnenn. Since the covered window area of the 
two CCD-crtmeras ovcrlnp to a certain degree, the phase border is s1mw11 twice, i.e., from the 
side by the lower camera and slightly from the top by the upper cxnem. 

in highly customizable and properly designed reporrs - a crucial prerequisite 

for dealing with the large amount of data acquired through experiments with 

the high-pressure sysrein. 



Logging of Experiment Data Preparation of Files for the Report Arranging BridgeVIEW Report FI 

Fig. 5-6: Organization of experiment loggin g and report generation. (1) During tneasure- 
inents, experiment logging is handled by BridgeVIEW: log and status messages are saved in 
ASClI-files, video snapshots in GIF-files, and acquired data are logged into a historical data- 
base (Citadel). After an experiment, essential results are filed in I’I)F-reports using a two-part 
approach: (2) refining the data lo gged during nieasurerncnts, specific messages and snapshots 
as well as charts of the most important parameters in the experiment are prepared by Bridge- 
VIEW’ and saved as ASCII and GEfiles, respectively; (3) cl iese files arc assembled in Adobe 
FrameMaker, taking advantage of the automated layout features of this deslitop-publishing 
program. ‘I’he combination of HridgcVIEW and Adobe I~rarneMaker results in highly cus- 

tomizable and properly designed reports. 
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ressure View-Cd 

for In Situ Monitorin 

Although the importance of phase behavior in high-pressure systems is gener- 

ally accepted, the complexity of high-pressure multi-component systems is 

often underestimated. Scientific interpretation of the sometimes striking 

changes in rate and selectivity of high-pressure reactions requires a careful anal- 

ysis of the phase behavior under reaction conditions. 

Here we briefly describe a novel, computer controlled high-pressure view- 

cell of variable volume (23-4 ml), equipped with on-line digital video imag- 

ing and recording. The view-cell has been developed in order to conduct reli- 

able and flexible phase behavior studies in p,‘Ilx-space of a given reaction 

mixture. The view-cell fkilitates in sitz~ moniroring of phase equilibria by opti- 

cal observation of the static phase behavior as well as of shifts in equilibrium 

induced by fast changes in cell volume (pressure), Tt combines an optimized 

geometry and fktionality for the study of phase behavior in an econonry- 

priced approach, A simpler version of the view-cell design described here has 

been developed independently by Crampon et al. and reported elsewhere.1 -Q 

The high-pressure view-cell was designed to optimally use synergies with 
the computer-based high-pressure batch sysrttm described in Chapter 5. The 

combination of high-pressure view-cell and high-pressure batch svstem enables 

a thorough exploration of high-pressure reactions. It integrates the study of 

phase behavior of the fluid reaction mixture in p,T,x-space preliminary to cata- 

lytic experiments (high-pressure view-cell) and the monitoring of the homoge- 

neously or heterogeneously catalyzed reaction at promising conditions from the 

point of view of phase behavior (high-pressure batch system). 



6.1 Experimental Requirements 

In order to reliably explore the phase behavior of a given reaction mixture, the 

system had to meet several basic requirements. The system should incorporate 

features that facilitate operation over a broad temperature range (-20-200 “C) 

and high pressures (up to ZOO b;tr) in a chemically inert environment. The 

view-cell volume should be variable and on a centiliter scale in order to facili- 

tate multiple experiments at different compositions for a small amount of reac- 

tants. The system should include means to observe and record the phase 

behavior qualitatively and to stir the cell content on demand. It should be 

embedded into the high-pressure syscenz for Z’U sites monitoring of heteroge- 

neously catalyzed reactions (Chq~tter 5) and make optimal use of possible syn- 



Fig. 6-2: Look at the setup of the high-pressure view-cell (top ard bottom, left), The high- 
pressure view-cell is integrated into t-he high-pressure system fbr irl situ monitoring ofherer- 
ogeneously catalyzed reactions in SCXs (Chapter 5) to make optimal use of synergies in f&il- 

ities (bottom, right). 



6.2 Experimental Setup 

The above requirements could be met by a custom-designed cell, starting from 

a commercial screw-type n~mual pump (SITEC Sieber Engineering AG, Swit- 

zerland). The cell is embedded into the basic setup of the high-pressure batch 

system (Chapter 5) through a combination of commercially available and cus- 

tom built elements. The computer-based approach for control, data logging, 

and management of the view-cell is inregrated into the sofnvare solution of the 

high-pressure batch system (Chapter 5). .An overview of the view-cell system is 

shown in Figures 6-l and 6- 2, respectively. An extended flow chart of the sys- 

tem is given in Figure G-3. The high-pressure view-cell is integrated into the 

high-pressure batch system for in sitz~ monitoring of heterogeneously catalyzed 

reactions, resulting in a versatile and integrated setup for thorough exploration 

of chemical high-pressure reactions on the basis of phase behavior. 

6.2.1 High-Pressure Cell 

The magnetically stirred cell consists of a horizontal cylinder equipped with a 

sapphire window covering the entire diameter (26 mm) and an opposite, hori- 

zontally moving piston equipped with another sapphire window for illumina- 

tion of the system. The set~lp of the view-cell allows the observation of even 
minor volumes of gaseous and liquid phases and thus Llcilitates reliable mea- 

surements of equilibria using the synthetic method. Ii8 

The high-pressure view-cell is designed for experiments in a temperature 

range -20-200 “C and a pressure range up to 200 bar. ‘The sapphire windows 

at the front and back of the cell are sealed using a PTFE O-ring and a direct 

metal-sapphire sealin g, respectivelv. The moving piston is sealed with a combi- 

nation of PTFWCarbon-PTFE Bridgman sealing and PTFE, O-ring. The vari- 

able volume of the view-cell is measured by a displacement transducer (Genge 

& Thoma HP 22 Cl?) monitoring the position of the moving piston. ‘Empera- 

ture is controlled by an oil-containing heating jacket and a combined thermo-/ 

cryostat (Julabo F25 HD), Xmperature is measured by a Type J thermocouple 

with on-board cold-junction temperature compensation, Pressure is measured 

by a pressure transmirter with integrated amplifier fc>r high temperature and 
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pressure (Dynisco MDT422H- l/2-2C- 15/46) to allow reliable pressure mea- 

surements over a broad temperature range at low stagnant volume. The view- 

cell is equipped with a magnetic stirrer (Heidolph MR 2002) for mixing and a 

system of autotnated valves (SITEC Sieber Engineering AG, Switzerland), 

automated needle valves (KZmmer Ventile, Germany), manual needle valves 

(SITEC Sieber Engineering AG, Switzerland), and mass-flow meters (Rheonik 

Messgerzte GmbH, Germany) for adding Auids into the system as well as purg- 

ing the reactor contents after an experiment. Filling of the view-cell can be 

double-checked with the help of a balance (Mettler Toledo SG32001), on 

which the view-cell is mounted self-supportingly. 

6.2.2 on-line Video Imaging 

The phase behavior is monitored by on-line video imaging with a system devel- 

oped in cooperation with Videal AG, Switzerland. The view-cell can be illumi- 

nated with visible light of variable wavelength and intensity. The light is 

supplied by a cold light source with corresponding filters via optical f;bres and a 

sapphire window at the back of the cell. The analogue video-signal transmitted 

by a monochrome &bit CCD camera (Kappa CE; 8/4) is recorded digitally 

(Panasonic DVCPro AJ-D230). Tl le very sensitive camera shows turbulences 

and differences in phase densities that are hardly visible without 

rendering the observation by on-line video imaging very accurate. 

6.3 Computer-Based Approach 

The view-cell is operated usin- g a computer-based approach fat temperature 

and pressure control, data acquisition and processing, image acquisition, and 

mixing. Changes in the view-cell’s volume as well as in dosing of components 

were induced manually. 

optical aids, 
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6.3.1 Hardware Solution 

The organization of data processing is depicted in Figure 6-3. Analogue input 

signals for the filling of the view-cell (mass-flow meter), as well as output sig- 

nals (needle valves) and digital l/O (relays for valve switching and an electronic 

watchdog) are handled by a l&bit, 20 kS/s PCI data acquisition (DAQ) board 

(NI PCI-MI0 16XESO) via a connector board (NI SC-2050) with an 

attached RTD signal conditioning board (NI SC-2042-RTD) and relay board 

(NI ER-8 IY>D), respectively. Analogue input signals for control of the view- 

cell (thermocouple, pressure rransducer, displacement transducer), as well as 

output signals (voltage for displacement transducer) and digir:ll I/O (relay for 

switching of the magnetic stirrer) are handled by a I&bit, 20 kS/s AT data 

acquisition (DAQ) b oard (NI AT-MIO- 16XE-SO) via a con nectar board (NT 

SCR-68) with on-board cold-junction temperature compensation for the ther- 

mocouple and a custom-built relay. Serial communication with the thermostat, 

balance, and digital video recorder is managed using a corresponding ISA 4- 

port board (NI AT-4-RS232). ?‘I: le analogue monochrome video signal is cap- 

tured using a monochrome image acquisition (IMAQ) board (NI IRAQ PCI- 

1408). 

6.3.2 Software Design and Human Machine Interface 

Software for control of the view-cell was developed using National Instruments 

(NI) FZridgeVIEWIYhJ’ on a Windows NT Th4-based 300 MHz Pentium II com- 
puter. The sofware solution is integrated into the program design for control 

of the high-pressure batch system for i~2 sitz~ monitoring of heterogeneously cat- 

alyzed reactions (Chapter 5). It is thus based on a three-part approach, parallel 

to the software design of the high-pressure barch system (Chapter 5.3.2): a 

common main panel integrates user management, organization and storage of 

experiments, error handlin g and report generation fbr both the view-cell and 
the high-pressure batch system; an initialization panel for mandatory hardware 

control prior to experiments is used to select or disable the different features 

required in the experimenr; a control panel works as the actual ‘Human 
Machine Interf%ce (HMI), providing information on the entire system as a 



Fig. G-4: Organization and main features of the system-software design using a three-part 
approach: A main panel (main) itmgrati ng user and experiment tnanagetnenr, an initializa- 
tion panel (init) facilitating sjwmi clmzk arid ser~q3, and 3 control pnel (conrrol) serving as 
the actual F-Iuman-Macliine Inrerhw (I-MI). The main panel serves as a base for the working 
process md activation of the initialization panel is mandatory before conducting experirnerl- 
tal wotk 

tneam of process cotmol, data acquisition and display, event logging, and 

image handlitlg. The main features of the system sofnvare and the procedure 

using the three panels for the view-cell are sutntnariztxl in Figure G-4; a detailed 

view of the control panel of the view-cell is given in Figure 6-S. ‘l’he software 
solution is based on: a BridgeVIEW 19g Server as a means for conlrllrttlication 

with the independently running BridgeVIEW Engine that acquires and histor- 

ically logs data from the DAQ board; elements of the NI IJMAQ suite for video 

signal capture and image processing; several custom-built sub-programs for 
handling serial cC)t1lI11urlic3tiotl, experiment logginu b, and report generation. 



Fig. 6-5: Detailed view of&c view-cell cotxrol purl. The different sections of this control 
panel are schematically represented in the lower left corner: (A) filling and pu’ging of the 
view-cell; control of(B) magnetic mixer, (C) pressure , and (II) temperature (rextot- 2nd jack- 
a); (E) volume of the view-cell; (F) mm of system compncms; (G) image trandlitq and 
system status; (H) general control and logs. 

6.3.3 Data Handling and Reporting 

Experiment recording is achieved by logginO (7 data into a historical database, 
and hierarchical saving of log and status messages in ASCII-files and video 

snapshots in GE-f&s, Essential results of the experiments wcz filed in PDF- 

reports generated by automated layout of specific BridgeVEW ASCII and 

GIP-files in a desktop-publishing program (Adobe FrameMaker 5.5). ‘This 

approach combines the easy handling and processing of ASCII and GE-files 

by BridgeVIEW with the unique layout features of FrameMaket; resulting in 

highly customizable and properly designed reports - a crucial prerequisite for i 
dealing with the large amount of data acquired through experiments with the 

high-pressure sysrem. 





atalyzed nanti~selective 
yruvate in “Su 

Hydrogenation of an cx-ketoester has been studied in a fixed bed reactor over 

cinchonidine-modified Pt/A12C)!. The study represents the first example of a 

continuous asymmetric hydrogenation in a dense, “Supercritical” fluid. Appli- 
cation of ethane as a solvent offers good enantioselectivity and a vesy f-:cist con- 

version of ethyl pyruvate to ethyl lactate (average TOF of 15 s-l at ambient 

temperature). The phase behavior in the temperature range 1 S-50 ‘C and pres- 

sure up to 140 bar has been investigated in a computer-controlled view-cell, 

equipped with on-line video imaging and recording. The changes in reaction 

rate and enantioselectivity with pressure (density), temperature, and hydrogen 

concentration can he inrerpreted only by considering the number, IISL~, and 

composition of phases present under the conditions applied. The results illus- 

trate the obvious limitations of modelling multi-component phase behavior 

with that of the pure solvent, .Additionally, we demonstrate that the relatively 

simple and easily visualizable binary phase equilibria are ideal models for ratio- 

nalizing the phase behavior related phenomena typical for multi-component 

high-pressure reaction systems. 

7.1 Introduction 

Application of supercritical fluids (SCFs) a, c solvents arid reactants atrracts 
growing interest in both l~ol~~oge~~eo~1s~~~~‘~‘~” and lleterogeneous’,“~” catalysis. 

Near the conditions where two phases critically merge, fluids reveal striking 



phenomena: some physical properties exhibit ma,jor tunability, with possible 

discontinuity or divergence, and fluctuations in density or concentrations lead 

to critical opalescence.“’ At temperatures above the critical value, however, 

supercritical fluids lose these almost magic “critical” properties; yet, they reveal 

a unique combination of gas-like and liquid-like qualities due to their imerme- 

diate molecular density, which renders them interesting media for chemical 

processes. 18 

Most “supercritical” reactions are conducted filr from a critical point,‘7 

still, the special effects observed in rate and selectivity are often traced to a 

“critical” phenomenon - mostly a change from 3 two-phase to a one-phase sys- 

tem. Although the importance of phase behavior in high-pressure systems is 

generally accepted, the complexity of high-pressure I~l~llti-compo17ent systems 

is often underestimated. Even if the number and nature of phases present in a 

reaction mixture is investigated experimentally, assumption of a phase behavior 

similar to that of a pure fluid is quite common, ‘Typical phenomena inherent to 

multi-component systems are, e.g., coexisting phases with different co mposi- 

tion, fluid-f-iuid immiscibilities and related discontinuities of critical lines.“0 

Disregarding these phenomena may lead to a f&e interpretation of the 

observed effects in high-pressure chemistry. Note that the widely used rerm 

.szqwwltz’c~~1 is deprived of any meaning in multi-component systems since 

phase separation is still possible at conditions beyond the mixture critical point 

(“retrograde condensation“) 20~3s or the critical points of the pure components 

(“gas-gas ilrilniscibilicy”)“~. For convenience, the term “supercritical” (“SC“) is 

used here in quotes for a dense fluid phase at temperatures exceeding its mix- 

ture critical point, irrespective of fbrther liquid phases present. 



Here we report the enantioselective hydrogenation of ethyl pyruvate (EP) 

in “super-critical” ethane (Figure 7-I) as a model reaction to demonstrate that 

careful consideration of the phase behavior under reaction conditions is crucial 

for interpretation of high-pressure reactions. Ethyl pyruvate hydrogenation 

over cinchonidine (CD)-modified 1% is the most studied example on a- 

ltetoester hydrogenation,’ ‘O--’ ‘O affording ~113 to 37.5 o/o ee under carefully opti- 

mized conditions. 171,171 7 k,nantioselective hydrogenation of EP in “supercriti- 

cal” ethane and CO, has already been investigated in a batch reactor, 17.3 

however, this preliminary studv did not include a detailed analysis of’ the phase 

behavior under reaction conditions. 

7.2 Experimental Methods 

7.2.1 Phase Behavior Studies 

The phase behavior of the system under reaction conditions was investigated in 

a computer controlled high-pressure view-cell of variable volume (23-63 ml), 

equipped with on-line digital video imaging and recording. The setup of the 

view-cell is described in detail in Chapter 6. 

7.2.2 Catalytic Hydrogenation 

The catalytic experiments presented in this study have been conducted by 

N. IGinzle. Catalytic studies were carried out in a continuous stainless steel 

tubular fixed-bed reactor with 12.5 mm intler diameter, equipped with either 
an electric heating or cooling jacket. The reaction temperature was monitored 

by an adjustable thermocouple inside the catalyst bed. Constant pressure was 

maintained by a pressure controller (NW%). 

R mechanical mixture of 100 mg 5 wt% IWAl,O, (Engelhard 475’)) and 

900 rrrcr A120, as diluent was emploved, resulting in a catalyst bed length of ‘3 , 
15 mm. The particle size of the catalyst was 25--2511 pm. Alumina was used as 

diluent to prevent full conversion of EI” ar the flow rates chosen; the catalytic 



studies thus aimed at clarifying the influence of the phase behavior on the rate 

and selectivity, rather than optimal usage of the continuous reactor. The cata- 

lyst was pretreated at 400 “C by flushing with 12 ml min-’ N, (99.99S%) for 

30 min, followed by a reductive treatment in LX1 (99.999%) for 90 min. After 

cooling to room temperature in H L, the catalyst was immediately transferred to 

the reactor, Lt has been shown that high temperature pretreatment of Walu- 

mina in H, can double the ee, and exposure ro ambient air after the reductive 

treatment has no significant infbence on the catalyst performance. 174 

The reaction was conducted at a molar ratio ethane : EL? : H, = 200 : 1 : k, 

where k was 2, 10, or 20. A flow of 1 .O ml minW”b’ ET’ (Fluka, 97%; liquid at 

ambient temperature) was mixed with ethane (99.5 %I) and H, (99.999 %) in a 

static mixer before entering the reactor. CD (Fluka, > 98O/o) was fed together 

with EL’ at a molar ratio CD : Eli) of I : 2SOO. The corresponding solution was 

prepared immediately before the reaction and kept cool and in the dark to min- 

i tnize side reactions. “’ EP/CD and ethane were continuously fed into the reac- 

tor by an HPLC-pump (Gilson M305). Note that minor amounts of chiral 

modifier have to be fed continuously into the reactor in order to maintain the 

good ee with time-on-stream. ‘X The ethane flow was kept constant 13~7 ;E two 
step expansion valve (NWA 1% 103) and monitored by a rotameter. H, was 
continuously fed into the reactor by a G-port valve. 

Conversion and ee were deterrnined without derivatization by an HP 

589OA gas chromatograph and a chiral capillary column (WCo’T Fused Silica 

25 m X 0.25 mm, coating CL’ Chiralsil-L3ex CL3, Chrompacl). Enantioselec- 

tivity is expressed as ee (%I) = R (q/o) - S ($6). Tl ie ca. 1 O/o racemic ethyl lactate 
impurity in El) was taken into consideration. ‘TOF is related to the nutnber of 
surface Pt sites; 1% dispersion after heat treatment was 0.27. lY7 Chemoselectiv- 

ity to ethyl lactate was always 1 OO?h. 



7.3 Results 

73.1 Phase Behavior 

The phase behavior of the reaction mixture is characterized by the four basic 

isothermal phase equilibrium transitions shown in Figure 7-2 and illustrated by 

corresponding snapshots in Figure 7-3. 

(i) At XI “C and low H, concentrations, the system consisted of a liquid El’- 

rich phase in equilibrium with a gaseous ethane-rich phase at low pressures. 

With increasing pressure the amount of liquid increased, resulting in an equi- 

librium of a homogeneous liquid EP/ethane phase with a gaseous ethanc-rich 

phase at medium pressures, and a liquid EPlethane single phase with dissolved 

H, at higher pressures. At medium pressures and higher M, concentrations, a 

gaseous F-T,-rich phase persisted in equilibrium with the homogeneous liquid 

EP/ethane phase, saturated with H,. 

(ii) .At 30 “C, tl le system consisted of a liquid El!‘-rich phase in equilibrium 

with a gaseous ethane-rich phase al low pressures. With increasing pressure the 

system went through a three-phase LLV equilibrium (El’-rich liquid, ethane- 

rich liquid and ethane/H,-rich gaseous phase) at around 50 bar, before chang 

ing to an equilibrium of a homogeneous liquid EP/ethane phase in equilibrium 

with a gaseous ethane/H,-rich phase, 

(iii) At 40 “C, the system consisted of a liquid IF-rich phase in equilibrium 

with a gaseous ethane-rich phase at low pressures, With increasing pressure, the 

system again went through a three-phase LLV equilibrium (El)-rich liquid, 

ethane-rich liquid and ethnne/~H,-rich gaseous phase, see Figure 7-4(G)) 

whereby the upper two &me-rich phases critically merged in the vicinity of 

40 “C and 70 bar it1 an upper critical endpoint (LJCXP), as shown in 
Figure 7-3(D) and I;” lgurc 7-4(H). Further increase of pressure led to an equi- 

librium of a liquid ET>-rich phase and a “SC” ethane-rich phase at first with 

decreasing amount of liquid and finally to a single phase system. 

(iv) At SO “C, i.e., beyond the upper critical endpoint of the coexistence of the 

ethane-rich phases, the system exhibited a two-phase equilibrium of a liquid 

El?-rich phase and a dense fluid (“SC“) ethane-rich phase, contit~uously blend- 

ing into one phase at higher pressures. 
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Fig. 7-2: Phase behavior in the system e&me : El’ : FI 2 as a function of pressure and teni- 
perature for a molar ratio of 200 : 1 : 10. The phase transitions iti the shaded area arc illus-. 
tmed by the snapshots A-t; in Figure 7-3. 20 “C: liquid El? and ethane fully miscible leading 
to a “conventional” transition from a gaseous system at low pressures to a liquid one at high 
pressures by way of a two-phase region. 30 “C: liquid El’ and c&me only partially miscible; 
condensation of an IT-rich liquid phase at low pressures and an additional ettranc-rich liquid 
phase ns pressure is increased, Icx~ing ro a liquid-liquid-mayor equilibrium; a further increase 
in pressure leads to a two-phase equilibrium of&me-rich phases, and finally to a single liq- 
uid phase. 40 “C: same betxrvior as at 30 “C up to the liquid-liquid-vapor equilibrium; f&r- 
ther increase in pressure leads to an equilihriutn of the liquid ET-rich phase and n dense 
ethane-rich please, with either the gaseous &me-rich phase disappearing, or critically nierg- 
ing with the liquid ethane-rich yhxe (at tetnpcmtures slightly above 40 “C) as pressure is in- 

creased. 50 “C: Condensation of an W-rich liquid phase in equilibrium with a gas-like “SC” 
e&me-rich phase; transition to a single-phase system with increasing pressure. 

The number, mture and composition of phases at a given temperame and 

pressure depended strongly on f-I_ , concenrration. Accordingly, the pressure 
required for transition to a single-phase system increased rernarltably with tem- 

perature and Hz conctfnmtion ill the system, as illustrared in Figure ‘7-r. 



Fig. 7-3: Phase behavior in the system ethane : EI’ : l-1, as a function of pressure and rein- 
permire for a molar ratio of200 : 1 : 10. Snapslmts A-F illustrate the phase transitions in the 
sided x+ea in Figure 7-2. The brighr round spot at the opposite etrtf of the cell is the sapphire 
window used 6.x illtrrnination; the outer white circle is caused by tdlcction oflight at the out- 
er flange oftlic sapphire window: the verrical thermocouple and PTFE magnetic stirrer at the 
bottom of the cell xe visible. 

For the system ethnne/ethyl lactate (product)!H2 a similar phase behavior 

was found (not shown here). The CD concentration in the reaction mixture 

was more than an order of magnitude lower thm the impurity level of EI? 

Hence we assumed that the effect of CD of1 the phase behavior is negligible 

and that the whole conversion range cm be well modelled by the ethatze/EPl 

H, system discussed above. 

7.3.2 Catalytic Studies 

At low and medium temperarures the conversiotl of: El’ to ethyl lactate 

increased with pressure, as illustrated in Figure 7-C; f-br the reaction at 40 “C. 

Interestingly, the conversion changed continuously with density at higher H, 



Fig. 7-4: b2rlaced video image of the view-cell showing the phase behavior of two 

ethane/EPIH, mixtures at around 40 “C. (G): I t uee-phase liquid-liquid-vay~r equilibrium at 

55 bar; (E-f): critical merging of the upper two ethane-rich phases at 70 bar, leading to an 
equilibrium of a “supcritical” ethane-rich phase and a liquid IT-rich phase. The bright 
round spot at the opposite end of the cell is the sapphire window used br illumination; the 
outer white circle is caused 13,: retlcccion of lighr at the outer flange of the sapphire window; 
the vertical thermocouple and magnetic stirrer at the bottom of the cell are visible. 

concentrations, irrespective of changes in phase behavior, In contrast, at low E-I, 

concentration the appearance of one single phase was accompanied by a pro- 

nounced rate enhanccrnent, 

Whereas the rate enhancement with increasing pressure persisted at $0 ‘(1 

for low H, concentration, high H, concentrations resulted in a slightly Falling 

tendency in El? conversion. Figure 7-7a) shows a comparison of El? conversion 

at 30 and 50 “C for high H, concentration, clearly exemplifying the transition 

of a positive influence of pressure on the reaction rate at lower temperature to a 

negative effect at 50 “C, 

At high pressures, conversions in the range 4O-70% were found fbr all 

temperatures and H, concentrations (at the mass flow rates applied). ‘The rnax- 

imurn conversion decreased slightly with increasing temperature. Interestingly, 

at SO “C and pressures exceeding 70 bar, highest conversion was obtained at a 

molar ratio El? : H, of I : IO. Doubling the H, concentration resulted in a 

lower conversion by 20 o/6. 

Enantioselectivity to (I?)-ethvl lactate was found to e&bit rising, constant, , 
and Mling tendency with increasing total pressure, depending on the tempera- 

ture and l-1, concentration, Some examples are collected in Figure 7-8. Rising 

ee with pressure was found at low tetnperature md l-3, concentration, shifting 

to a decreasing tendency with increasing temperature and F-l, concentration. 
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Fig. 7-5: Influence of pressure and F-1, concmrration on the overall density and phase be- 
havior of the reaction mixture for 30 “(3, 40 “C, and 50 “C. Ethane : ET> : Hz molar ratio = 
200 : 1 1 k, ( ) I< = 2, (84) Ii = 10, ( mes: [I] gaseous, ethane/+rich phase; [2] 

dense fluid, ethanc-rich plrnsc; 1.31 liquid, El’-rich phase, The shaded area indicates the den- 
sity required to reach the one-phase region. Note the significant increase of pressure required 
to reach this density with increasing tmnperature and H, concentration. The hexagons tnark -. 
and label the corresponding snapshots in Figures 7-2, 7-4, T-10, and 7-12. 



For most conditions, the ee varied smoothly, almost linearly, with pressure, 

despite of evident changes in the phase behavior (Figure 7-5). Since increasing 

pressure generally resulted in higher conversion, the enantioselectivity exhib- 
ited similar trends with increasing conversion and pressure (Figure 7-9). Under 

certain conditions, however, a change from a rising to n killing trend with 

increasing conversion could be clearly idet~tified (Figure 7-9, 50 “C). Another 

intriguing observation is that at low tenipernture and high H, concentration 

the ee dropped by ca. 10 $6 in a narrow conversion range of 20% (Figure 7-9). 

For comparison, in conventional organic solvents the variation of ee with con- 

version is minor, except the raising tendency in the initial transient period 

when impurities are present. ITS 

The continuous eti~lntioselective liydrogenntioii in “supercriticni” ethane 

afforded remarkably f&t reaction with good et. At best, 2 ‘TOF of 15 s-’ at 

70% conversion was obtained at a temperature ot * 25 ‘C. Interestingly, the 

hydrogenation in “SC” ethane WE not accelerated by increasing the rempera- 
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Fig. 7-8: Itlfluence of pressure and H, concentration on the enatltioselectivity at 30 “CL 
Ethane : EP : H, molar ratio = 200 : 1 : k, ( ) 1~ = 2, ( SS.) 1~ I: .lO, ( 

0 

Fig. 7-9: Ellantioselectivity as a function of EI’ conversion. E&me : EP : H2 rnolnr rntio 
=2OO: 1:2,(0)3O”C,( ) 50 “C; Ethane : El? : E--I: molar ratio = 200 : 1 : 20, (V) 30 ‘C, 

From a technical point- of view it is importmt that the process in "super- 
critical” ethane facilitates nn easy and complete sep:mtion of the solvent from 
the reactants and products by simple expansion of the reaction mixture at the 

the reacror outlet. 



Fig. 7-10: Interlaced video image of the view-cell showing the phase behavior of an 
&me : EP : F-I, mixture with 200 : 1 : 2 molar ratio. (I) 15 “C; EP is completely soluble in 

the liquid ethane-rich pluse. 0) 3 I “C, durina * expansion; liquid EP and ethane are partially 
itnmiscible (three-phase liquid-liquid-vapor equilibrium with a thin film of a liquid El’-rich 
phase at the bottom of the cell); note the emerging gas bubbles (H,) in the liquid ethanc rich 

phase during expansion. For explanation of gener:ll featul-es of the snapshots cf. Figure 7-4. 

7.4.1 Phase Behavior of the Reaction System 

The reaction system exhibited a diverse phase behavior in the yaratnercr range 

considered. Liquid ethane and EP exhibited only partial miscibility at texnpera- 

tures exceeding ca, 25 “C, while being fully miscible at lower temperatures (ver- 

ified down to 15 “C) at the molar ratio ethnne : El’ of200 : I. considered here. 

Figure 7-10 illustrates this change in El? solubility in the region of coexistence 

of a liquid and gaseous ethane-rich phase, i.e., separation of a liquid EP-rich 

phase at higher temperature for a system with low H, concentration. 

The solubility of EP in the erhane-rich dense phase is expected to depend 

mainly on the density of this phase in the rernpcrature range inveseigated.“” In 

fact, complete salvation of EI’ occurred at a density of around 300 kg nYms for 

all temperatures and H, concentrations applied, resulting in a saturated ethane- 

rich dense phase under these conditions. Figure 7-5 shows that the higher the 

HL concentration in the system, the higher is the pressure required to achieve a 

density of 300 kg rn-’ and thus complere solubility of El’ in the dense cthane- 



Fig. 7-11: I’rcssure increase induced by isoclroric addition of H, to a mixture of ethe and 
El’ at 40 “C, leading to :I mixture with molar ratio ethanc : El’ : H, of200 : 1 : IO, as a hnc- 
tion of overall density of the ethane/EP mixture. Full line: l-1, irtduced pressure increase as 
measured; dashed line: pressure increxe 3s expected fiatn ideal gas behavior. The shaded area 
indicates the density required to reach the one-phase region. 

rich phase. Note that this isochoric pressure effect of H, exceeds significantly 

the pressure increase which can be expected assuming ideal gas behwior, inde- 

pendent of the number of phnses present, As illustrated in Figure 7-1 I., this 

deviation from ideal behavior became more pronounced with increasing pres- 

sure, due to interaction of H2 with the dense phase(s). This phenomenon is not 

surprising under the conditions applied. However, it questions the common 

practice in high-pressure hydrogenations when interpreting the influence of I-11, 

“partial pressure” on the catalyst performance. 

The major influence of temperature and H, concentration on the pressure 

required to obtain a single-phase system is illustrated in Figure 7-I 2. The 

matrix in temperature and El, concentration sl~ows the condensation of a new 

El’-rich liquid phase from the single-phase reaction mixture via an isoplethic 

increase in temperature, or an isothermal increase in M, concentration, at tem- 

peratures and pressures well above the critical values of the pure solvent 

(ethane, T, = 32.2 “C, pC = 48.8 bar). This striking observation demonstrates 
the danger of assuming that the phase behavior of a. multi-component system is 

similrir to that of the pure solvent - another practice often encountered in 

interpreting reactions in “supercriticnl” solvenrs, 
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Fig. 7-l 2: Matrix of interlaced video-images of the view-cell showing the dependence of 
plmc behavior on temperature and H, conccmration. ‘The reaction mixture is one phase at 
the conditions applied in (F), (K) , and (L,). An incrense it2 tmiperarurr from conditions (IQ, 
or an increase ofH2 concentration (and pressure) from conditions (L,), resulted in condensa- 
tion of a new liquid IT-rich phsc in (M) well above the critical mlues of ethe. For expla- 
nation of general fcrttures of the sq7shots cf. Figure 7-4, 

Solubility of Hz in the liquid phases decreased with increasing temperature 

and decreasing pressure. The pressure effect on H, solubility in the cthane-rich 

liquid phase is illustrated in Figure 7- 1 O(J), w lt. re emerging gas bubbles upon 1 : 

expanding the system are clcariy visible. 

These observations illustrate the influence of tempernture, pressure, and 

H, concentration not only on the number and nature of phases pment in the 

reaction mixture, but also on their composition. Phase behavior - comprising 

the composition of phases present in the system - does inevitably vary with 

changes of the reaction parameters. These variations should therefore be con- 

sidered throughout the process for an uncquivoca1 interpretation of the differ- 

ences in rare and selectivity of the reaction, 
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7.4.2 Modelling Phase Behavior with a Binary Fluid Mixture 

The f&t that coexisting phases are in general of different composition, and the 

possibility of fluid-fluid immiscibilities and related discontinuities of critical 

lines, render phase diagram topologies of Inulti-compo”e”t systems rather 

cotnplex, Since these phenomena do not OCCLK with pure fluids, multi-compo- 

nent phase behavior can not satisfactorily be approximated by the simple topol- 

ogy of a pure fluid phase diagram. On the other hand, a detailed consideration 

of the real n~ulti-comyonelIr system - in our case etl~ai~elll,iEl’iethyl lactate/ 

CD - is of questionable value in a discussion of high-pressure reactions when 

weighed against the complexity thus introduced. 

In contrast to pure fluids, binary fluid phase equilibria exhibit most of the 

phenomena found in multi-component mixtures. The relatively simple binary 

fluid phase equilibria therefore provide a practically useful basis for generaliza- 

tion of phase equilibrium principles,” and is suitable for rationalizing the 

phase behavior related phenomena typical for t7lulti-componetlt reaction sys- 

tems. Binary diagrams can be quantitatively described by three dimensions and 

correspondingly be depicted in, e.g., p,T,x-diagrams (pressure, temperature, 

composition). Since our mind is used to handle three dimensions, binary mix- 

ture phase diagrams can easily be f~llly perceived, requiring only the visualiza- 

tion of lines and surf&s in three dimensions. In weighing model accuracy 

against complexity, we propose to model the phase behavior of reaction mix- 

tures by binary fluid phase equilibria. However, perceiving of the three-dimen- 

sional phase topology of binary fluid mixtures - although merely an exercise in 

descriptive geometry - is a prerequisite for effective modelling the phase behav- 

ior of a reaction mixture. 

Even for binary fluid mixtures, phase diagrams reveal a great variety. ” In 
order to comprehensively discuss the phenomena encountered in such systems, 

it is of advantage to classi@ the various types of topologies. The classification 

used here is that introduced by Scott and van Konynenhurg. 43,44 ‘-They pre- 

dieted qualitatively five types of binary fluid phase diagrams by applying the 

semi-empirical van der YE& equation of state to binary mixtures and recog- 

nized a sixth type empirically fo~md in binary systems, 



Enantioselective H?,dro~enntion of Ethyl I’yruwte in “SC“ Ethane 12”) 

The phase behavior of our reaction system can be understood in terms of 

immiscibility of the El?-rich and ethane-rich dense phases at higher tempera- 

tures, interfering with the gas-liquid critical line of the ethane-rich phases. It 

can be approached in the parameter range considered using the higher temper- 

ature section of a binary fluid phase diagram of type IV or V as a model. Binary 

mixtures conforming to type IV and V reveal complete miscibility of liquid 

phases at intermediate temperatures with the presence of a region of liquid-liq- 

uid immiscibility up to higher temperatures and thus interference with the gas- 

liquid critical line and the addition of a low temperature liquid-liquid immisci- 

bility in type IV. Figure 7-13 shows qualitatively an axonometry of the higher 

temperature section of phase diagrams found in rype IV and V binary mixtures. 

The isopleth at composition x,,, in this diagram shows the same phase topology 

as found in the hydrogenation reaction mixture - self-evidently, apart of a 

higher degree of freedom for the three-phase equilibria found in the five-com- 

ponent mixture examined. ‘The change in phase behavior with pressure in the 

remperarure range 20-W “C (Figure 7-2) may be well approximated by that of 

the binary model, as illusrrated in Figure 7-14. The binary fluid model embeds 

the experimentally observed phase behavior into a broader context and fkili- 

tates the qualitative undersranding of the multi-component p henonrena 
observed in the reaction system, such as 
b the critical merging of the ethane-rich phases in presence of a liquid EP- 

rich phase at arounci 40 "C 
b the difference in phase behavior with an increase in pressure from the 

region of three-phase LLV equilibrium (Figure 7-2) at 30 “C (LLV + equi- 

librium of two ethane-rich phases -+ single-phase system) and at 40 ‘(1 

(LLV --+ equilibrium of a liquid IT-rich phase and a “SC” cthane-rich phase 

-3 single-phase system) 
b and, in conjunction, the transition betsveen these two behaviors (see 

-Figure 7-14), illustrated brr the f&t change from a three-phase to a single- 

phase system at 37 “C (Figure T-.15). 

Furthermore, the binary model provides a practical basis for extrapolation of 

the observed phase behavior to other temperatures and pressures - a prerequi- 

site f6r the rational design of fkrt-her experiments, 
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7.4.3 Interpretation of the Reaction on the Basis of Phase avior 

The number, nature, and composition of coexisting phases during EP hydroge- 

nation exhibited significant changes in the temperature, pressure, and H, con- 

centration range examined. The observed variations in reaction rate and ee 

(Figures 7-S-7-3) may well be interpreted on the basis of this phase behavior 

study. 

A dramatic effect of H, concentration on the reaction rate as a fknction of 

overall density has been achieved (Figure 7-G). In the low density region, where 

the EP-rich liquid phase coexists with the ethane-rich gas phase, El) is predom- 

inantly hydrogenated in the liquid phase. In contrast , at high overall density 
the reaction is confined to the ethane-rich, liquid or “supercritical” single 

phase. The predominant locus of reaction thus changes from the liquid E’P-rich 

phase at low overall densitv to the dense (liquid or “SC”) ethane-rich phase at 
high overall densiry. At high F-1, concentrations, this transition apparently 
occurs smoothly with increasing pressure (see Figure 7-6). At low H, concen- 

tration, however, the hydrogenation of EP in the EP-rich liquid phase is rela- 

tively slow due to I-I, mass-transport limitations in the El?-rich liquid phase. 

The shift of the hydrogenation reaction to the cthane-rich dense phase with 

increasing pressure eliminates the mass transporr limitation, as reflected in the 

remarkable increase in El’ conversion where single-phase conditions are 

reached, 

There is a generally observed trend that increasing pressure (density) accel- 

erates the reaction (see Figure 7-6). This correlation can be traced to a faster 

hydrogenation reaction in the ethane-rich dense phase and/or an increase in 

residence time in the caralysc bed. The almosr constant EP conversion, inde- 

pendent of pressure , at 50 T and high H 1 concentration (Figure 7-7) can be 
attributed to another effect: with increasing F-I,,-availability and temperature, ^. 
an acceleration of the competing hydrogenation of the aromatic ring system of 

CD is expected. This trans~~~rtllation leads to weaker adsorption of the mod&et 

on the Pt surf&e, and thus to a loss of its enantio-differentiating :~bi1ity.‘7“~180 

Since CD not only provides the chiral information fnr El? hydrogenation but 

also accelerates the reaction, 151-15.3 a sign Scant consumption of CD should 
have a negative effect on the hydrogenation rate. 
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Fig. 7-14: Number and nature of phases in the hydrogenation reaction mixture (bottom; 
molar ratio ethane : El’ : H , of200 : 1 : ;2), and tlic isopleth at composition s,,, in the binary 
fluid mixture phase diagram used to model the phase behavior of the reaction (top; an ax- 
onometry of the corresponding phase diagram is given in Figure 7-13). Note the similaritv in 
the phase behavior of the binary model and reaction mixture, apart of the degree of tceedom 
for the three-phase liquid-liquid vapor equilibrium. Equilibria of mutually saturated phases 
are emphasized by differing cross-hatched filling of‘ the corrrsponding two-phase area. The 

dew-points for the reaction sysrem (botrom, lower curve) have been estimated on basis of the 



Fig. 7-l 5 : Interlaced video images of the view-cell showing the transient crmsfornmion 
from :I three-phase L,Z,V (N) t-o ;I single-phase behavior (Q-S) with increasing pressure at 
37 “CL Molar ratio ethme : F,P : El, of 200 : 1 : 2. Note the similarity in density of the 

&me-rich plains, marking the proxirniry to a critical point. For explunation of general fea- 
tures of the stlapslmts cf. Fin,ure 7-4. 

The unprecedented variations of enantioselectivity as a function of density 

(and conversion) may &o be deduced to several overlapping effects. Higher 

enantioselectivity is exyecred in the ethane-rich dense phase due to stabilization 

of a fitvorable conformation of CD in the strongly apolar medium. ’ ” Eliniina- 

tion of H, transport lirnit~~tion in the dense (“supercritical”) phase leads to 

higher actual w&e hydrogen concentration, which again has a positive influ- 

ence on the ee. 161,178 ~~,cf , * ~g,un, acceleration of the competing hydrogenation 

of the aromatic ring system of CD is expecred with incrasing H,-w&bility 

and temperature, Superposition of these effects leads to an increase in ee with 

increasing pressure at low I-T , concenrration and temperature, whereas the 

opposite trend is established at higher H 1 concentration and rempcrature. 

These effects may lead to more complex variations as indicated by the bell- 

shaped m-conversion correlatiorr in Figure 7-9. 
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7.4.4 Potential of Working in a Single-Phase System 

Although a one-phase system did not afford a faster reaction than an equilib- 

rium of an El?-rich and ethane-rich phase, it has to be considered as an ideal 

medium for the enantioselective hvdrogenation of EI? Whereas the single- , 
phase region led to lower conversion and selectivity at higher H, concentra- 

tion, it enabled. f&t hydrogenation of El’ with high ee at much lower F-I, con- 

centrations than needed for equivalent rates in a multi-phase system. The lower 

need of H, in the system renders the single-phase process preferable from an 

economical point of view. It has the positive effect of lowering the pressure 

required to reach the single-phase region, Lower reaction temperatures are pref- 

erable in such a process due to the lower pressures required to reach the single- 

phase region while having a slightly positive effect on rate and selectivity of the 

react10 ti, 

Working in a single-phase system not only enables to hydrogenate El’ at 

lower H, concentrations, but also allows to clearly define the reaction condi- 

tions in the tubular fixed-bed reactor - a prerequisite for meaningful optimiza- 

tion of H, concentration, remperature, and pressure in the process. As to the 

high-pressure requirements of the tubular fixed-bed reactor, the decrease of the 

amount of H,2 in the sysrcm lowers the pressure needed to reach the single- 

phase region. 

7.4.5 Importance of Phase Behavior in High-Pressure Reactions 

As illustrated above, the changes in reaction rate and ee during t-he enantiose- 

lective hydrogenation of El’ can well be inrerpreted by the detailed knowledge 

obtained in the study of phase behavior of the ethane/H2/EP system. 

A comparison with the pertinent literature shows that the complexity of 

phase behavior - comprising the changes in composition of the phases - is 

often not contemplated sufficiently in the interpretation of high-pressure reac- 

tions. Without investigation of the phase behavior, striking changes in rate and 

selectivity are frequently attribured to an “expected” transition from two-phase 

to one-phase, i.e., the appearance of a single “SC” phase. III the present literature 

the necessity of srudying the phase behavior of a tllulti-component system is 



widely accepted. However, the study is frequently limited to determination of 

the number and nature of phases present under reaction conditions, and the 

changes in composition of the phases with the reaction conditions are 

neglected. This implicit modelling of the sysrem’s phase behavior with the 

phase behavior topology of a pure fluid does not take into account the possible 

changes in phase composition (and correspondingly, surface concentration on a 

heterogeneous catalyst). It leads to an unacceptable oversimplification of the 

system under consideration, A thorough scientific interpretation of kinetic data 

is impossible without this detailed consideration of the phase behavior. It has 

been shown that, in contrast to pure fluids, the phase diagram of binary sys- 

tems is a very useful and appropriate tool for rationalizing the phase behavior 

of multi-component sysrems. 

7.5 Conclusions 

We have shown the feasibility of continuous enantioselective hydrogenation of 

an cx-ketoester in dense (“supercritical”) ethane. Very high rates and good enan- 

tioselectivity were achicvcd by continuous dosing of small amounts of the 

chiral modifier CD, though optimization of the reaction conditions was not 

attempted. Astonishingly, a one phase system did not afford a faster reaction 

than an equilibrium of ET>-rich and “supercritical”, or even gaseous/liquid 

ethane-rich, phases, However, conducting the reaction at low H, concentration 

in the single-phase region provided equivalent rates and sclectivities to the 

hydrogenation in a multi-phase system with high 1-31, concentration, rendering 

the single-phase reaction at low H,? concentration preferable from an economi- 

cal point of .view. 

We can also conclude that unambiguous interpretation of the sometimes 

striking changes in rate and selectivity of high-pressure reactions requires a 

careful analysis of the phase behavior under reaction conditions. The observed 

effects in systems E&r from a critical point have ro be interpreted on the basis of 

this analysis, contemplating the unique combination of liquid-like and gas-like 

qualities for phases of inrermediare densiry (“supercritic31” phases). ‘X’he corn-- 



plex phenomena inherent to multi-component systems are absent in pure flu- 

ids, which difference explains why the solvent is an inappropriate model for the 

phase behavior of a reaction mixture. Possible changes in phase behavior - i.e., 

in number, nature, and composition of coexisting phases -. have to be consid- 

ered in any discussion of high-pressure reactiotls. For a firm interpreration of 

the reaction characteristics, a detailed study of the phase behavior is indispens- 

able. The combined catalytic and physico-chemical study of EP hydrogenation 

demonstrates that the phase behavior of binary systems is an ideal model fo‘or 

understanding high-pressure multi-cotllponent reactions, particularly when 

weighing model accuracy against complexity. 
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atalyzed 

in ‘~Supercri 

Noble metal catalyzed aerobic oxidation of alcohols to carbonyl compounds 

and carboxylic acids is an efficient method, but the frequently observed catalyst 

deactivation, and flanmability of organic solvents in case of water-insoluble 

alcohols, limit the application range. The aim of this study is to extend the 
application range of Pt-metal catalyzed oxidation of alcohols to water-insoluble 

reactants, “Supercritical“ (dense) carbon dioxide, a cheap and tlolz-tlarntnabie 

medium with &r solubility for weakly polar ttiater-insoluble alcohols, has been 

applied as solvent, Partial oxidation of 2-octanol has been chosen as a model 

reaction, representing the ~ransforlllation of water-insoluble secondary alco- 

hols. The reaction has been catalyzed by 0.5 wt-% Pd/alumina at 8O-140 “C 

and 75-125 bar. It was run in a continuous fixed bed reactor to minitnize the 

explosion risk. The method is well-suited f;,r this reaction, affording excellent 

selectivity (>39.5 “/ ) o independent of conversion. The complex effects of yres- 
sure and oxygen concentration on the reaction rate have been interpreted on 

the basis of phase behavior studies in a high pressure view-cell under reaction 

conditions. No significant catalyst deactivation was observed, 

8.1 Introduction 

The Pt-caralyzed oxidation of cintmnyl alcohol to citlnam:ildehycle by oxygen 

was discovered by Strecker in 1855. Isi N owadays supported noble metal cata- 
lysts in aqueous medium are widely used for the oxidation of water-soluble 



alcohols and polyols (carbohydrates) in the synthesis of specialty and fine 

chemicals possessing carbonyl or carboxylic groups.‘“h-‘“o The method is 

attractive from both economic and environmental points of view: molecular 

oxygen is a cheap and readily available oxidant and water is the co-product. 

Oxidations are typically performed with 5-10 wt o/o Pt or I’d supported on car- 

bon or alumina, in the temperature range 4690 “C. Batch reaction time is 

usually 3-10 h. Catalysr deactivation is frequently observed and a relatively 

high catalyst/reactant mass ratio (0.2-0.5) is necessary even after promotion by 

lead or bismuth. ’ “,’ ” 

Undesired formation of hydrogen by f&t dehydrogenation of some alco- 

hols and carbohydrates’87 is a major obstacle for safe operation. The explosion 

risk is even higher when flanmable organic solvents (e.g., heptane or 

t~utanone)‘92 are used for water-insoluble alcohols, Good knowledge of the 

reaction and strict control of the reaction conditions (oxygen concentration, 

temperature, heat and mass transport) is necessary, even when working in a lab- 

oratory reactor. 

An alternative solution may be to carry out the reaction in “supercritical” 

carbon dioxide (scC02; T, = 30.3 “C, pC = 73.8 bar). Note that the term super- 

critical is generally used in chemistry for two- alld multi-component systems 

being beyond the critical parameters of the solvent or the mixture. In fluid the- 

ory, however, the expression is well defined only for single component systems 

and has no meaning concerning the phase behavior of multi component sys- 

tems since immiscibility phenomena can still occur at tenq~eratures and pres- 

SLms above the critical values of the pure components ((&s-gas 

irrimiscibility”)20 or beyond the mixture’s critical point (L‘t:etrograde condensa- 
tio~i')"O,'". For convenience, the term “supercritical” is used here between quo- 

tation marks for the CO ,-containing dense phase at temperatures exceeding it:s 

mixture critical point (irrespective of fiirther liquid phases present). 

ScC02 has several dist-inct advantages over conventional liquid solvents. Its 

solvent strength can be tuned by varying the density (pressure). This nzediurn is 

especially suited for wcalcly polar, water-itlsoluble alcol~ols due to irs low polar- 

ity. CO, is relatively inert, non-~arumable, and it has a comparatively high heat 

capacity - an important feature for exottierniic reactions. “Supercritical” CO, 

is a f%rly good solvent for many organic reactants and oxygen, and transport 



limitations typical for liquid solvents may completely vanish 

(gas-like) d ft i irsivities. Products and solvent separate simply 

pressure after reaction. 

due to the high 

by releasing the 

Supercritical solvents have found numerous applications in 

hetcrogcneousl~ ’ ’ and homogeneous catalysiP, but reports on partial oxida- 

tion in SC fluids are scarce. Oxidation of sc isobutane with air has gained impor- 

tance because of the use of its oxidation products ttjrl-bury1 hydroperoxide and 

cert-butyl alcohol in the marruti~cture of propylene oxide and methyl trrl:butyl 

ether, respectively. 1 w-~‘)~ &CO, was used as solvent in the conversion of tolu- 

ene to benzaldehyde over COO,“~ and for the transformation of propylene to 

propylene glycol over copper iodide and copper oxide. ‘39 Other interesting 

applications are the partial oxidation of cumene ‘0° and olefin~~~‘, catalyzed by 

the steel reactor wall. 

There are only a few examples on the partial oxidation of alcohols in 

scC02. In the oxidation of methanol over iron oxide based aerogels the tem- 

perature and catalyst loading were the crucial parameters governing the selec- 

tivities to formaldehyde, methyl formate and dimethyl ether. 202,203 At 

temperatures above 200 “C total oxidation dominated. Compared to conven- 

tional gas phase oxidation, application of scC0, provided a 3-S fold increase 

in the rate of partial oxidation, and the onset of total oxidation shifted to 

higher temperatures. Ethanol oxidation over Pti’I’iC), was carried out at 90 bar 

in the remperature range 1 SO-300 OC204 Interestingly! the rate of partial oxi- 

dation to acctaldehyde was independent of 0, concentration, though high 0, __ 
concentration f&ored the consecutive reactions to CO and CO,. 

A comparative study of oxidation of 1- and 2-octatiols to car-bony1 com- 
pounds by Jenzer et alSzoi demonstrated char the continuous aerobic oxydation 
in ‘isupercritical” CO, over Pd/A1,(I>, is well-suited for the partial oxidation of 

secondary alcohols, whereas for primary alcohols the selectivity is low. Octanols 

and octanals are major components of synthetic citrus oils in perfumery. 206 
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xperimental 

8.2.1 Phase Behavior 

The phase behavior of the system under reaction conditions was investigated in 

a computer controlled high pressure view-cell, equipped with on-line digital 

video imaging and recording. The setup of the view-cell is described in detail in 

Chapter 6. 

Due to limitations of the view-cell in handling oxygen, the phase behavior 

experiments were carried out with a mixture of air and nitrogen instead of oxy- 

gen. Oxygen and nitrogen are similar in polariry and molecular mass, and the 

critical points of both gases (0,: -113 ‘C, 50 bar; N2: -147 OC, 34 bar) are far 

from that of CO, (31 “C, 74 bar). We therefore assume that dilute mixtures of 

oxygen or nitrogen in CC), behave similarly. 5 mol% 2-octanol, 2.5 mol% of 

air-N, mixture (30% air, 70% N,) and 92.5 mol(% carbon dioxide were sup- 
plied to the view-cell. 

Changes in the phase behavior, induced by variation of temperature and 

pressure, were monitored. Measurements were focusing on the bubble-point 

phase boundary of the g as-liquid equilibrium in the temperature region of the 

catalytic experiments and did not aim ar an investigation of the region of liq- 

uid-liquid immiscibiliry at lower temperatures. 

8.2.2 Catalytic Tests 

‘The caralytic experiments presented in this study have been conducred by 

G. Jenzer, ‘I‘he reactions were performed isothermally in a tubular f-low reactor 

with an inner diameter of 13 mm and 38 ml \7olumc. Emperature was mea- 

sured in the catalyst bed by a thermocouple well placed in the center of the 

bed. 2-Octanol was dosed by a Gilson 305 pisron pump. Oxygen was supplied 

to the reactor using a six-pore valve dosing 0.05 ml pulses at high pressure and 

constant frequency. The constant pressure in the system was maintained by a 

pressure regulator with CC),. The rota1 gas flow was controlled at the vent. 

Standard conditions for the paramerer srudy were 95 bar, 120 “C and the feed 

flow consisted of 5 mol% 2-octanol , 2.5 mol o/o oxygen and 32.5 mol o/o carbon 



Fig. 8-1: Interlaced video image of the view-cell showing the 2-octanoliair-N2 mixture be- 
fore (A) and after (R) ac c ltion of CO, at 23 “(3. The mixture exhibits a three-phase LLV 11’ .’ 
equilibrium of a liquid 2-octanol-rich phase, a liquid C02-rich phase and a gaseous COJair- 
N2-rich phase under these conditions. CO, : Z-octanol : air-N molar ratio = 92.5 : 5 : 2.5. 2. 
The bright round spot at the opposite end of the cell is the sapphire window used for illumi- 
tlation; the outer white circle is caused by reflection of light at the outer flange of the sapphire 
window; the vertical thermocouple and magnetic stirrer at the bottom of the cell are visible. 

dioxide. This molar composition remained the same at all different press~mzs. 

5 g of catal ys was used, corresponding to a catalyst bed length of 5 cm. The t 

space time related quantity W/F was 1 .O2 g 11 mol-’ (W = weight of catalyst, 

F = molar feed rate), Glass beads (0.2 mm diameter, bed length of 5 cm) were 

filled above the catalyst bed. The catalyst was a 0.5 wt o/ I’d/alumina (Engel- 

hard No 4586, cylindric tablets with 3.2 mm height and diameter; egg-shell 

type, BET surf&e: 960 m’ g-l, metal dispersion: 0.29, determined by hydro- 

gen chemisorption). The catalyst was reduced ill situ in hydrogen at I OO “C for 

2 h prior to use, and its performance usually reached steady-state within 2 h 
time-on-stream. Under the conditions applied in this study catalyst deactiva- 

tion was minor. For the parameter study conversion was kept below IO9b to 

minimize temperature gradients in the catalyst bed, 

The liquid products were separated from CO, and analyzed tty GC 

(HP-FFAP . 1 co umn) and identified by CX-IMIS. The selectivity and yield rake 

into account all products formed, 
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I 
200: 

Fig. U-2: Influence of pressure on the overall density and phase behavior of the reaction 
mixture for (0 ) 45 “C, (0) 60 ‘C, ( ) 100 “C. CO, : 2-octanol : air-N, 

molar ratio = 92.5 : 5 : 2.5. Phases: [2] dense fluid, CD,-rich phase; [3] liquid, 2-occanol-rich 
phase. Tl it s la e : 1 d d area indicates the density required to reach the one-phase region. Note the 
significant incr-ease of pressure required to reach this density with increasing temperature. 

8.3 Resuhs 

8.3.1 Phase Behavior 

The number, nature, and composition of mutually saturated phases in the mix- 

ture C:C)2/2-nctanol/air-N~ depended strongly on temperature and pressure itI 

the parallleter raqe exatnined. 



Fiq 8-3: Interlaced video images of the view-cell showing the transition from a single- 
phase system (C) to a two-phase system (D, I!,) with decreasing pressure at 60 “C. 
CO, : 2-octatlol : air-N, molar ratio = 92.5 : 5 : 2.5. For explanation of general features of 
the snapshots cf. Figure 8-l. 

At ambient temperature, liquid 2-octanol and CO, exhibited partial 
immiscibility, as is evident from a three-phase LLV equilibrium be-tweet1 a liq- 

uid 2-octanol-rich phase, a liquid CO,-rich phase and gaseous C0,/H2-rich 

phase found at 23 “C and 63 bar (Figure 8-l). 

At temperatures in the range 40-l 15 “C and intermediate pressures, the 

mixture exhibited a two-phase equilibrium of a liquid 2-octanol-rich phase and 

a “SC” U&-rich phase. The amount of liquid phase decreased with increasing 

pressure, resulting in a ‘Lsc” single-phase system at higher pressures. 7’11e pres- 
sure required for transition to a single-phase system increased remarkably with 

temperature, as illustrated in Figure 8-2. Figures 8-3 and 8-4 show the transf^or- 

mation from a two-phase system to a single-phase system at 60 “C and 100 ‘C, 

respectively. 

8.3.2 Oxidation of 2-Octanol 

Preliminary screening of various supported 13, Ku and l’d catalysts revealed 

that 0.5 wt% Pd/alumina afforded the best activity combined with good stabil- 

ity. Accordingly, all experiments discussed below were carried out with this cat- 

alyst. 

Oxidation of 2-ocranol yielded almost exclusively 2-octanone (Figure 8-S). 

Even at high temperatures (140 T) and high conversion the side-products 2- 
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Fig. 8-4: Tnterlaced video image of the view-cell showing a two-phase equilibrium of a liq- 
uid 2-ocranol-rich phase and a “SC“ C02-rich phase at 100 “C. The amount of liquid phase 
decreases with increasing pressure. CO, : d-octanol : air-N, molar ratio = 92.5 : 5 : 2.5. For 
explanation of general features of the snapshots cf-: Figure 8-l. 

w (tracesl 

w (traces) 

Fig. 8-5: Products formed in the oxidation of 2-octanol. 

octene and 4-octene formed only in traces. Formation ofolefins is attributed to 

dehydration of 2-octanol at the acidic sites of the alumina support, and to sub- 

sequent isomerisation on I’d. No oxidative product degradation and acid for- 

mation were observed. 

The Loctanone yield increased exponentially with increasing temperature 

(Figure 8-6). 

The effect of pressure on the 2-octanone yield \vas rather complex and 

strongly depended on the set of other parameters (Figure 8-Y). Under standard 

conditions, at 120 “C, the yield showed a maximum at around 100-l 10 bar 

(curve a). The maximum was less pronounced when the temperature was low- 

ered to 100 “C (curve 1)). When the reaction was carried out at 120 “C with 
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Fig. 8-6: Effect of temperature on the yield to 2-octanone. Conditions: 95 bar, 5 g 
0.5 wt % Pd/alunh~, W/F = 1.02 g 11 n~ol-~, 5 rnol?jb I!-octanol, 2.5 mol% O,,, 92.5 mol% 

CO,. 

60 80 I 00 120 

l‘ernperaturc / “C 

Fig. 8-7: Dependence of” A-octanonr yield on the total pressure, (a) 120 “C, TV/F = 1.02 
g t1 tno1-’ , 2.5 rIlOl?h o,, (1,) c 100 "C, 3.0.3 g 11 mo-‘, 2.5 mol% o,, (c) 120 “C, 1.02 

g 11 rnol-‘, 5.0 mol% 0,. 0tlwr condirions: 5 5 0.5 wt% Pdialunnina, 5 tool% L--ocranol, 
rest CO,. 

double the amount of oxygen in the feed, the yield rose monotonously with 

increasing pressure with only a weak “shoulder” at around 100 bar (curve c). 



Oxygen Feed Concentration / niol% 

Fig. 8-8: nepeIldet1Cce of 2- oc~anone yield on oxygen concentxation in the feed. Condi- 

tions: 120 “C, 95 bar, 5 g 0.5 wt% I’d/alumina, W/F = 1.02 g h mol-I, 5 mol”h 2-octanol, 
rest 0, and CO,. 

The latter experiment was repeated at half space time (W/F = 0.5 1 g 11 rnol”.I) 

and a similar linear dependence was f_bund though the yields were lower. 

Variation of oxygen concentration in the feed resulted in a bell-shaped 

curve of’ the 2-ocranone yield, as shown in Figure 8-8. The maximum at 7.S-- 

IO mol% oxygen corresponds to a 206300 mol% excess related to the sto- 

ichiometric ratio (octanol + Cl.5 0,). Interestingly, at low oxygen concentration 

the ketone yield dropped to zero and the reaction did not proceed by anaerobic 

dehydrogenation at 120 “C. It has been shown earlier that the best catalysts for 

anaerobic dehydrogenation of 2-octanol are Kaney Ni”’ and copper 

chromite ‘07, and the necessary reaction temperatures are considerably higher 

(174 and 300 “C, respectively). 

Variation of the reaction parameters revealed that the 2-octanone yield 

could be increased withour any loss in selectivity. For example, 46% yield was 

obtained at 140 “C by applying a relatively high space time (W/F). However, 

under these conditions there was a significant temperature gradient (IO “C) in 

the catalyst bed. The only limir to fLrther increasing the yield of the strongly 

exothermic reaction was the insufficient rate of heat transport in the reactor 

set-up used, 



8.4.1 Phase Behavior 

The reaction mixture exhibited a diverse phase behavior in the parameter range 

studied. Liquid 2-octanol- and COz-rich phases were partially immiscible at 

ambient temperature but formed one homogeneous liquid phase at higher 

temperatures, at the molar ratio CO, : 2-octanol : air-N, of 92.S : 5 : 2.5 con- 

sidered here. 

The density required for complete solution of 2-octanol in the “SC” CO,- 

rich phase decreased considerably with increasing temperature in the range 45- 

100 “C (see Figure S-2). This is in contrast to the systems ethyl pyruvate/ 

ethane (Chapter 7) and phenylacetylene/CO~ (Chapter 9), where the solubili- 

ties of ethyl pyruvate and phenylacetylene, respectively, depended mainly on 

the density of the dense gas phase in the limited parameter range considered. 

In general, the solubility of a solute A in a dense gas phase depends on tem- 

perature, density, and composition of the latter. Tt can be approximated on the 

basis of a binary mixture of a solute A in a dense gas 13. Assuming the forma- 

tion of a solvato complex [AB,;J of A with 1; molecules of the dense gas B, the 

equilibrium concentration cs-\ of A in the dense gas B can be calculated from the 
law of mass action.” Approximating the molar vapor concentration of the sol- 
ute by the Clausius-Clapeyron equation, we get at low dilution 

where pu is the density of the solvent B, J3S,l, is the enthalpy of solvation, 

AHwp, A is the enthalpy of vaporization of the solute, MA is the molecular 

weight of the solute, and b is a constant comprising integration constants as 

well as some conversion factors. On the basis of Equation (I), the strong effect 

of temperature on isochoric 2-octanol solubility can be explained by a lower 

association constant k and/or a higher absolute value for the sum of the enthal- 

pies of salvation and vaporization of the solute , as compared to the mixtures 
ethyl pyruvate/ethane and ~~henylacetylene/C(I>,. The latter seems plausible, 
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Fig. O-9: Isoplethic bubble-point gas-liquid phase boundary of the ternary tnixture CO,/ 
2-octanoliair ( @ ) compared with the isoplethic phase boundaries of the CO-L/2-octanol bi- 
nary mixture (0) (6.3 mole/ 2-octanol in COz, data taken from Ref. SO). Note that the re- 
gion of liquid-vapor coexistence is limited by the dew-point gas-liquid phase-bormdaly ar low 
pressures (not drawn). 

since Socranol exhibits stronger self-association due to H-bonding as com- 

pared to the other solutes. 

In the temperature range 40-l 15 “C, the phase behavior of the reaction 

mixture was found co be parallel to that of the binary mixture 2-octanoUC0, 

with 6.3 mol% 2-octanoLs* The addition of 2.5 mol% air-N2 mixture to the 

binary 2-octanol/CO, system - leading ro the mixture used for the oxidation 

reaction - resulted in a shift of the gas-liquid bubble-point line to higher pres- 

sures by about 20 bar, as illusrrated in Figure 8-c). Furthermore, the addition of 

air-N, extended the region of liquid-liquid immiscibility to ambient tempera- 

tures, whereas limited miscibility was confined co temperatures below 5 “C in 

the binary system 2-0cranol/CC>,.~~ 

8.4.2 Modelling Phase Behavior with a Binary Fluid Mixture 

The phase beh, wior of the reaction system under consideration can be under- 

stood in terms of an immiscibiliry of the 2-ocranol-rich and CO. -rich 2 dense 

phases, linked to low temperatures. It can be modelled in the parameter range 



considered using a binary fluid phase diagram of type II, according to the clas- 

sification of Scott and van Konynenburg. 43)44 Note that from a topological 

point of view, the phase behavior found in the reaction mixture could also be 

modelled by a suirable isopleth in a binary type III, type 1V or type VI mixture 

in the limited parameter range considered. However, since the binary mixture 

C0,/Soctanol exhibits a phase behavior of type II”O (cf. Table 3-3, subtype 

(a)), the corresponding phase topology has been used to model the reaction 

mixture. In binary mixtures conforming to type 11 behavior, the region of liq- 

uid-liquid immiscibility is confined to low temperatures and does not interfere 

with the gas-liquid critical line of the mixture. Figure 8-10 shows qualitatively 

an axonometry of phase diagrams found in type II mixtures. The isopleth at 

composition x,, in this diagram shows the same phase topology as found in the 

oxidation reaction mixture. Roth the low-temperature liquid-liquid immiscibil- 

ity and the change in phase behavior with pressure in the temperature range 

4-O-1.00 “C may be well approximated by the phase behavior of the binary 

model, as illustrated in Figure 8- 11, The model embeds the experimentally 

observed phase behavior into a broader context‘. It helps to understand qualita- 

tively the 117ulti-component phenomena observed and provides a practical basis 

for extrapolation of the measured phase behavior to other reaction conditions. 

8.4.3 Oxidation of 2-Octanol in scC0, 

‘The model study with 2-octanol demonstrates that the Pd-catalyzed aerobic 

oxidation of secondary alcohols to ketones in scC02 is fast and highly selective. 

No catalyst deactivation or metal leaching was observed. CTptimization of the 

reaction conditions and catalyst has not been attempted yet, still, the studies 

indicate that the selectivity to ketone is very high and independent of alcohol 

conversion. A comparison with literature data indicates that the selectivity in 

scCOL is outstanding.- “” On the basis of the comparative experiments in nitro- 

gen and CO,, it was furthermore concluded, that dense CO, has a remarkable 

positive solvent effect on the oxidation rate.30‘5 
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Fig. B-10: Q '1 uh itative axonornetry and correspondin g intersections of a binary rnixturc 
conforming to type II phase behavior, Equilibria ofniutually saturated phases ar-e emphasized 
by differing cross-hatched filling of the corresponding rw-p&e area. The isopleth at xp = x,,, 
shows the same phase topology as found in the reaction mixture in the parameter range in- 
vestigated (see Figure 8-1 I right). For a lisu of abbreviations and symbols cf. Tables l-l and 
l-2, respectively. XkS 
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8.4.4 Influence of Phase Behavior on the Oxidation of 2- 

For the interpretation of the rate of 2-octanol oxidation, two important points 

have to be discussed: the role of density and phase composition of the reaction 

mixture, and the effect of surface oxygen concentration. 

The phase behavior studies have revealed that the reaction mixture consists 

of two phases over the whole temperature and pressure range investigated: a 

2-octanol-rich liquid phase and a CO,-rich “supercritical” phase. Changes in 

the composition of these phases can be interpreted as follows: 

(i) The solubility of 2-octanol in CO, depends on the density of the mix- 

ture.” Because at standard reaction conditions (120 “C and 95 bar) the density 

of CO, (0.16 g ml-‘) is three times lower than the critical density of CCI, ((I.47 

g ml-‘), the alcohol solubility is relatively low, which explains the presence of a 

2-octanol-rich liquid phase in the whole range of conditions applied. Parallel to 

the effect of temperature and pressure on the density of the C02-rich phase, 

the solubility of 2-octanol increases with increasing total pressure and decreas- 

ing temperature. Isobaric addition of oxygen results in a decrease of density of 

the U&-rich phase, and thus diminishes the solubility of 2-octanol. 

(ii) The solubility of oxygen in the octanol-rich phase increases with 

increasing total pressure and oxygen partial pressure, as well as with decreasing 

temperature. 

The phase behavior of the ternary system containing oxygen (nitrogen) 

shovvs a similar characteristic along the isoplethic gas/liquid bubble-point phase 
boundary compared to the binary system 2-octanol/COz. Addition of oxygen 

(and nitrogen) results in a shift of the mentioned line to higher pressures. The 

change in composition of the two phases influences the reaction. Xncreasing 

oxygen concentration in the liquid phase leads to higher surface oxygen cover- 

age and thus higher rates (yields). These effects can be clearly observed at low 

0, concentrations when increasing the total pressure (Figure 8-73, or the oxy- 

gen feed concentration at constant pressure (Figure g-8), up to a maximum in 

yield. The combination of these two ef-fects indicares that it is the liquid phase 

which is in contact with the catalyst and controls the reaction over the metal 

surface. 
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Fig. 8-l 1: Number and nature of phases in the oxidation reaction mixture (bottom), and 
the isopleth at composition x,, in the birlary fluid mixture phase diagram used to model the 
phase behavior ofthe reaction (top; an asorrometry ofthe corresponding phase diagmn is giv- 
en in Figure S-10). Note the similaritv in the phase behavior of the binary model and reaction 
mixture, Equilibria of mutually saturated phases are ernphasizcd by differing cross-hatched 
filling of the corresponding two-phase area. ‘J‘hc dew-points for the reaction system (bottom 
left) have been estimated on basis of the vapor pressure of El? calculated from a two-pnrarnete~ 
corresponding states equation ‘.” using the ambient boiling point and the critical temperature 
and pressure ” as a reference, For a list- of abbreviations md symbols cf. Tables l-l and l-2, 
respectively. 



The decline of 2-octanone yield at high oxygen concentrations in the feed 

(Figure 8-8) is attributed mainly to “over-oxidation” of the metal surface. Over- 

oxidation is a thoroughly investigated phenomenon in the aerobic oxidation of 

alcohols over platinum metal catalysts.lS7,20R-2’0 The basis of this unusual 

behavior is that the activity of the reduced metal for alcohol oxidation is 

remarkably higher than that of the oxygen-covered surface. ‘I’l~ougl~ oxygen is 

necessary for the reaction, too high oxygen coverage leads to a drop in the 

number of reduced surface metal sites available for alcohol adsorption and oxi- 

dation, and thus lowers the reaction rate. 

Note that changing only one parameter at a time (pressure or oxygen con- 

centration) still does not allow a clear separation of the effects of phase compo- 

sition and surface oxygen concentration, due to the mutual dependence of the 

parameters varied. Increasing the total pressure at constant oxygen feed concen- 

tration enhances oxygen solubility in the alcohol-rich phase which is in contact 

with the catalyst surface, and this change can also lead to too high surface oxy- 

gen coverage and thus over-oxidation (Figure 8-7). The strikingly different 

effects of increasing total pressure on the octanone yield when the set of other 

parameters was varied are also attributed to strong interactions between the 

parameters, i.e., their complex influence on the density and solubilizing power 

of the liquid phase, and on the oxygen coverage on Pd. 

8.4.5 Potential of Working in a Single-Phase System 

Based on phase behavior considerations and the observed effects in the Pd-cat- 

alyzed partial oxidation of 2- octanol, it seems promising to run the oxidation 

reaction in the single-phase region. This proposition might not seem plausible 

at first sight, since the 2octanone yield dropped considerably when approach- 

ing the single-phase region in the reaction mixture chosen, This drop in yield at 

high pressures was attributed to “over-oxidation” of the metal surface (see 

above). Furthermore, the pressures required to reach the single-phase region 

were beyond the possibilities of the reactor system in the reaction mixture con- 

sidered. 

However, if the m~o~tlt: of 0, in the system were lowered, an optimal 0, 

concentration for oxidation in the single-phase region might be found, The 
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limitations of this 0, concentration for a reaction in the two-phase region are 

irrelevant. Working in the single phase region would then lead to better control 

of the reaction conditions in the system - a prerequisite for meaningful optimi- 

zation of the catalytic process. 

As to the limitations of the tubular fixed-bed reactor, the decrease of the 

amount of 0, in the system would lower the pressure required to reach the sin- 

gle-phase region. A decrease in reaction temperature would also lower the min- 

imum pressure for single-phase behavior; however, this is not option in the 

reaction system considered here, due to the moderate activity of the catalyst at 
low temperature (see Figure S-6). 

8.5 Conchsions 

Partial oxidation of secondary alcohols to ketones in “supe’:ct:itical” CO,, with __ 
molecular oxygen has distinct advantages compared to conventional processes. 

The selectivity of the reaction in dense CO, is outstanding, and the rate ofcon- 

version is remarkably higher than that of vapor phase oxidation under similar 

conditions, in the presence of a nitrogen diluent. Beside the higher rate, the 

absence of any signit;cant catalyst deactrvation is also attributed to the presence 

of “supercritical” CO, as solvent. Furthermore , application of the non-flamma- 

ble CO, is safer and provides easier product separation compared to liquid 

phase oxidations in organic solvents. 

This study illustrates that interpretation of the catalytic performance in 

high-pressure reactions requires a detailed consideration of the phase behavior 

of the system under reaction conditions. It exemplifies the suitability of binary 

fluid equilibria to model multi-conipollcnt reaction mixtures as an optimum in 

weighing model accuracy against complexity. 

Based on the phase behavior studies and the observed effects in the Pd-cat- 

alyzed oxidation of 2-octanol, it seems promising to conduct future studies in 

this system in the single-phase region with lower O2 concentrations. This 

change in phase equilibrium would facilitate an optimal control of the system 

conditions in the tubular reactor. 
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Application of supercritical fluids offers numerous advantages in heterogeneous 

catalysis, such as process intensification , a fkwrable combination of heat and 

mass transfer, and a facile separation of solvent and product/reactants. A SCF 

of particular interest in chemical technology is CO,. “Supercritical” carbon 
dioxide is non-flammable, non-roxic and therefore environmentally less criti- 

cal, and readily available at low cost, when compared to most other standard 

solvents. Furthermore, the supercritical state of carbon dioxide is relatively easy 

accessible (T, = 30.9 “C, pC = 73.8 bar) and offers moderare densities 

(p, = 0.47.1 O3 kg nTC3) and solvent power. 

As part of a comprehensive study on the continuous semihydrogenation of 

triple-bonds at high pressures, we have considered the hydrogenation of pheny- 

lacetylene to styrene in “supercritical” CD, in a flow reactor, using the amor- 

phous meral alloy PdslSi,, as catalyst. Under these conditions, high 

conversions and selectivities were achieved. The phase behavior and its influ- 

ence on the reaction are studied in detail, demonstrating that the highest sty- 

rene yields are achieved after transition to a “supercritical” single-phase system. 

9.1 Introduction 

Polymerized monovinyl aromatic compo~mds, such as polystyreue, are proba- 

bly the most widely used class of thermoplastics. These compounds are, for 



instance, used for food and beverage containers or toys. “I A common way to 

manuf-acture styrene (ST) is by ethylation of benzene to form ethylbenzene 

(EB), which is subsequently dehydrogenated to form styrene. The product 

stream from the dehydrogenation unit contains ST, as well as EB and pheny- 

lacetylene (PA) h’ -1 w IL I is fc)rmed by over-dehydrogenation of EB.““22’2 The 

presence of PA during the polymerization process has detrimental effects on the 

molecular weight of the polymer and on the polymerization rate, 21 1,21.3 W-llile 

unreacted EB from the dehydrogenation step can easily be removed by distilla- 

tion, PA cannot be removed by conventional separation processes, and has to 

be hydrogenated to styrene (Figure c)- I a) .21 ’ A problem, however, is the subse- 

quent reaction of sryrene to EB (Figure 9-l I,).““>“” 

Supported nickel”’ “ or, in particular, palladium 215-217 catalyst:s were pro- 

posed as suitable systems for the selective hydrogenation of PA. ‘Their selectiv- 

iry can be further improved by adding chemical modifiers, such as carbon 
monoxidezl ’ or heteroorganic compounds”” , and by alloy formation with a 

second metal, e.g., copper. LlS,719 

Here the first report about selective hydrogenation of phenylacetylene 

employing “supercritical” carbon dioxide as a solvent is presented. In this work 

a special kind of catalyst, an amorphous Pd,, Si, 3 metal alloy, was used. The lat- 

ter was prepared by rapid cooling (ca. IO” K. s-‘) of a me1 t of the corresponding 

constituents. Hereby, the solid is being frozen in a themlodynamically instable 

and disordered state (“metallic glasses”), leading to unique structural and chem- 

ical properties. 220-222 7-1 1c use of metallic glasses in heterogeneous catalysis, 

however, bears problems, such as their exrremely small surf&e area (generally 

smaller than 0.5 m’ g-l). 



In the following, we will show that under the applied conditions, high con- 

versions and selectivities can be achieved in a continuous flow reactor system. 

The phase behavior and its influence on the reaction are studied in detail, dem- 

onstrating that the highest stvrene yields are achieved after transition to a 

“supercritical” single-phase system, 

9.2 Experimental 

9.2.1 Phase Behavior 

The phase behavior of the system under reaction conditions was investigated in 

a computer controlled high-pressure view-cell of variable volume (23-63 ml), 

equipped with on-line digital video imaging and recording. The setup of the 

view-cell is described in detail Chapter 6. 

9.2.2 Catalytic Studies 

The catalytic experiments presented in this study have been conducted by 

R. ‘I’schan and Dr. M. Schubert. Catalytic test were performed in a computer- 

controlled continuous flow reactor of mini plant scale. The apparatus is 

designed to handle pressures of up to 300 bar and temperatures of up to 

200 “C. Pressure had to be set manually while sampling occurred automati- 

cally. Carbon dioxide (93.9I->O%), Hydrogen (99.390%) and liquid, reactants 

were combined in a mixing chamber, equipped with a mechanical tcflon stirrer, 

before entering the vertically mounted reactor section. Roth, the mixing cham- 

ber and the reactor section, are constructed with a double-wall for temperature 

control. 

A stainless steel tube (inner diameter 5 mm), containing the catalyst, 

which was fixed by quartz wool plugs, was inserted into the reactor section 

(diameter: 25 mm; length: 12.5 mm), Temperature is measured with several 

I%100 resistance temperature detectors. Pressure is controlled with a Tescom 
backpressure regulator, located right after the reactor section. Pressure measure- 



ment was accomplished by pressure transmitters. Temperature in the mixing 

chamber and in the reactor was controlled by two heat exchangers. The com- 

plete setup was controlled by an autonomic process computer (Eurotherm). 

Direct logical commands, display functions, and data acquisition routines were 

programmed via the Intellution Fix’rM software package on a personal com- 
puter. A detailed description of the apparatus can be found elsewhere.“-? 

All experiments were performed with a Pd,,Si,, amorphous metal alloy, 
prepared by D egussa-Huels AG. The metallic glass flakes were produced by 

melt-quenching the melt of the constituents with a spinning copper wheel, act- 

ing as a “chill-block”. P ’ 1 he resulting flakes, sized in the range 0.5-30 mm’, bear 
a RET surface of approximately 0.0 1 ni’ g-’ . Crystallization temperature of the 
catalyst was found to be ca. 4OO”C 

Carbon dioxide flow and reactant-flow (PA or PA/ST-mixture) were held 

constant at 100 Nl 11-l and 10 g 11-l, respectively, throughout all experiments. 
Parameter sensitivity studies were carried out with 0.25 g (p- and T-experi- 

ments) or 1 .O g (Hz-experiments) amorphous I’d,, Si,, catalyst. Steady-state in 

the flow-reactor was reached after ca. 90 min; all presented values were 
recorded after 2-3 hours on-stream, except where noted otherwise. 

Samples of approximately 3 ml were taken automatically at an interval of 

15-30 minutes, diluted with I-octanol, and injecred into a gas chromatograph 

(HI’ GC 6890) b y an autosampling-device, The GC was equipped with a split/ 
splitless injector, a capillary column (J&W FS DR-5-HT; 0.1 pm, 15 m, 

0.25 mm), and a flame-iotlization detector (IX>). H-l t ium was used. as carrier 
gas. The selectivity S of the semihydrogenation reaction of PA in the PA-ST 

mixture is defined as 

where F,+,;denotes the molar flow of species i at the reactor inlet (i I= in) or out- 

let <j = out), respectively. Note that the term “styrene purity” used in this chap- 

ter is referring to the ST content in the PA-ST mixture after reaction and thus 

takes into account over-llydrogerlatioll of PA as well as the undesired side reac- 

tion from ST to ET’,. 



Hydrogenation of pure phenylacetylene (PA) over the amorphous Pd,,Si,, cat- 

alyst yielded selectivities as high as 36 %, remaining virtually constant even for 

the highest conversion degrees. Note that this high selectivity and conversion 

was achieved without optimization or the use of modifiers usually employed to 

increase selectivity in “Lindlar-type” semihycit-ogenatiotls. 224 

Since this study aims at an elucidation of t-he effects of phase behavior on 

the semi-hydrogenation of PA, high selectivity of ‘PA was not desirable. Hence, 

a PA-ST mixture of molar ratio 1 : 3 was chosen as reactant in further experi- 

ments. Selectivity and conversion in this system can be expected to be consider- 

ably lower and therefore should be subject to greater changes with variation of 

reaction parameters and with the use of modifiers. Furthermore, such a reac- 

tion mixture, containing low concentrations of PA in a ST matrix, is also more 

related to the industrially interesting application of styrene purifica- 
tion 211,213,217,225 

9.3.1 Phase Behavior 

The reaction mixture COLIPA-ST/H J exhibited a diverse phase behavior in the 
parameter range examined (20-85 “C, pressures up to 180 bar), as illustrated 

in Figures 9-2 and 9-3. The number, nature and composition of the mutually 

saturated phases was found to depend strongly on temperature and pressure 

(Figure 9-4). 

.At 20 “C and low pressures, the system consisted of a liquid PA-ST-rich 

phase in equilibrium with a gaseous COz-rich phase, An increase in pressure 

resulted in an increase of the liquid level, i.e., of the homogeneous liquid PA- 

ST/U&-rich phase in equilibrium with a vapor phase. The system turned to a 

liquid PA-ST/CO2 single-phase at pressures above ca. 125 bar. 

In the temperature range 30--45 “C, the system exhibited a similar behav- 

ior at low pressures, i.e., an equilibrium of a PA-ST-rich liquid phase with a 

COz-rich gaseous phase. 111 the range of intermediate pressures (ca. W- 

100 bat-), however, the sysrem revealed partial immiscibility of liquid PA-ST 

and CD,. This led to a three-phase liqui~~-licluid-v~l~~~~r (LLV) equilibrium 
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Fig. 9-2: Phase behavior in the system CO, : (PA : ST) : H, with a molar ratio of 
400 : (I : 9) : 10 as n function ofpressure and rernperaturc. ‘1’1~ phase transitions in the shad- 
ed boxes arc illustrated (from top to bottom) by the snapsliots A-D in Figure 9-3. 20 “C: liq- 
uid PA-ST and CO2 i;tlly miscible leading to a “coliverttional” transition from a gxeous 
system at low pressures to 3 liquid one at high prrss~u~s by way of a two-phase region. 30- 
45 “C: liquid PA-ST md CO2 onlv pxtiallv miscible; condensation of a PA-ST-rich liquid , i 
phase at low pressures and an additional CO,-rich liquid phase as pressure is incrcascd, lend- 
ing to a liciuid-liquid-vapor cquilibrium~ , a further increase in pressure leads to a two-phase 
equilibriun~ of CO,-rich phases, and finally to a single liquid phase. 47 “C: upper tcmpera- 
ture end of the area of three-phase liquid-liquid equilibrium: disappearance of the liquid 
CO,-rich phase in the vicinity of a critical point of the two CO,-rich phases. 50 “C: Conden- 
sation of a PA-ST-rich liquid phmz in equilibrium with a gas-like “SC" C02,-rich phase; tran- 
sition to a single-phase systenl Jvith increasing prcsxirc. 

between a liquid PA-ST-rich phase, a liquid CC&-rich phase, and a gaseo~~s 

C02/H,-rich phase. A further increase in pressure resulted in a steady decrease 

of the amount of liquid PA-ST-rich phase in this LLV equilibrium, and finally 

in an equilibrium of 3 homogeneous liquid PA-ST/CO,-rich phase and a vapor 

phase at pressures above ca. 95 bar for 35 “C. At pressures exceeding a. 

140 bar, the system again exhibited 3 liquid PA-ST/CC), single phase belnvior. 



Fig. 9-3: Phase behavior in the system CO, : (PA : S-1‘) : T-IL with a molar ratio of 
400 : (I : 9) : 10 as a function of pressure and tmper2turr. Snapshots A--D illusrrate the 

plzase lxlzavior in the shaded boxes in Figure 9-2 (from top to bottom). The btight round 
spot x the opposite end of the cell is the sapphire window used for illumination; the outer 
white circle is caused by reflection of light at the outer flange of the sapphire widow; the 
vertical thermocouple rttd P’TFE mqyctic stirrer at the bottom of the cell are visible. 

The appearance of a three-phase liquid-liquid-vapor equilibrium was lim- 

ited to temperatures below ca. 47 “C. It ended with the disappearance of the 

liquid CO,-rich phase, leaving a gaseous (“SC”) CC+rich phase of almost simi- 

lar density (see Figure 3-2, Snapshot C) in equilibrium with the PA-ST-rich 

liquid phase. The similaricy in density of the rwo CO,-rich phases marks the _I 
proximity to a critical point (and probably also to the upper critical endpoint 

of the LLV equilibrium). 

At temperatures beyond the coexistence of CO,-rich phases, the system 

initially exhibited an equilibrium of a liquid PA-ST-rich phase and a “SC” CO,- 

rich phase. The amount of liquid phase decreased with increasing pressure in 

the range exceeding 90 bar, resultin g again in a single-phase system at high 



Fig. 9-4: Influence of pressure on the overfill density and phase behavior of the reaction 
mixture for (0) 25 ‘CL (0) 35 “C, ( ) 70 Y;. CO, : (PA : ST) : F-I, molar 
ratio == 400 : (1 : 9) : 10. l’hases: [l] gaseous, CO,/EI,-rich phase; [2] dense fluid, CO,-rich 
phase; [3] liquid, PA-ST-rich phase. The shaded area indicrltes the density required to teach 
the one-phase region. Note the significant increase of pressure required to I-each this density 
with increasing tempernrrrre. ‘l’tie hexagons mark and label the corresponding snapshots in 
Figures 9-2 and 9-5. 

pressures. ‘l”‘h is “SC” single-phase region was f~111) 7 established at pressures above 

135 bar and 180 bar for $5 “(1: and 70 “C, respectively (Figure 3-5). 

9.3.2 Hydrogenation of Phenylacetylene 

Figure 3-C; shows the effect of variation of pressure in the range TO-ZOO bar on 

the reaction at a consralt~r reaction tennpmture of S5 “C. The conversion 

increases strongly above 80 bar, rexhes tmxinwni at 130 bar, and retrains 

alnmst constant when pressure is further increased. IAtially, selectivity shows 



Fig. 9-5: interlaced video itnagc of the view-cell shocvillg the transitiorl of a two-phase 
ec~uilibritm of a liquid PA-ST-rich phase and a “SC“ CO,-rich phase (E, G) to a “SC” single 
phase (F, H) for the temperatures 55 ‘C and 70 “(1, Note that whereas (E) shows the two- 
phase ecpilibriurn at densities remote from the change to 3 single phase for 5S “C, (G) corre- 
sponds to the two-phase equilibriutn in the vicinity of the change to a single phase at 70 “C, 
as is evidem of the levels of the PA-ST-rich liquid plme. For explanatiorl of general features 
of the snapshors cf. Figure c)-li. 

an opposite trend and decreaes most strongly in the range of 80 to I30 bar. At 

higher pressures and almost constant conversion, however, selectivity is further 

reduced, As a consequence, the achieved styrene purity reaches its optimum at 

a pressure of ca, I30 bar. 

Figure 9-7 illustrates how PA conversion increased steadily from 65% to 

900/o with increasing remperature in the range 55-85 “C and at :I constant 

pressure of I27 bar. The observed selectivity reached 3 maximum at approxi- 

mately 65 “C and decreased again at higher temperatures. Superposition of 

these trends resulted in an almost constant ST purity over the investigated tem- 

perature range, 

The influence of HL concentration was srudied by increasing the hydrogen 

excess from a PA : H, ratio of 1 : 10 to I : 80 (Figure 9-S). Note that this 
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Fig. 9-6: Inf-hence of pressure on conversion, selectivity and styrcne purity of t-he setnihy- 
drogenation of phenylacetylene. ( ) Conversion; ( ) Selectivity, ( ) ST purity (ST con- 
tent in the PA31 mixture after reaction). Reaction conditions: T = 55 “C; CO,-flow 
100 Nl 11-l; H,-flow 2.5 Nl 1~~‘; reactant-flow (PA-ST, molar ratio 1 : 9) ‘10 g 11.“; 0.25 g 
nmorphous Pds,Si,, catalyst. Thin lines are meant to guide the eye and do not imply any cal- 

c&red dependencics. 

experiment was performed with a larger amount of catalyst, which explains the 

higher overall conversion and lower selectivity values, as compared to the previ- 

ous figures. With increasing concentration of hydrogen, selectivity decreased 

from 73% to 62%, accomyanied by a small increase in conversion from 90% 

to 95 %. The highest styrene purity was achieved at the lowest hydrogen excess. 

Unfortunately, due to instrumental limitations, the concentration of hydrogen 

could not be further reduced. 
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Fig. 9-7: Influence of temperature on conversion, selectivity and styrene purity of the 

semihydro,oenation of ~~lietlylacetylene, ( ) Selectivity, ( ) S1’ pirity (S’I 
content in the PA-ST mixture after reaction). Reaction conditions: p = 127 bar; CQ-flow 
100 Nl lr?; H2-flow 2.5 Nl lY-I; t~~~tm-fb~ (PA-ST, molt ratio 1 : 3) 10 g K“; 0.25 g 

amorphous Pc&,Si, ) C catalyst. Thin Lines are meant to pick the eye and do not imply any cal- 
culated ciependencies. 

9.4 Discussion 

9.4.1 Phase Behavior 

The reaction system exhibited a diver-se phase behavior in the parameter range 

considered. Liquid PA-ST and CO, were onlv prti~~lly miscible at texnpera- 

tures exceeding a. 25 “C, while being fully miscible at lower temperatures (ver- 

ified down to 1 S “C) at the employed molar ratio, 

The solubility of PA and ST, respcctivcl~ in the CQ-rich phase is 

expected to depend mainly on the density of the latter in the temperature range 

investigated.‘” As cm be seen in Figure 9-4, complete solution of PA-ST in 
7 

the CO,-rich phase occurred only fbr densities exceeding a. 550 kg nlm3, 

resulting in a sarurated CO,-rich phase ar this threshold value. In the tempem- 



Fig. 9-8: influence of hydrogen excess on conversion, selectivity and styrene purity of the 
senlihydrogenation of 13lretlylacetylene. ( ) Selectivity, ( ) S’T purity (ST 
content in the PA-XI mixture after reaction). Reaction conditions: T = 55°C; p = 127 bar; 
CO,-flow 100 Nl II-‘, reactant-flow (PA/ST, molar ratio 1 : 9) 10 g h-‘; I..0 g nn~orplwus 
Pd,,Si,, caralyst. Thin lines are tneant to guide the eye and do not imply any calculntcd de- 

pendencies. 

ture range 25-45 “C and at pressures where liquid and gaseous COa-rich 

phases coexist, the liquid CO,-rich phase apparently has densities lower than 

S50 kg m-j. The lower density of the liquid CC&-rich phase explains the partial 

immiscibility of liquid CO, and PA-ST ad thus the appearance of a three- 

phase licluid-liquid-vapor equilibrium under these conditions. With high 

enough pressures in this temperature range, however, the density of liquid CO, 

again exceeds the threshold value of 550 g ml”, leading ro a miscible PA-ST/ 

CO, system in equilibrium with a vapor phase at first and subsequently to a 

single phase system, Note that the development of density of the CO,-rich 

phase in our reaction system with temperature and pressure is in analogy to the 

behavior of the liquid phase density in the fluid two-phase region for pure 

CO,. 

The pressure required for exceeding the threshold density of 550 kg nil-’ --. 

and thus for complete solubiliry of PA in the CO,-rich phase - increased con- 



siderably with temperature (see Fig. $4). Note that this pressure increase is 

more pronounced in the presence of H, compared to pure CO, or a system of 

CO,/PA-ST. Tl lis effect is explained by the strong non-ideal gas behavior of 

hydrogen in high-pressure mixtures (cf. Chapter 7.4.1) + 

9.4.2 Modelling Phase Behavior with a Binary Fluid Mixture 

As illustrated in Figure $2, the phase behavior of the hydrogenation reaction 

mixture is very distinct from that of the pure solvent CO,. Although some of 

the qualities of scCO,, such as density, are still reflected in the phase properties 

of the mixture, presumption of a phase behavior similar to that of pure CO, 

would lead to major flaws in the interpretation of reaction data. Bearing the 

critical parameters of CO, in mind, it could be tempting to attribute the begin- 

ning of the rise in PA conversion with pressure (Figure 9-6) to a change in 

phase behavior at the critical pressure of pure CO,. Indeed, graphs of reaction 

data with indicated critical pressure or temperature of the pure solvent are quite 

common in lirerature. This study corroborates, that such uncritical presump- 

tion of a phase behavior parallel ro that of the pure solvent may be t&al in a sci- 

entific interpretation of high-pressure reactions. A detailed consideration of the 

changes in number, nature, and composition of phases in the parameter range 

explored is indispensable. 

The phase behavior of the hvdrogenation reaction mixture can be undcr- 

stood in terms of a partial immiscibility of liquid PA-ST and CO,-rich phases .., 
at higher temperatures, interfering with the gas-liquid critical line of the CO,- 

rich phases. It can be approached in the parameter range considered by using a 

binary fluid phase diagram of type IV or V as a model (classification of binary 

mixtures according to Scott and van Konynenburg.~‘“” Binary mixtures con- 

forming to type IV and V reveal complete miscibility of liquid phases at inter- 

mediate temperatures with the presence of a region of liquid-liquid 

immiscibility LIP to higher temperatures, and thus interference with the gas-liq- 

uid critical line. Type IV behavior additionally exhibits low temperature liquid- 

liquid immiscibility. Figure 9-9 shows a qualitative axonometry of the higher 

temperature section of phase diagrams found in type IV and V binary mixtures. 

The isopleth at composition x,,) in this diagram shows the same phase topology 
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as was found in the hydrogenation reaction mixture - apart, of course, of a 

higher degree of freedom for the three-phase equilibrium found in the multi- 

component mixture examined. The change in phase behavior with pressure in 

the temperature range 20-70 “C ( see Figure q-2) may be well approximated by 

that of the binary model, as illustrated in Figure 9-l 0. 

The binary mixture model embeds the experimentally observed phase 

behavior into a broader context, It fkilitates the qualitative understanding of 

the multi-component phenomena observed. Furthermore, it provides a practi- 

cal basis for extrapolation of the observed phase behavior to other temperatures 

and pressures - a prerequisite for the rational design of further experiments. 

‘The here considered hydrogenation mixture changed to a two-phase sys- 

tem of a solvent-rich liquid phase and a gaseous phase upon isothermal com- 

pression in the whole range of LLV equilibrium. The system ethane/ethyl 

pyruvatelf-l,, discussed in Chapter 7, exhibited a distinct phase behavior: at: 

lower temperatures, the mixture also transformed to an equilibrium of solvent- 

rich phases at pressures above the three-phase region. , at higher temperatures, 
however, the mixture changed to an equilibrium of an ethyl pyruvate-rich 

phase and a gaseous phase. It is noteworthy, that these differences in phase 
behavior of the ethane/ethyl pyruvate/Hi? and CC>,/I’A-ST/H2 mixtures can be 

explained on the basis of the same binary phase diagram (upper temperature 

section of type IV or type V). Whereas the here considered hydrogenation mix- 

ture is modelled by an isopleth at a composition slightly richer in the solvent 

than the composition of the model’s UCEP (xB = x,13 < xlJCEp, see Figure P-g), 

the phase behavior of the ethaneiethyl pyruvate/H, system is approximated by 

an isopleth with a composition slightly higher than the ~JCEP 

(X/j = x,,, > XlJcFp ) cf. F’ Igure 7-13). This ch:inge in composition of the binary , 1 
model mixture explains: (i) the differences in phase behavior at pressures 

exceeding the three-phase region; as well as (ii) the clear observation of an 
UCEP of the three-phase region in the ethanelethyl pyruvate/H2-mixture (i.e., 

critical merging of the ethane-rich phases), whereas the LLV region in the here 

considered hydrogenation mixture ends with disappearance of the liquid CO,- 

rich phase in the proximity ro a critical point. The comparison of the distinct 

phase behavior of the ethane/ethyl pyruvate/H, and CO,/PA-ST/Hz mixtures 
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Fig. 9-10: Number and nature: of pknses in the hydrogcnntion mixture (bottom), and the 
isoplctli at composition s,,, in the binary phase diagram used to model the phase behnvior of 
the reaction (top; for 3n axonometry of&e phase diagram cf. Figure 9-9). Note the similarity 
in phase behavior of the binary model and reaction mixture. Equilibria of mutually saturated 
phases are etnph3sized by differing cross- hatched tilling of the corresponding two-phase area. 
The dew-points for the reaction systt’m (bottom) has,e been estimated on basis of-the vapor 
pressure of PA, calculated from a t~~[;o-paratneter corresponding states ecpXion,i36 using the 
;unbient boiling point and the critical temperature and pressure (c&&ted in accord using 
the Ambrose method”” as well 2s the Joback modific~~tion of l.yderson’s method’36) as a ref- 

erence. For a list of abbreviations mci symbols cf. ‘T’nbles l-l and l-2, respectively. 



on the basis of an identical binary diagram exemplifies the practicality and ele- 

gance of modelling multi-component phase phenomena with binary mixtures. 

9.4.3 Hydrogenation of Phenylacetylene 

In the temperature and pressure range considered in the continuous hydroge- 

nation (55-85 “C, $0-180 bar), the reaction mixture exists in the two-phase 

equilibrium of a PA-rich liquid phase with a “SC” CC&-rich phase, t:ransfc>rming 

into a single-phase system at higher pressures, as described above, Note that 

although the number and nature of phases shows a relatively simple phase dia- 

gram topology in this parameter range, the composition of coexisting phases 

changes gradually with temperature, pressure, and I3 2 concentration. The 
observed variations in reaction rate and selectivity with pressure, retnperature, 

and composition have to be interprered on the basis of this phase behavior. 

Influence of Pressure 

In the temperature range examined, PA is predominantly present in a liquid 

PA-ST-rich phase at low overall densities. Mass transport limitations of ‘I-I, into 

this liquid phase render it a non-ideal medium f& the (fast) hydrogenation 

reaction. These Factors account for the low conversion of PA observed at low 

pressure (Figure 9-6). With increasing overall density (i.e., pressure), two major 

effects have to be considered: (i) the concenrrntion of PA in the CO,-rich phase 

steadily increased, slowly shifting the predominant locus of PA hydrogenation 

from the PA-rich liquid phase ro the “SC” C:03-rich phase; (ii) residence time in 

the catalyst bed and molecular concentration of reactants increased, this being 

of relevance since positive reaction orders were determined for all reactants in 

the hydrogenation of phenylacetylene over platinum metal complexes.““” Con- 

version of PA is expected to increase with isothermal increase in pressure on the 

basis of both effects, as was indeed experimentally observed in this study 

(Figure 9-6). Ab ove 80 bar, conversion strongly increased and reached maxi- 

mum with transformation of the mixture to :I “SC” single-phase, where PA. was 

hydrogenated without anv mass transfer resistances at phase borders (cf, 

Chapter 4 .2.‘1). In contrast to the two-phase region, PA conversion did not 
exhibit significant variations with pressure in the single-phase region. This is 



interesting, since residence time in the catalyst bed and concentration of reac- 

tants continued to increase with increasing pressure. The constant PA hydroge- 

nation in the single-phase region can be traced to the limitation of reaction by 

the amount of catalyst or an overlapping negative effect with increasing pres- 

sure (density), such as catalyst poisoning. 

The smooth change in the predominant phase of PA hydrogenation may 

also account for the observed decrease in selectiviry with pressure (Fig. 3-6). 

Over-hydrogenation of PA to EB is less likely in the liquid PA-rich phase due 

to the limited concentration ofH2 in this phase and accordingly on the catalyst 

surface. 217 In the “SC” CDL-r ~11 phase, however, H, is readily available, facili- 

tating over-hydrogenation of PA. Since selectivity in hydrogenation of triple 

bonds generally depends on conversion, 224 the increase in conversion with 

pressure may furthermore have a direct effect on selectivity. Both effects, the 

change in surface H, concentration and the increasing conversion of PA with 

overall density, would result in a decrease of selectivity with increasing pressure. 

Hence, the optimum pressure range at the given temperature and hydrogen 

concentration is near the phase transition to a “SC” single-phase at approxi- 

mately 130 bar. Under these conditions, equivalent or slightly higher selcctivi- 

ties at a given conversion could be achieved, compared to conventional 

solvents, catalysts and low pressure conditions in batch systems, as reported 

elsewl~ere.“2” 

Influence of Temperature 

At a given pressure of 127 bar and a H, : CC>, ratio of 1 : 40, the system exists 

first in a single-phase at low temperatures and separates into a liquid PA-ST- 

rich phase and a dense CO,-rich phase at higher temperatures. The still 

increasing conversion may be arrributed to a dramatic increase of the reaction 

rate in the liquid (and, presumably, gaseous) phase, which overcompensates the 

negative effect of separation into two phases, as ‘~‘\ias discussed above. The 

appearance of a maximum in selectivity may be due to different ratio of reac- 

tion rares for the hydrogenation of PA and of ST in the various phases. 



Influence of Hydrogen Concentration 

At increased H, : CO, ratios, a much higher pressure is needed in order to 

reach the density required for complete miscibility of PA in CO,. Conse- 

quently, for increasing hydrogen concentrations at a given pressure (127 bar) 

and temperature (5 5”C), i 1 re >aration into a liquid PA-ST-rich phase and a dense 

COZ-rich phase is expected, which was found to be detritnental for PA conver- 

sion. Nonetheless, conversion increased, which must be attributed to a very 

strong influence of the hydrogen concentration on the reaction rate. On the 

other hand, higher hydrogen concentrations &or the over-hydrogenation to 

ER, leading to the observed steady decrease in selectivity. .As a consequence, the 

hydrogen excess should be kept as low as possible in order to gain a high sty- 

rene purity. 

9.4.4 Potential of Working in a Single-Phase System 

Hydrogenation of PA to S’I’ yielded high conversions and selectivities at the 

edge of the “SC” single-phase region. A one-phase system appears t-o be an ideal 

reaction medium fbr the hydrogenation reaction. This is reasonable, since limi- 

tations of mass-transport are considerably reduced therein. However, excess H, 

in the system leads to over-hydrogenation of PA and thus a steady decrease in 

selectivity. From this point of view, it seems attractive to further lower the I-1, 

concentration in the C:O,IPA-ST/H, mixture while working in the single- 

phase region. In doing so, an optimum H, amount for ST yield might be iden- 

tified, as a combination of decreasing rate and increasing selectivity with 

decreasing H, concentration, 

Note that this lower optimum in H, concentration for the single-phase 

sysrem will be far from ideal for hydrogenations in a multi-phase system, In 

f&t, conducting the reaction at high H, concentration - and thus, at moderate 

pressures, in a two-phase system - will most probably lead to a much higher 

“best” H, concentration upon optimization of the reaction conditions. Such 

“ideal” conditions for the reaction would, however, just represent a local opti- 

mum. Hence, consideration of phase behavior in the optimization of a reaction 

is importanr and represents a ltq7 step towards rational design of “sc” high-pres- 

sure reactions. A binary model for the multi-cotnponal t phase behavior might 
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be useful to achieve this, as a basis for effective extrapolation of measured phase 

equilibria. 

onclusions 

The semihydrogenation of phenylacetylene was investigated at high pressure 

over an amorphous l’d, ,Si, i) catalyst, employing ‘isupercritical” CO, as a sol- 

vent. Under these conditions, equivalent or slightly higher selectivities at a 

given conversion could be achieved, compared to conventional solvents, cata- 

lysts and low pressure conditions in batch systems. 

In the parameter range examined in this study, a complex phase behavior 

was observed, including several phase transitions. Working near the transition 

to a single-phase system yielded high conversion degrees at satisf@ng selectivity 

values. In order to reach the density, necessary for complete miscibility of the 

reactants in CO, at reasonable pressures, both, remperature and hydrogen 

excess, have to be kept low. This principle should be applicable to other selec- 

tive reactions of similar type as well. 

The results illustrate the obvious insufficience of modelling multi-compo- 

nent phase behavior with that of the pure solvent. Explanation of-* reaction 

effects with the phase behavior of pure CO, would have led to serious flaws in 

the conclusion. Unambiguous interpretation of the reaction data requires a 

detailed consideration of phase behavior, In doing so, approximation of the real 

phase behavior with that of a binary mixture proved to be an excellent 

approach, when weighing accuracy of the model against complexity thus intro- 

duced. 
In summary, the combination of the phase behavior and the parameter 

sensitivity experiments provides a valuable basis for a future optimization of the 

PA semihydrogerlatiotl process, This study shows that detailed consideration of 

phase behavior of a reaction system represents a key step for the development 

of a rational process design, 
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The unique and easily tunable properties of fluids near their critical point ren- 

der SCFs very promising media for chemical reactions. Xn addition, fluids used 

in chemistry at supercritical conditions are often very artractive from both eco- 

nomical and ecological points of view. Combining these media with the indus- 

trially advantageous features of heterogeneous catalysis thus holds great 

promise for optimization of chemical processes. 

Limirations of SCF application arise from the higher demands on the con- 

struction of suitable reaction apparatus and expenses of high-pressure equip- 

ment. Furthermore, the fundamentals of supercritical fluids in heterogeneous 

catalysis have not yet been fully investigated and predictions made on rhe basis 

of theoretical models and calculations are of limited reliability so f:ar. 

Although the possibilities of SCF application in heterogeneous catalysis 

seem very impressive, the benefits of SCFs have to be weighed against the 

higher costs involved in designing, buildin g and maintaining corresponding 

processes. ‘Ib date, SCFs are mainly used where process intensification or favor- 

able reaction behavior lead to economically more attractive processes, or where 

SC-F’s allow to alleviare environmental constraints, However, if society’s 

demand for safe and envirotlnlerltally benign chemical processes continues to 

increase, SCFs may become ideal media for many more chemical processes. ‘For 

this purpose it will be necessary to tiuther improve the knowledge in this area 

on both fundamental and applied level. 

.Although SCFs are currently used mainly as solvents or reactants in chemi- 

cal reactions, there is an attractive opportunity where SCFs act simultaneously 

as both reactant and solvent. ‘l’his “solvent-free“ reaction design is a remarkable 



step towards “green processes”. The easy tunability of an SCFs unique proper- 

ties enables the scientist and engineer to explore the wide field of heterogeneous 

catalysis with markedly less restrictions than faced under classical conditions. 

Consequently, great efforts are expended for exploring this relatively new field 

and this hopefully will lead to ftxrther development of the theoretical basis of 

catalytic reactions under supercritical conditions, 

Combination of phase behavior insights and catalytic studies for certain 

represents a key step along this way. However, f&ther elucidation of the molec- 

ular interactions of reactant, solvent, and catalyst surf&e is indispensable. lo 

sitz~ spectroscopic investigations will play an important role in addressing the 

local molecular phenomena on the catalyst surface under “supercritical” condi- 

tions. A deeper understanding of the fundamentals of heterogeneous catalysis 

in “supercritical” fluids may allow more directed optimization procedures for 

chemical processes, which would be beneficial for both application and 

research. 







The following pages conrain selected figures from this thesis in color. For 

derailed captions be referred to the original figure as indicated. The figures are 

reprinted in order of appex~nce in the thesis with exception of Fig. 8-l 0, 

which is placed at the end to facilitate comparison of Figs 7-13 and 9-3. 
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